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PREFACE 
Tropical ecosystems are among the most endangered and 
least known on earth even though they contain at least 50% 
of the world's species. Tropical mountains exhibit a rich 
diversity of terrestrial habitats produced by altitudinal 
changes affecting temperature and soil moisture which serve 
to compress many habitats into relatively small geographical 
areas. In addition, tropical mountains have acted as refugia 
for species during changes in the paleoclimate. The 
diversity of habitats combined with refugial effects and the 
species packing common to tropical systems should result in 
communities of unusual complexity and interest in 
neotropical mountain ranges. 
Data were collected from May 1979 - October 1980 in the 
Serra do Capara6 mountains of eastern Brazil" (lat. 2f 22' to 
0 20 40', Lon. 40'W. to 42'W.) and were used to describe 
mammalian communities present and the effects of altitude 
and season on them. MacArthur's (1972) hypothesis 
predicting lower .species diversity on tropical mountaintops 
relative to their lower elevations when compared to 
temperate mountains is tested. Results of this study are 
discussed in light of island biogeography (MacArthur and 
Wilson 1967), and refugia as a force in tropical speciation 
(Hafter 1979; Brown 1982) is considered. Taxonomic analyses 
of Caparao rodents ar~ presented along with life history 
notes for all species found in the park. 
This dissertation evolved out of a project begun while I 
was a Peace Corps Volunteer assigned to the Instituto 
Brasileiro do Desenvolvimento Florestal, Minas Gerais, 
Brazil. It was ori6inally through the foresight and efforts 
of the Peace Corps, Dr. Tracy S. Carter and particularly Dr. 
Ivens Pinto Franyueira that this project was created to 
survey the mammalian fauna of Caparao and other national 
parks in Brazil with the goal of developing management plans 
for those few, precious areas. Dr. Iven's determination and 
dedication to the conservation and wise use of natural areas 
and resources and his deep concern for the preservation of 
endangered species and their habitats should be a model for 
future generations of conservationists in Brazil and 
throuJhout the world. IBDF generously supplied equipment, 
quarters, transportation and all possible support. In 
µarticular the .assistance of Gloria de Fatima dos Santos 
Mindes, biolo8ist for IBDF/MG is gratefully acknowledged. 
The personnel of Caparao National Park itself, both 
administrators and most especially the park rangers, were 
enormously helpful and without their day-to-day co-operation 
and willing hard work, little of this would have been 
, / 
µossible. E tambiem, a gente boa do Alto Caparao - Jovericy, 
Donna Maria, Macenieas, Hamilton e muitos otros, sem vo~es, 
/ 
sem sua amazade e espiran~as, nada disso ficaria possivel. 
, 
Muitas obrigatas tem que ir aos todos de VOfeS. 
iv 
Only through the concern and efforts of many people has 
this dissertation come about. My committee, Drs. James H. 
Shaw, Bryan P. Glass, Rudolph J. Miller and William Warde 
have provided guidance, faith and great patience. Many other 
people have provid~d support and encouragement as well, 
particularly Drs. Tracy Carter and Helen Miller and many, 
many friends (especially Joe and Dixie), professors, 
colleagues and students along the way. For the loan of 
specimens or data I am most grateful to The Chicago Field 
Museum, The U.S. Museum of Natural History, The Museum of 
Natural History at the University of Kansas and the Stovall 
Museum at the University of Oklahoma. Finally, the ~reatest 
source of stren~th and consolation alon~ the way: to my 
~arents, Keith and Betty, who tau~ht me determination. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The tropics contain the most diverse and, unfortunately, 
some of the most endangered terrestrial ecosystems on earth. 
Twenty-five to 50% of all the world's species occur in 
tropical forests (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1981, Kaufman and 
Mallory 1989) and these forests are being lost at the rate 
of approximately 100 acres/minute, which had resulted in a 
40% reduction from their original area by 1975 and an almost 
exponential rate of increase (or loss actually) projected 
over the next decade (Colinveux 1979, Kandell 1984). Recent 
satellite surveys indicate that the Amazon region had 
178,000 fires in excess of one square kilometer in size 
burning (Dobson, Jolly and Rubenstein 1989) and there are 
concommitant projected extinction rates as high as 40,000 
species per year worldwide by the year 2000 with most of 
those losses being in the tropics (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 
1981, Kaufman and Mallory 1989). It is equally unfortunate 
that the tropics contain among the most poorly known and 
understood ecosystems in terms of ecology, evolution, life 
histories, taxonomy, or even basic species lists for any but 
a few locations or taxa. Pine (1982:27), in reviewing the 
status of South American mammalogy, stated •everyone is 
1 
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agreed that the South American mammal fauna is poorly 
known •••• It frequently comes as a surprise to 
non-mammalogists to find out how poorly known South American 
mammals are." The importance of understanding the enormous 
complexity of these major ecosystems with their ability to 
generate and maintain the greatest number of species in the 
most complex of terrestrial communities can hardly be 
overstated. 
In South America the two most threatened ecological 
zones are the Amazon and Atlantic rainforests. The threat 
to the Amazon lies in the vast number of species it has to 
lose and the major influx of economic interest in farming, 
ranching, mining and lumbering that has arisen in the last 
few decades (Shoumatoff 1986). These economic developments 
have contributed to great, daily large-scale habitat 
destruction (Goodland and Irwin 1975, Kandell 1984). 
However, the Amazon is an enormous system with vast areas 
still virtually unreachable (at least for the·present) and 
consequently, there is time yet for research and reserves to 
be effective (Shoumatoff 1986). The Atlantic rainforest of 
the southeastern coast, unfortunately, had no such 
protection until it was all but entirely lost to sugar cane, 
cacao, and coffee plantations (Mares 1982, Almeida and Rocha 
1977). As Pine (1982:29) once again comments: 
The unknown original mammalian faunas of some of 
these areas (rainforests) are likely to remain 
forever unknown because various recent agricultural 
pursuits are eliminating the natural communities ••• 
If there is a more imperative need for biological 
3 
research in any field anywhere, I am unaware of it. 
Justification 
Community ecology has been studied for a few locations 
in the Neotropics, some quite intensively, but these are 
scattered and limited in number. Barro Colorado Island in 
Panama is the best- studied neotropical forest, and has. 
~rovided a standdrd throughout the continent due to the work 
of many researchers (e.5. Enders 1935; Wenzel and Tipton 
1966; Flemin~ 1970, 1971, 1972; Fleming, et E!l.· 1972; 
Eisenberg and Thorington 1973). Several long term projects 
also have been carried out in Venezuela (Handley 1976; 
Eisenber5 1978) and in the deserts of Argentina and Chile 
(Fulk 1975; Meserve and Glantz 1978). To a lesser extent, 
the Caatinga of Brazil (Mares~ al. 1981) and the Chaco of 
Paraguay (Wetzel ~al. 1975; Myers and Wetzel 1979) also 
have received attention. In general, the majority of work 
has focused on biomass, biogeo~rapy, taxonomy, and life 
history strategies. Pine (1982) gives an excellent survey 
by country and t~xonomic group for the status of mammalogy 
in South America. 
The main focus of research within Brazil has been 
directed toward the Amazon, although certain areas of the 
southeast where the human population is concentrated also 
have been the subjects of study (Davis 1947; Moojen 1948; 
Hershkovitz 1962; Ruschi 1978; Pine 1980). The Atlantic 
rainforest has been fairly well surveyed taxonomically (Alho 
1982), compared to much of the rest of the country, but 
virtually nothing has been done with the forest's community 
ecology. These forests alon~ the eastern coast of Brazil 
have under5one huma~ disturbance as long or lon5er than any 
other neotropical ecosystem and now only a few habitat 
islands remain (Alho 1932). Research in these areas will 
help not only describe the ecology of what remains of the 
original systems but should µrove invaluable in 
understanding: 1) how troµical systems respond to human 
influence and subsequent losses of habitats and species, 2) 
the effects of insularization, 3) the processes of tropical 
succession, and 4) which species are most likely to become 
endan5ered or to threaten human health or a5riculture as 
pests. 
4 
In addition, extending through the southern half of the 
Atlantic rainforest areas are the Serra do Mar mountains 
that have been important refu6ia for tropical forest species 
during cool, dry periods of the Cenozoic and Quaternary 
(Moojen 1948; Prance 1979; Brown 1982) (Fi~ure 1). These 
refu5ia, as well as others, have been important core areas 
for neotropical speciation (Hafter 1979; Brown 1982) and 
species packin5 and, consequently, diversity is hi5h in them 
today (see Cerqueira 1982, and Hafter 1979 for a further 
discussion of the Haffer-Vanzolini model of neotropical 
speciation). Diversity is high in tropical mountains for a 
5 
Se~~a do Capa~ ao 
Fi5ure 1: Map of neotropical refugia (after Ab'Saber 1977. 
Prance 1979 and Cerqueira 1982). 
6 
variety of reasons. First of all, the variability in 
altitude creates a wide variety of habitats and a 
corresponding diversity of niches (Simpson 1966). Secondly, 
their past roles as refugia during climatic changes have 
created speciation cores surrounding them contributing to 
the high present-day degrees of endemism (Brown 1982, 
Cerqueira 1982, Gentry 1986). In addition, MacArthur and 
Wilson (1967) proposed that mountains are themselves inland 
islands which isolate populations of temperate or 
boreal-adapted species by surrounding them with •seas• of 
low elevation habitats too warm or dry to be crossed. 
Mountaintop islands of high altitude habitat should be even 
more strongly isolated in the tropics than in temperate 
regions according to Janzen (1967), as the degree of 
difference between boreal and temperate habitats is less 
severe than that between boreal and tropical. As on true 
islands, isolation for whatever reason leads to high rates 
of endemism (Vuilleumier 1970, Gentry 1986) from founder 
effect, relic populations and/or speciation resulting from 
drift or selection (Brown 19711 MacArthur 19721 Simpson 
19741 Hafter 19791 Prance 1979). Third, the history and 
bioenergetics of the tropics have given them a tremendous 
capacity for niche subdivision and a great diversity of 
species have been generated and maintained. Finally, 
refugial mountains should show relatively high species 
packing, diversity, and endemism as a result of receiving 
alternating waves of species adapted to warm, wet 
7 
interglacial conditions and those adapted to cooler, drier 
habitats that even the tropics are subject to during glacial 
periods. Each adaptive community of species in turn becomes 
isolated by the next climate change and forms the next 
speciation core (Hafter 19791 Brown 1982). 
MacArthur (1972), however, predicted tropical 
mountaintops should be even less diverse relative to their 
lower slopes than temperate mountains, which is apparently 
at odds with the traditional, sweeping view that the lower 
the latitude, the higher the diversity (Simpson 1966; 
Patterson 1980). This low diversity was considered by 
MacArthur (1972) to be a product of such factors as founder 
effect, small habitat areas, and ecogeographic isolation, as 
though these alpine zones were not only very small islands, 
but also well insulated from colonization. In addition, he 
predicted that those faunas which do occupy increasingly 
higher elevations in the tropics should also become 
increasingly temperate-like both in terms of adaptations and 
taxonomic affiliations. Briggs (1966) found that for 
cold-sensitive marine animals on oceanic islands, the degree 
of endemism was largely explained by the differential 
temperature changes brought about by Pleistocene 
glaciations. The more cold stress the habitat was subject 
to, the fewer endemics were present. Although altitudinal 
cooling may mimic some temperate seasonal effects by 
reducing primary productivity and limiting many 
poikilotherms (thus decreasing diversity both directly and 
indirectly); overall, less severe seasonal variation exists 
in tropical mountains than in most temperate habitats. The 
basic µatterns of seasonality in troµical mountains are 
provided by rainfall just as it is at lower elevations at 
those latitudes. This combination of variable rainfall and 
8 
cold temperatures forms an environment disparate enou~h with 
the surroundin6 lowlands that few tropical species have been 
able to invade and adaµt to it. Species that are found in 
troµical mountains are fre~uently either colonizers or 
remnants from more temµerate areas or times (MacArthur 
1Y72). 
High tropical diversity has been documented for 
neotroµical forest mammals as compared to temperate 
(Flemming 1973) and seems to be 6enerally true for most 
~rouµs with the exceµtion of ayuatic invertebrates 
(MacArthur 1972). However, this latitudinal gradation of 
diversity is not as µronounced among mammals as for other 
groups, esµecially if mi6ratory bats are omitted from 
consideration (Wilson 1974). 
In order to. test MacArthur's troµical mountain 
hyµothesis it was necessary to describe the community 
ecolo6y of a troµicdl mountain system and compare the 
µarameters with those of a temµerate system of similar a6e, 
structure and cliillatic effect. The Great Smoky mountains of 
the eastern U.S. were selected based on the above criteria 
and on the availability of mammalian survey data from which 
selected cowmunity ecolo~y µarameters could be ~enerated for 
comparison to the Caparao range. It was of particular 
importance to determine if the slope of the diversity 
gradient from low to high elevation is greater for tropical 
mountains than for temperate ones as was predicted by 
MacArthur (1972). 
9 
Little is known about the ecology of the Serra do 
Caparaa. Historically the area was know for excellent 
hunting, expecially for tapir (probably Tapirus terrestris) 
which were hunted extensively at the higher elevations, 
capybara (Hydrochaerus hydrochaeris) and deer (species 
undetermined though most probably Ozotoceros bezoarticus) 
(Gripp 1979). A species list has been distributed for the 
park (Magnanini and Padua n.d.) by the Instituto Brasiliero 
do Desenvolvimento Florestal (IBDF) which is responsible for 
the park's management (Appendix A). Forty-four species of 
mammals are listed, with bats and rodents being poorly 
represented (Magnanini and Padua, n.d.). Seven of the 44 
species on the IBDF list are currently listed as endangered 
or threatened by IUCN (1972) and Coimbra-Filho (1972). 
These seven are the maned sloth (Bradypus torquatus), woolly 
spider monkey (Brachyteles arachnoides), thin-spined 
porcupine (Chaetomys subspinosus), maned wolf (Chrysocyon 
brachyurus), giant anteater (Myrmecophaga tridactyla), 
pampas deer (Ozotoceros bezoarticus), and giant armadillo 
(Priodontes maximus). In addition, 11 species of endangered 
avifauna are listed. 
10 
Ruschi (1978) published a discussion of the ecology of 
the µark with a list of birds and mammals and notes on 
ve6etation but, unfortunately, did not mention when· or how 
surveys were conducted nor in which habitats or areas of the 
park. He listed 71 mammal species with Brachyteles 
arachnoides as the only endan5ered sµecies (Apµendix B). 
,I The Serra do Caµarao has received sowe interest as a 
µrobable reiuJium durin 6 the Pleistocene, in µarticular with 
reference to the sµeciation of plants (Prance 1979), birds 
(Hafter 1979), butterflies (Brown 198~), primates generally 
(Kinzey lYdl) and marwosets sµecifically (Cer~ueira 1982) 
and two grouµs of rodents, the genus Proechimys (Moojen 
1948) and the Thomosomyini group (Thomasomys, Rhiµidomys, 
Phaenomys, and Delomys) (Cer~ueira 1982). Within the 
marmoset genus Callithrix, one species (C. flaviceps) is 
ende~ic to the east slope of the Serra do Capara~ while two 
others are confined to the Serra do Har µroµer (C. aurita) 
or to the low elevation forested strips to the east and to 
t h e we s t o f t h e Cap a r a o"' r a n 6 e ( C • .5 e off r o y i ) a c c o rd i n g t o 
HersiJkovitz (1917). The rodeuts are hyµothesized t.o have 
speciated due to invasion from the north and west while 
forests brid6ed tne lowlands during warm wet ~eriods. The 
genera Phaenomys, Delomys and Rhipidomys each became 
se~uentially isolated in the Serra do Har re6ion and 
underwent character disµlacement sufficient to allow niche 
subdivision into their ~resent sym~atric forws (Moojen 1Y4d, 
11 
Cerqueira 1982). The other groups mentioned show siwilar 
patterns. 
Objectives 
MacArthur's troµical mountain nyµothesis of high 
troµical altitude/low r~lative diversity was tested usinJ 
/ data 0 athered from Cdµdrao to 1) describe the wawmal 
cowmunities present and 2) comµare thew witn those of 
tewµerate mountains. For tne comµarison, a survey of the 
mamwals of Great Smoky Mountains National Park in North 
Awerica conducted by Linzey and Linzey (1968) was selected. 
The Caµara~data also contributes to establishin~ 
statistical methods wnich assist in small wammal 
ide1itifications not only in the Neotro~ics but potentially 
in other locatious dS well. The results of these methods 
hds an additional value in that they way assist in 
clari{yiue> Llie taxono1nic relationshiµs of certain of the 
Stndll mammal sµecies found in the Atlantic rctiuforest. Life 
histur; µatterus fur individual sµeci~s w~re dlso carefully 
noted and are of interest. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS 
Site Descriptions 
Regional 
The Serra do Mar mountains are the coastal range of 
,.J 
Brazil extending from southern Bahia to the state of Sao 
Paulo along the eastern edge of the Brazil Highlands. The 
area is of ecological interest due to its great altitude and 
physiographic effect. The high altitudes (up to almost 2900 
m) create cool temperatures that contrast with the 
surrounding tropical conditions and intercept prevailing sea 
winds to form areas of both high rainfall and rainshadow. 
The highest peaks in the range experience fre~zing 
temperatures to form islands of cool, dry paramo-type 
grasslands typical of areas several hundred kilometers 
inland and to the southwest. 
Brazil currently maintains four national parks 
associated with the southern Serra do Mar and its spur 
/ 
ranges, the Serra do Mantiqueria and t~e Serra do Caparao. 
Tijuca (located in Rio de Janeiro) is a typical low 
12 
13 
elevation Atlantic rainforest while Itatiaia, in the states 
of Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais, is rocky and paramo-like 
at high elevations and forested in the valleys. The third 
N 
park, Serra dos Orgaos, is extremely rugged, but otherwise 
similar to Itatiaia and also is located in the state of Rio 
de Janeiro. C I' • h 1 aparao is t e most norther y park, located on 
the border between the states of Espirito Santo and Minas 
Gerais (Figure 2). It is also the largest park and has the 
hi6hest altitudes, with four peaks exceeding 2700 m. The 
highest, Pico da Bandeira, is the third highest mountain in 
Brazil at 2890 m and was the primary reason for the µark's 
creation. 
Capara~National Park is approximately 35,000 ha with a 
diversity of habitats due to altitudinal zonation ran6ing 
from low elevation Atlantic rainforest to cloud forests, 
scrub-6rasslands, and µaramo-like hi5h altitude meadows. 
Caparao is located between latitudes 20 22' to 20 40' and 
longitudes 41 40' W. to 42 W. Currently plans exist to 
expand the park's area and there is interest in increasin6 
its recreational use as well. 
VeBetation 
Ruschi (1978) gave a general description of the 
/ 
ve5etation of Caµarao. The followin5 is a summary from his 
work suµplemented by my own observations. The low.elevation 
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Figure 2: Location and map of Capara6 National Park, 
Hrazil 
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forest vegetation ranges in height from 20 to 30 m and is 
domimated by Tibouchina estrellensis, Cassia multijuga, 
Miconia candolleana, and Miconia sellowiana. The transition 
zone vegetation isless dense and less than 15 m in height 
with the bamboo genus Cabralea common. Some individuals of 
the Parana pine (Araucaria angustifolia) are found in this 
zone and the next although it is not known if these large 
trees are remnants of native stands or introduced. 
still, above approximately 2000 m,the plant communities 
consist of species adapted to colder, drier conditions with 
Roupala, Podocarpus and Chuiquea present. Chase (1927) 
described this area as "rich in grasses and composites" 
(pg.402). Plants endemic to Capara~or also found only in 
/\/ 
the Serra dos Orgaos (a southern, inland spur of the Serra 
do Mar) include members of the genera Zygocactus, Griselina, 
Hymenophyllu~, Blechnum, Polypodium, and Azara. Also, 
Anemone decapetala is found in the park; this is a disjunct 
population of the species found elsewhere only in Chile, 
Argentina, Uruguay and Rio Grande de Sul, the southernmost 
state of Brazil. / Epiphytes are common in Caparao, with over 
100 species of orchids and 21 bromeliads listed by Ruschi 
(1978). 
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Climate 
Temperatures ranged from 13 C to 29 C at 1000 m altitude 
between February and October of 1980. Although no weather 
data were taken from May 1979 through January 1980, 
temperatures were considerably lower during June and July 
1979 as water in roof tanks and puddles regularly froze at 
elevations as low at dOO m, which was not the case in 1980. 
Annual relative humidity averages between 70% and 78 % (IBDF 
1Y8U). Unlike many areas of the troµics, rainfall occurred 
during all months of the year due to the mountains, although 
the amount varied considerably. November throu~h February 
are the wettest months and June throu5h August are 
relatively dry; between February and October of 1980, 1575 
mm of rain was recorded at 1000 m elevation on the western 
(and drier due to rainshadow) side of the park. Maximum 
monthly precipitation was 480 mm recorded during February 
1980 and the minimum was 25 mm in July (Figure 3). These 
data do not include the wettest months of the rainy season 
as weather data were be~un in February of 1979 and not taken 
between mid-December, 1979 and mid January, 1980 due to my 
absence from the µark at the time. As can be seen in Fi~ure 
3, the dry season is concomitant with the cold season in 
these mountains. 
In addition to rainfall, water also enters the park 
ecosystem in the form of condensation of the almost daily 
cloud cover comin 5 inland from the sea. Heavy fog forms and 
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condenses on the large faces of granite, cooled both by the 
altitude and the preceding night. Further condensation also 
occurs directly on the vegetation. It is difficult to 
estimate how much water is introduced in this manner, but it 
is considerable. 
Habitat Zones 
The variations in rainfall, temperature, altitude and 
human disturbance in the Serra do Caparao have resulted in 
several major habitat types of interest. The five used in 
this study were defined as follows (Figure 4): 
Agriculture ~Zone L• These areas are modifications of 
the ori~inal Atlantic rainforest thai were produced and 
maintained by slash and bu~n tactics and dowestic grazing 
µractices until approximately 1975. Weeping love grass 
(Era 5 rostis curvula) and grease~rass (Panicum maximum) often 
were planted in addition to coffee and a variety of fruits, 
principly banana, and citrus wih some jabucicaba and 
avacado. Within the park these areas are no longer 
maintained and are undergoing secondary succession. This 
habitat type is patchily distributed between 900 m and 
approximately 1200 m elevation. Alt~ou~h this zone 
constitutes a relatively small µercenta5e of the µark, most 
of the park boundary is in contact with agricultural lands 
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and any future expansion will almost certainly bring more. 
Little is currently known about tropical succession and the 
expanding agricultural µro 6 rams presently in effect are 
unlikely to offer many opportunities for study of the topic. 
These µark areas are couse~uently df great interest. 
Rainforest - Zone 2. This consists of Atlantic 
rainforest (Ab'Saber 1977), althou6h as previously 
mentioned, / the slopes of the Serra do Caµarao resemble a 
cloudforest due to almost daily cloud and fog cover. 
Limited modification of this zone has resulted from huntin 6 
and firewood cuttin5. In the past, hunting was intensive 
and, although now strictly prohibited by IBDF, some poachin5 
still takes place. The topo~raµhy of this zone is quite 
ru5ged with steep valleys, cliffs, and ~any swift streams. 
Altitudes ran 6 e from )00 m to 150U m, often as vertical rock 
faces. The vegetation is typical cli~ax Atlantic rainforest 
with a 6 reat diversity of tree species having a canopy in 
excess of 20 m in hei5ht, with a tremendous variety of 
bryophytes, bromeliads, tree ferns, and orchids (Ruschi 
1978). 
Transition - Zone 3. At an altitude between 1800 m and 
aµµroximately 20u0 m, changes in temperature and moisture 
cause the rainforest ve5etation to give way to more xeric 
sµecies as the soil becomes rockier and thinner. Frosts are 
common between May and September. Gallery forests extend 
along the water courses in steep valleys and waterfalls are 
abundant. It is an irre5ular zone of mixed vegetation types 
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with patchy distributions based on exµosure, soil depth, and 
water availability. 
Scrub-grasslands ~ Zone i. The elevation of this zone 
ranges between 2000 m and 2500 m and is characterized by 
plant species rarely over 1.5 m in hei6ht except near water. 
Species are adaµted to both relatively xeric soil conditions 
and night temperatures ~hich regularly fall to freezin 6 
between June and AuJust. This zone is cloud-covered during 
afternoons throughout most of the year; however by nightfall 
the clouds settle into the lower elevations causing ni6hts 
usually to be clear, dry and cold. Both domestic grazing 
and hunting of tapir (Tapirus terrestris), coatimundi (Nasua 
nasua), and jaguar (Pan thera ~) have been cow1non in the 
recent past. Domestic gra~ing was ter~inated in 1979 with 
the exception of a small herd of feral goats numbering 
dround ~j individuals according to park ran5ers. At µresent, 
certain areas of this zone are being heavily impacted by 
tourism from trail erosion, over11i1:5h_t camµers dawa6ing 
ve5etation for firewood and a lack of sanitary facilities or 
protected water supplies. In the wonths of June and July it 
is common for as many as 1000 people per month to be 
concentrated along the trails leading up Lo Pico da Bandeira 
,J 
and most of those camµ overnight in and near Terreirao. 
Alpine ~ Zone 5. The highest zone lies above 2500 m and 
is tyµified by low 6rasses, sedges, oxalis, sundew and 
heaths (Chase 1927). Freezin6 night temperatures between 
May and Seµtewber are normal. This area contains 4 'la~oas' 
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or peat-like bogs that form shallow lakes approximately 1-2 
m in depth during the wet season, persist well into the dry 
season and then freeze. Each la~oa is the source of one of 
the major· streams or rivers which leaves the µark. Human 
activities at these elevations have been minimal other than 
limited summer grazin~ in the past but an increasin~ number 
of visitors to t~e µark camp and hike this zone intensively, 
causin~ severe erosion of paths and dama 6 e to ve 6 etation. 
Mauy of the µlant species are found in the µrevious zone and 
the gradation between the two is gradual. The areas of this 
zone form islands surrounding and extending downwards from 
the major peaks of Bandeira/Cruzeiro, Crist~l. Tessouro and 
On the eastern slope of the range, a slight upward shift 
of all zones exists due to increased rainfall. The Serra do 
/ Caµarao runs almost north-south but the prevailin 6 winds off 
the sea come in from the southeast. 
Field Techni~ues 
Specific sites in each ecolo6 ical zone were selected for 
trappiri 6 , mistnettin~ and transects (Table 1) althou6h 
6 eneral observations were made at every oµµortunity. The 
particular survey techni~~es varied somewhat as each site 
varied with the habitat and accessibility, but care was 
taken to equalize effort between zones and seasons as much 
as ~ossible. Conservation of the park's fauna was a major 
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TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTIONS AND EFFORT FOR DATA 
COLLECTION SITES 
Site Elevation Zone Trap- Mist Transects 
(m) nights nets (km) 
Ranch House 1000 1 262 40 93 
" 1100 1 108 4 Pedra Urubu 97 
Pedra Roxa 1000 1 126 6 24 
In'acio/ Al ~xi o 1500 1 1464 12 87 
Mata Burro 1100 2 323 6 40 
Vale Verde 1200 2 1083 30 33 
Mata Capivara 1500 2 1262 9 93 
Carumbe' 1500 2 420 2 111 
Vol ta da On<ja 1700 3 105 118 
Cachoeira Bonita 1800 3 30 99 
Massierra 1900 3 12 
Rolador 2000 3 145 7 267 
Rancho das Cabritos 2200 4 234 4 52 
Morro dos Cavalos 2300 4 225 
Bravos • #IJ (Terre1rao) 
Campo do Jumento 2300 4 120 6 
Rio Jos~ (Terreir:o) Pedro 2300 4 88 45 
"" (Terreirao) 
Alto do Rio Claro 2500 5 1205 46 
Tres Lagoas 2500 5 14 
Arrozal 2500 5 64 10 
TOTAL 7264 120 1253 
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consideration and, conse~uently, IBDF permitted only 
representative specimens of the smaller species to be 
collected. All other individuals were released after being 
identified, sexed, a~ed (if possible) and marked with 
iattoos or µaint for individual reco~nition in the event of 
recapture. Ether was used to iillmobilize the aniillals for 
ease of handling and to assure the measurements taken were 
accurate. Particular care was taken to release obviously 
pre 6 na11t or lactating .fe1uales since none of the park 
sµecies' poµulations are known. It was IBDF's express 
concern that none of toe ~opulations of the µark's species 
be reduced and I cooµerated with their wish as much as 
JJOSsible. 
Traplines consisted of four types of live-traps. For 
smaller mammals a paceline was esta~lished at each site with 
swall Sherman traµs having a 10 m interval between stations. 
The nuwber of stations per line varied somewhat depending 
UJJOn habitat and toµograJJhy, but pains were taken to 
e~ualize traµping effort as wuch as possiole among zones 
(Table 2). Each area trapped had 3 lines run for 7 to 10 
days µer line with several areas trapµed in each habitat 
zone. Two medium-sized traps were used, one a standard 
Ha v - a - i1 a r t and t n e o the r a comµ a r a o 1 y s i_z e d , 1 o ca 11 y made 
trap of welded wire with a5 ravity door and susµended bait 
hook. Uulike the Hav-a-harts, the latter were ei0 fective in 
caµturin 0 small mice and marsupials (as well as birds and 
SAMPLE METHOD 
SEASON 
MONTH 
TRANSECTS 
w Dec 
E Jan 
T Feb 
w Mar 
I Apr 
D May 
D Jun 
R Jul 
y Aug 
D Sep 
I Oct 
w Nov 
TRAPNIGHTS 
w Dec 
E Jan 
T Feb 
w Mar 
I Apr 
D May 
TABLE 2 
EFFORT FOR TRANSECTS, TRAPPING AND 
MISTNETS BY ZONE, SEASON 
1 2 
13 7 
10 3 
19 9 
AND MONTH 
3 
12 
9 
27 
ZONE* 
4 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
6 
5 
TOTAL 
115 
--------------------------------------------
26 13 41 8 5 
23 77 41 11 14 
29 82 35 7 12 424 
--------------------------------------------
38 43 40 14 8 
47 36 28 14 8 
39 31 36 12 4 398 
--------------------------------------------
22 43 49 24 3 
20 39 22 8 5 
0 0 0 0 0 316 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 315 0 0 64 
84 384 0 0 0 847 
-------------------------- -----------------
0 208 105 234 0 
0 0 0 0 1205 
0 830 175 0 0 2757 
--------------------------------------------
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 
ZONE* 
1 2 3 4 5 
SAMPLE METHOD 
SEASON TOTAL 
MONTH 
TRAPNIGHTS 
(Can't) 
D Jun 0 300 0 225 0 
R Jul 134 450 0 0 0 
y Aug 1246 224 0 0 0 2579 
--------------------------------------------
D Sep 120 201 0 120 0 
I Oct 286 0 0 88 0 
w Nov 90 176 0 0 0 1081 
1960 3088 280 667 1269 
l'1ISTNETS 
w Dec 9 4 0 0 0 
E Jan 1 2 0 0 0 
T Feb 8 8 0 0 0 46 
--------------------------------------------
w Mar 2 0 2 0 0 
I Apr 10 1 0 0 0 
D May 0 7 3 2 0 16 
--------------------------------------------
D Jun 8 7 0 0 0 
R Jul 5 2 0 0 0 
y Aug 4 5 0 0 0 37 
--------------------------------------------
D Sep 6 9 0 2 0 
I Oct 7 2 0 0 0 
w Nov 2 0 2 0 0 89 
62 47 7 4 0 
* 1 - A~riculture; 2 - Rainforest; 3 - Transition; 
4 - Scrub-6rass; 5 Al~ine 
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insects). The medium-sized traps were set at every fifth 
station in the above described paceline as well as at 
locations where sign specifically indicated activity. For 
example, traps were placed at the entrances of dens or along 
trails with a bait that would be appropriate to the 
anticipated species. If no specific sign was present, baits 
of banana, sardines or corn/peanut butter/oatmeal were 
placed alternately in the paceline traps. Three large (lm x 
lm x lm) wooden traps were occasionally used, baited with 
corn/peanut butter or raw meat to try and catch a specific 
species even though they had to be transported by mule. 
Generally though, those species which would be captured in 
the large traps were readily detected on transects. 
Transects for tracks, scats, visual and auditory sign 
were run daily in all zones while trapping was being 
conducted and at least twice a month thereafter as time and 
weather permitted. Transects in Vale Verde were run at 
least once a week with the exception of late December 1979 
and mid January 1980 due to my absence from the park at that 
time. The road through the abandoned agriculture zone was 
run twice weekly (Tables 1 and 2). Most transects were 
along trails or the only road in the park due to the rugged 
terrain and dense undergrowth in the lower 3 zones. Scats 
as well as raptor pellets were analysed to assist in 
documenting small mammal occurrences. The climate usually 
caused scats to break down within a week, except at the 
higher elevations, and more rapidly at the peak of the rainy 
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season. Tracks were easily made in all seasons as the soil 
was usually either muddy or dust;. Tracks and scats were 
eliminated from each transect as it was run to insure no 
sign was counted twice. 
Mistnets were used at lower elevations and caves were 
ex~lored for bats. Three caves were near enou~h to the 
ranch house that bat po~ulations could be monitored and 
transects were routed to include thew. Mistnets were µlaced 
over streams or across trdils and natural clearin 6 s (Tables 
1 and 2). 
Small Mammal Identification 
Notes 011 mecisurewenLs (total lengtn, tail length, hind 
foot aud ~ar len 5 tn), µela~e and wei~hts were taKen on all 
indiviauals ca~t~red altuoudh only a reµresentative samµle 
werd sacrificed for voucher specimens anJ placed with IBDF 
i11 Belo dorizonte, i'1inas Gerais. An additional ~easurewent 
of the ratio of the tail to the total len 6 th was also taken. 
To confirm identifications stati~tical com~cirisons were wade 
witn data from species collected from states near the µark 
or throu~h which the Serra Do Mar passes to form a disµersal 
corridor. The non-Caµara~ data are from the collections of 
tne Univer~ity of Kansas, The Chica6o Field Museum of 
Natural History, the Stoval Museum at the Univer~ity of 
Oklaoo;.Ja, tne U.S. duseum of Natural History 
and from puolished data. Some specimens were ·also examined 
and identifications confirmed by Dr. F.D. de Avilia-Pires. 
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Twenty-five species which could µossioly occur in the 
park and for which external morµnoilletric data were available 
from wuseuws or in the literature were dll cowµdred using 
pair-wise 5eneral linedr model F-tests (due to une~ual 
saw.1:-'le sizes). Tnese we-re doiJe usin 0 Statistical Anal1sis 
SysLew (SAS) General Linedr Model (GLM) (Helwi 6 197d). All 
~ossible ~airs of wuseum species were cow.µared usin5 all 5 
variables. Once each of the museum identified sµecies was 
determiued si 6 nificantly difr'erenL from all others by at 
least one variable (total Length, tail length, hindioot 
len 6 tn, edr le11 6 i..h ur ratio of Lne tail Lo total len 6 th) 
then sµecimens whicn i1ad bee;i identified in the: park were 
tested a 6 aiust each wuseum sl:-'ecies to verify tne field 
i de u t i r· i ca t i on s • Si 6 nificance was at the .J5 level even 
tnou 6 h many s~ecies of rodents are often not identifiaole in 
the fiela with more tndn about 75i confidence. Nonett1eless, 
in the majority of cases in this stuaj, sµecies could be 
di s t i n 6 u i shed w i t iJ 9 5 % con f i den c e by a t 1 ea s t o 11 e of th t: s e 
exter11al µdraiueters. 3tel:-'wise discri,uinant aiJal;sis was 
alsd used to further clarify the seµaration between species 
a.ud to determi11e the must statistically prouaole identities 
of any ~uestionable individuals from the park (Abbott et 
tl.1985). This proceedure was carried out usin 5 the B11DP7N 
1:-'rogram (DeJ:-'drtment of Biowatnmatics l<J81). 
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Although the standard total length, tail length, hind 
foot and ear length were the external measurements relied 
on, the fifth parameter, the ratio of the tail to the total 
length, showed little variance within species regardless of 
sex or age, yet was often discrete at both the genus and 
species level and proved to be a useful quantitative 
character. Currently, this ratio is widely used in a 
general, qualitative sense such as •rhe tail is normally 
longer than the head and body ••• " (Nowak and Paradiso 1983, 
p. 576) and in many field guides but no effort has been made 
to use it as a species specific morphometric character as 
are the other external measurements. 
Final decisions for assigning Caparao' specimens to 
species were based on maximum agreement of field 
identifications with all characteristics of external 
measurements, pelage, general cranial characters (including 
dentition) and recorded habitat preferences. The computer 
derived identifications based on external measurements were 
then used to confirm the field identifications and to 
suggest likely alternates if those field identifications 
seemed less than certain or for those individual specimens 
with identities in doubt. In the latter case, the specimen 
was placed into the species with which it shared the minimum 
number of significant differences (based on the F-test 
results) and the maximum number of discriminant function 
reclassifications. Once again, all available factors of 
external measurements, pelage, general skull characters and 
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habitat preferences had to be in agreement before the 
Caparad specimens were considered correctly identified. All 
others are referred as either unknown (if neither genus or 
species is certain) or as the genus with the species 
designated by a number. The numbering system is consistant 
throughout with Marmosa sp 3, for example, refers to the 
same taxon wherever encountered. 
Community Parameters 
The various parameters for the community ecology portion 
of this study were calculated both separately and in 
combination for transect, trapping and mistnet data and were 
defined as follows: 
Number of Species or Species Richness ~ 
This should be a self explanatory statistic. According 
to Poole (1974) this is the most objective measure of 
diversity, a position strongly reinforced by Green (1979). 
Number of Individuals .£Jil.. 
As above, this should be self explanatory, however it 
should be noted that this was not used as a population 
estimate, but only as an index to establish relative 
frequencies within and between communities. 
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Index of Diversity (H') 
This is tne standard Shdnnoa-Wiener index of diversity 
froin Lloyd.et al. (1Y68) and used by Anthony et al. (l':lo.J.). 
H' =-~pi (lo::s) pi 
where pi is a µroµortio11 of the ith sµecies in the sau;pld. 
The use of t11is sLatistic /-1as cowe under fre~ue11t attack in 
µart becd.JSe it re~uires 1) a random sawpl= (not really 
l:'o.:;siole i11 many vert;;:bratc: sy,:;tews with une'-J.ual 
catchuoiliLJ - such as mice i11 baitc:a traps) and 2) a ver; 
large com"1uniL;, also not tne ca.se wito mauy organisws. 
Di::>cussio11s of the proble111s associated with this statistic 
canoe fouud in Pi.elou (l-;169), Lirec:n (lYl'i) and Krebs 
( 1 ~ o Y) • Even so , and per haµ s u n fort u 11 a t c: L y, ta i => is one of 
tne m0st c0mwo11ly used descriptive and ~owl:'arative 
stati;:;tic;:; usc:u b; covJiuuuity ecolu 6 ists. 
Evenness (J') 
This is a compo11ent oi divc:rsity wnic<l measure.:> how 
dVeuiy uisLriouted i11uividua.i.s a.re amuu5 Lne SJJ<::Cies µre:::>ent 
in a com1ni.HJLtj afl'1 is ca.i.cu1ated: 
J' = H'/loll> S 
as ta1<e11 trow Pi1::.i.ou (1960). Cli111ax or undi:::>turbeu 
comUJunities tend Lo uavd i11divi.duals ratfier wore eve.dy 
di~triouted between sµecii;:S while com~u11ities at a lower 
s...icc;;;:;si.011al stage a.re i11cl i11ed to have individudls u11ev1::aly 
distributed betwet=n species. Clearly, tne di.:>tributio" oi 
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individuals between sµecies is profoundly affected by many 
bioener~enic considerations such as troµhic level, season or 
even size that way or way nut reflect &enuine differences 
bet.ween the corn;11u11ities the sµecies inhabit. Conse'-J.uently, 
t.his st.atist.ic suould al.:;;o be used wit.n care and te,,1µered 
wit.h aware1Jess of Diolo 6 ical realit.y. 
Diversity (d) 
This statist.ic was take11 frou1 Green (1979) and was 
calculat.ed as: 
d = (S-1)/log N 
wnere S is t.ne numoer of species and N is the total number 
of individuals of all species. Gr e e 11 ( 1 9 7 9 , pa a e 1 G 1 ) 
C 0 Ill IJJ e IJ t S 
If species diversities are desLred for cowparat.ive 
,.,ur,.,o;;,es, ••• siuiple iudices such as S and dare 
bi0lOJiCally meanin6ful measures wnich are less 
awbi,suous t.nan - a11d uft.en as Ln{ormative as - wore 
cowplex indices such as Hand H'. 
aud furtuer st.at.es tuat "ar·ter siu,ulation studies, Green 
(l}/9) founJ that S was a better inaicat.or oi biological 
cua.ige t.Jan tl'" (page lul). In t.his analysis, all 4 
d i v er s i t y i n d i c es ( H ' , J ' , S and d) w i 11 be pres e 11 t e d for 
co1.1µarison. 
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. Endemism ( E) 
Will be defined as the number of sµecies found 
inhabitin6 a sin~le µark habitat (Blair 1975; Blair, et al. 
1~76) rather Lhdn, as it is sometiwes used, the nuwber of 
sµecies that have evolved witnin a habitat and exist nownere 
el:::;e at all (Geutr; l.,;86). l'he i11terµretdtion of tnis 
parameter woulu be that a s~ecies habitat mi~ht exisL 
out:::;ide t11e park aud couSe<.JJ.eutly so mi 0 t1t tne SrJecie:::;, but 
thdt within the park, the sµecies is restricted in 
uistrioutiun. T.iis µara111eLer i.s important fro111 a 1JJanaseu1ent 
perspective because it measures tne number of species that 
are apparently entLrel; depeudeut on a specific habitat and 
unable to successfull; use others. These species may oe 
u:::;eiul as inJicator :::;pecies as chey would oe wost afiected 
by tne loss, dama 0 e, or increa:::;e of that habitat (Thowas 
l:J79). 
Dominance (D) 
This is a wea:::;ure of relative abuudauces of s 1Jecie:::; in 
cowwunities especiallj as these cowwu11iLies Shift uver an 
environ111e11tal 6 radie11t, or it may be used to cowpare th2 
s aw e t w u st> e c.: i c s i i t ii e y o c c u r i n d i ff e r en L n a o i L a t s • It is 
a specific measwreme[jt of µaired species i11teractio11s witnin 
a truµnic level add as c1osr:dy related i11 ni.cne as µus;:;_ible. 
Dominauce, as defined by NcNau;shton and Wolf (1970), i1nplies 
that SJ!C:Cies ;'/ithiu trophLc levels are in soiue comtJeLition 
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with one another for resources and that the species which is 
most common may be appropriating the niche space of the 
other in the habitat thus outcompeting the second species, 
limiting it, and consequently showing a higher relative 
frequency. Dominance is a within-trophic-level function and 
dominant species are hypothesized to be slightly more 
specialized for the habitat than the less common, 
subordinate member of the pair. Generalist and specialist 
species are defined relative to one another, however, and a 
generalist species, by exploiting a wider range of 
conditions, may be limited by a specialist within a 
particular habitat (the former showing dominance) but over a 
range of habitats may maintain a higher overall frequency 
(Pianka 1978). Dominance is expressed by the equation: 
D = 100 (yl,2/Y) 
where yl,2 is the abundance of the 2 most common species of 
the same trophic level. Communities high in diversity yet 
low in dominance are typically climax communities while 
those with low diversity and high dominance would be in 
early successional stages or unsaturated in terms of species 
(McNaughton and Wolf 1970). In some ways, dominance may be 
a practical field method to measure certain aspects of 
competition from a community standpoint. The result of 
prolonged competition (dominance) between species could be 
1) subdivision of niche space and greater specialization or 
2) a dynamic equilibrium if the habitat is sufficiently 
heterogeneous or, finally, 3) competitive exclusion, and 
perhaps extinction of one species in a particular habitat. 
Rarity Index .£..El. 
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This parameter was calculated by ranking (from least to 
most common) the frequencies of occurrence of all species 
across all zones for each census method. Ranks were then 
totaled and averaged to give each zone an index value. A 
lower value means a habitat has more uncommon species (Usher 
1986). 
The above listed community parameters were tested using 
chi-square analysis, general linear model F-tests and 
Mann-Whitney tests for significant variation between the 5 
habitats present in Capara<f and also for differences between 
this tropical mountain range and the Great Smoky Mountains 
in the temperate zone. The specific tests used are 
discussed under the results section for each parameter to 
which they are applied. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Results are based on the sample method used and, 
consequently, reflect two general size classes of mammals. 
These then are integrated in the section on community 
ecology. 
Identification 
Small Mammals 
As anticipated, individuals in the Cricetidae proved 
the most difficult to identify due to the lack of good field 
characters for some species, the possibility of undescribed 
species occurring in the park and the confusion over many 
named forms with disagreements both at the leyel of species 
~ 
and genus. However, the 35 museum and 10 Caparao cricetid 
species tested in this study largely fell into major groups 
corresponding to their respective genera and even subgenera 
when discriminant function was applied (Figure 5). 
Variables that provided best separation between species 
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were: 1) the hind foot length (F=165.25), 2) the ratio of 
the tail to the total length (F=l09.10, 3) the ear length 
(F=67.05), 4) the tail length (F=48.58) and, finally, 5) the 
total length (F=38.94) (DF 35,518). It is recognized that 
these five measurements are not definitive to distinguish 
all species and this study does not recommend their 
exclusive use since data from pelage, habitat, karyotypes, 
DNA and the morphology of teeth, skulls and reproductive 
structures may all contain unique diagnostic features. 
Still, external measurements do have certain advantages for 
use in species identification especially in the field. In 
particular, 1) they are available for virtually every 
specimen whether in museums or live in the field 2) they do 
not require the sacrificing of an individual to obtain and 
3) they are in use by almost all field guides and keys as 
diagnostic in combination with pelage characteristics, range 
and habitat data and, consequently, are deeply entrenched in 
both popular and scientific literature. 
General comments £!!.. Oryzomys. Of the 11 museum 
identified species compared to one another as 55 pairs using 
general regression F-tests, at least one of the five 
external measurments could distinguish between them in all 
but 3 cases (Table 3). Oryzomys fornesi and O. nigripes were 
not significantly different at the .05 level nor could O. 
capita be separated from either O. intermedius or 
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TABLE 3 
P>F FOR GENERAL LINEAR REGRESSION F-TESTS 
FOR PAIRED SPECIES OF ORYZOMYS 
Measurements 
Species Pairs DF Total Tail Hind Ear Tail/ 
(Caparao' species #) Foot Total 
bicolor/cae.ito 19 .0015 .0469 .0001 .0001 .0001 
bicolor/cae.ito# 33 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0109 
bicolor/concolor 15 .0039 .0105 .0004 .0887 .2375 
bicolor/eliurus 24 .8353 .0663 .0043 • 2418 .0005 
bicolor/flavescens 14 .0589 .0027 .0020 .5407 .0068 
bicolor/flavescens# 36 .0003 .0001 .0001 .9051 .0001 
bicolor/fornesi 12 .5793 .6269 .0336 .0024 .0024 
bicolor/intermedius 20 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .1891 
bicolor/nigrie.es 44 .3205 .0066 .0001 .1427 .0004 
bicolor/nitidus 49 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0146 
bicolor/ratticee.s 13 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .7698 
bicolor/subflavus 24 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .6743 
cae.ito/cae.ito# 50 .1701 .7254 .0513 .1871 .0001 
cae.ito/concolor 28 .9237 .5417 .0387 .0614 .0251 
cae.ito/eliurus 38 .0005 .0008 .4222 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito/flavescens 27 .0002 .0013 .0001 .187 1 .0007 
cae.ito/flavescens# 48 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito/fornesi 27 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito/intermedius 33 .0982 .1747 .4459 .2694 .8992 
cae.ito/ni8.rie.es 57 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito/nitidus 62 .2515 .2895 .3938 .5154 .7592 
cae.ito/ratticee.s 28 .0001 .0007 .0256 .0830 .8614 
cae.ito/subflavus 38 .9559 .7499 .0384 .0416 .1234 
cae.ito#/concolor 31 .0013 .0551 .0027 .0007 .0015 
cae.ito#Leliurus 41 .0001 .0081 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#/flavescens# 51 .0044 .2109 .0021 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#Lflavescens 30 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#Lfornesi 30 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#Lintermedius 36 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0010 .2356 
cae.ito#Lni8.rie.es 61 .0001 .0085 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#/nitidus 66 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0291 
cae.ito#/ratticee.s 29 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cae.ito#/subflavus 40 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
concolorLeliurus 19 .0013 .0551 .0027 .0007 .0015 
concolor/flavescens 8 .2286 .6686 .3441 .0925 .0212 
concolorLflavescens# 30 .0035 .5251 .3481 .0015 .0001 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
Measurements 
Species Pairs DF Total Tail Hind Ear Tail/ 
(Caparao I species #) Foot Total 
concolor/fornesi 8 .0358 .1459 .1133 .0068 .3413 
concolor/intermedius 14 .0480 .1105 .0002 .0055 .8821 
concolor/nigriees 38 .0001 .0113 .0014 .0007 .0008 
concolor/nitidus 43 .0014 .0048 .0001 .0001 .8274 
concolor/ratticees 7 .0005 .0020 .0009 .0018 .7989 
concolor/subflavus 18 .0082 .0059 .0003 .0001 .4268 
eliurus/flavescens 18 .0419 • 1010 .0668 .8949 .8357 
eliurus/flavescens# 40 .0002 .0001 .0001 .3486 .1438 
eliurus/fornesi 18 • 4391 .4207 .6465 .0117 .7313 
eliurus/intermedius 24 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 • 0001 
eliurus/nigriees 48 .9133 .5089 .0178 .0271 .1396 
eliurus/nitidus 53 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
eliurus/ratticees 17 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0335 
eliurus/subf lavus 28 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0036 
flavescens#/ 28 .9291 .2471 .2278 .5467 .8983 
flavescens 
flavescens#/fornesi 28 .0006 .0001 .0029 .0118 .1131 
flavescens#/ 34 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
intermedius 
flavescens#/nigriees 58 .0005 .0001 .0001 .1442 .0197 
flavescens#/nitidus 59 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
flavescens#/ratticees27 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
flavescens#/subflavus38 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
flavescens/fornesi 7 .0603 .0316 .3559 .3302 .8983 
flavescens/ 13 .0001 .0023 .0001 .0002 .0034 
intermedius 
flavescens/nigriees 37 .0689 • 0 417 .5527 .7894 .6721 
flavescens/nitidus 42 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
flavescens/ratticees 6 .0044 .2109 .0021 .0001 .0001 
flavescens/subflavus 17 .0004 .0033 .0001 .0001 .0001 
fornesi/intermedius 13 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0013 
fornesi/nigriees 37 • 0911 .127 3 .1130 .1593 .7677 
fornesi/nitidus 42 .0001 .0003 .0001 • 0001 .0001 
fornesi/ratticees 6 .0001 .0005 .0001 .0001 .1847 
fornesi/subf lavus 17 .0001 .0002 .0001 .0001 .0002 
intermedius/nigriees 43 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
intermedius/nitidus 48 .6069 .7849 .0483 .4592 .6440 
intermedius/ratticees12 .0001 .0001 .0923 .1184 .8275 
intermedius/subflavus23 .1566 .1268 .0068 .9761 .3320 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
Measurements 
Species Pairs DF Total Tail Hind Ear Tail/ 
(Caparao'species #) Foot Total 
nigriees/nitidus 72 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
nigriees/ratticees 36 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0066 
nigriees/subf lavus 48 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0002 
nitidus/ratticees 41 .0001 .0001 .0017 .1290 .8977 
nitidus/subflavus 52 .2728 .1432 .0366 .4520 .1049 
ratticees/subflavus 16 .0001 .0016 .0013 .0006 .5579 
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O. nitidus. Two other pairs were also very similar: O. 
intermedius to O. nitidus and O. eliurus to O. flavescens. 
' Caparao Oryzomys. Two different Oryzomys were trapped 
in Caparao. The two groups were significantly different in 
the means of all standard measurements except the tail 
although they were significantly different in the total to 
tail ratio (Table 3). The two species could also be 
differentiated by discriminant function (Table 4 and Figure 
6) and in the field by size and pelage. The Oryzomys 
species 1 from Caparao~was not significantly (P>.05) 
different from O. flavescens in any of the standard external 
measurements using pair-wise general linear model F-tests. 
General skull morphology and reddish-ocher pelage was also 
consistent with O. flavescens. 
Discriminant function was able to distinguish 65.4% of 
/ 
the Caparao specimens of this type from all other species. 
The most overlap was with museum Oryzomys flavescens and 80% 
of the reclassifications (5 specimens) were placed in that 
group (Table 4). In general, O. flavescens is found in 
campo limpo (prairie) regions east of the Andes, however, 
the nearest record of flavescens to Capara<f is from Rio 
Grande do Sul (Cabrera 1961) several hundred kilometers 
south of Caparao/consequently it would be a considerable 
range extension for this species to occur in the park. 
Considering that the areas between Rio Grande do Sul and 
Caparal include the States of Rio de Janeiro and s:O Paulo, 
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TABLE 4 
CLASSIFICATION MATRIX FOR DISCRIMINANT 
ANALYSIS OF 13 ORYZOMYS SPECIES 
Species %correct Species 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
-----------------· ··---------------------
" (# Caparao species) Number classified into each species 
1-bicolor 100.0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2-capito 45.8 0 11 6 0 0 0 0 0 3 o 3 o 1 
3-capito# 55.6 0 6 15 5 0 o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
4-concolor 60.0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 
5-eliurus 46.7 1 0 0 0 7 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 ~ 
6-f lavescens# 65.4 0 0 0 0 3 17 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7-flavescens 50.0 0 0 o 1 0 o 2 1 0 o o o 0 
8-fornesi 75.0 o o o o 0 1 o 3 0 0 0 o o 
9-intermedius 70.0 o 1 0 o o o o o 7 o 1 0 1 
10-nigripes 11. 8 0 o o o 11 2 6 11 0 4 o 0 o 
11-nitidus 51.3 0 2 o 1 0 0 0 0 8 o 20 0 8 
12-ratticee.s 100~0 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
13-subflavus 78.6 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 11 
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two of the best collected areas in Brazil, this could 
represent a population disjunct by several hundred 
kilometers. This is not impossible recognizing the Serra do 
Mar's position as a refugium and/or dispersal corrider, but 
it would be a remarkable occurrence. It should be noted, 
however, that these specimens were taken from park habitats 
somewhat dissimilar to those in which the species is usually 
found (Figure 7). They were not associated with the higher 
altitude campo limpo-like zones 4 and 5 but most abundantly 
in the rainforest and abandoned agriculture - zones 1 and 2. 
Consequently, although one species of Oryzomys in Caparad is 
most similar to flavescens it may represent a group that has 
diverged somewhat after isolation in these mountains to 
perhaps a sub-specific degree having an increased mean tail 
length and, most importantly, a distinct change in habitat 
preferance. Alho (1982) does describe flavescen's niche as 
arboreal, even in the scattered trees of campo limpo, but 
~ 
the increased tail length in the Caparao group could 
indicate an even stronger tendency toward arboreality. This 
is not surprising considering that the park specimens were 
largely confined to a forested habitat. 
Of the 28 specimens identified in Capara6 as Oryzomys 
capito 12 (43.4%) were classified by discriminant function 
as belonging to other groups with 6 of those 12 being placed 
in museum capito (Table 4). Five other specimens were 
placed in O. concolor which is a species largely Amazonian 
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in distribution but that has been reported in the forested 
regions of Paraguay and Bolivia. F-tests indicated 
significant differences between the Caparao specimens 
total/tail ratio and that of museum O. capito and 
significant differences in between Caparao specimens and 
museum concolor in all five external measurements (Table 3). 
In addition, / . the Caparao mice exceeded the ranges of both 
concolor's hindfoot and ear lengths (Table 5). Oryzomys 
capito is not usually found in high altitude habitats as it 
was in Caparao/but the species is adapted to the dry, open 
country of the chaco, cerrado and caatinga and the higher 
/ 
elevations of Caparao are dry, open scrub and grasslands, 
similar to capito's prefered habitats. The high, cold, dry 
areas of the park are 4uite unlike the tropical deciduous 
forests preferred by concolor. Consequently, based on 
discriminant function, F-tests and habitat preferences, the 
~ 
second species of Oryzomys found in Caparao is most probably 
capito. 
/ The two species of Oryzomys in Caparao showed sharp 
differences in habitat preference with flavescens present in 
zone 1 (agriculture), very common in zone 2 (forest) and 
rare in zone 3 (transition) while capito was present at low 
frequencies in zones 2 and 3 but was the most common mouse 
by far in zones 4 and 5 (Figure 7). Where the two species 
overlapped in the forest (zone 2), Oryzomys flavescens was 
twice as common as capito. 
SPECIES 
TABLE 5 
SOUTHEASTERN BRAZIL ORYZOMYS SPECIES 
CHARACTER MEANS AND RANGES IN 
MILLIMETERS 
N TOTAL TAIL 
LENGTH 
HFOOT EAR 
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TAIL/TOTAL 
RATIO 
O.bicolor 11 193.2 102.0 21.3 15.3 .5290 
(147-225)(083-118)(19-23)(14-17)(.502-.564) 
O.capito 24 245.5 119.9 30.5 20.5 .5164 
(158-330)(069-170)(24-36)(16-25)(.496-.526) 
O.concolor 5 247.6 128.6 27.0 18.2 .5161 
(174-278)(083-149)(21-29)(14-20)(.477-.541) 
O.eliurus 15 194.8 110.8 23.2 14.8 .5681 
(149-230)(082-131)(20-25)(13-16)(.515-.634) 
O.flavescens 4 216.7 122.2 25.0 14.7 .5650 
(197-237)(112-127)(23-28)(11-18)(.531-.593) 
O.fornesi* 50 188.0 105.5 23.7 13.2 .5633 
(165-212)(093-118)(21-26)(11-14)(.533-.563) 
O.fornesi 4 186.5 105.0 23.5 13.0 .5636 
(165-212)(093-118)(21-26)(11-14)(.556-.574) 
O.intermedius 10 279.6 144.9 35.0 22.2 .5178 
(250-292)(125-157)(31-39)(18-25)(.480-.543) 
O.nigripes 34 199.4 112.4 24.4 14.4 .5618 
(145-230)(079-132)(22-28)(12-18)(.505-.610) 
O.nigripes* 80 224.8 125.5 24.8 17.4 .5582 
(161-270)(100-149)(21-28)(15-19)(.551-.621) 
O.nitidus 39 288.0 149.1 33.7 22.8 .5175 
(220-325)(115-175)(30-37)(18-26)(.498-.555) 
O.ratticeps 3 404.3 210.0 37.3 24.5 .5235 
(390-412)(180-221)(37-38)(24-25)(.436-.564) 
SPECIES 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
N TOTAL TAIL 
LENGTH 
HFOOT EAR 
50 
TAIL/TOTAL 
RATIO 
O.subflavus 14 296.2 157.5 32.0 23.0 .5358 
(236-338)(136-179)(30-35)(20-34)(.496-.546) 
O.capito# 27 232.8 118.0 28.6 19.7 .5073 
(219-261)(107-129)(25-33)(17-23)(.467-.558) 
O.flavescens# 25 216.5 125.1 26.1 15.3 .5789 
(204-266)(119-133)(24-29)(13-19)(.530-.619) 
#Caparao~specimens; * Myers and Carlton 1981 
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General comments on Akodon. Sixteen pairs (5 species) 
of museum identified species were compared in the genus 
Akodon before the Caparad specimens were tested. Of the 16, 
there were significant (.05) differences between all pairs 
in at least one of the external measurements (Table 6). 
/ Caparao Akodon. Four species of Akodon were found in 
, 
Caparao. Species 1 was not significantly different from 
Akodon cursor in four of the five external measurements 
(Table 6). Discriminant function placed 16 of the 51 
specimens identified as A. cursor from Caparad into the 
museum A. cursor category, retaining 19 as discrete (Table 7 
and Figure 8). Four of the 23 museum cursor specimens were 
/ 
reclassified into Caparao cursor. F-tests indicated the 
Caparao~group appears to be most similar to museum A. cursor 
as only the total to tail ratio was significantly different 
between the two groups. 
Species 2 was tenatively identified as A. lasiurus in 
the field, but was not significantly different from Akodon 
serrensis in any of the 5 external measurements. 
/ . Discriminant function reclassified one Caparao specimen into 
museum A. lasiurus and 1 into museum A. serrensis (Table 7 
and Figure 8). In the park these mice were found in 
moderate frequencies in both the forest, transition and 
alpine zones (Figure 9). 
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TABLE 6 
P>F FOR GENERAL LINEAR REGRESSION F-TESTS 
FOR PAIRED SPECIES OF AKODON 
Character 
Species pairs DF Total Tail Hind Ear Tail/ 
(# Caparao species) Foot Total 
arviculoides/cursor 29 .0002 .0002 .0001 .0009 .0357 
arviculoides/lasiurus 59 .0526 .0315 .0017 .0145 .2083 
arviculoides/nigrita 41 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0019 
arviculoides/reinhardti 14 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .1325 
arviculoides/serrensis 12 .2017 .0023 .0316 .0024 .0012 
arviculoides/cursor# 38 .6789 .3328 .0176 .0568 .0401 
arviculoides/ 42 .2187 .0412 .0001 .0557 .0233 
arviculoides# 
arviculoides/serrensis# 19 .0495 .9464 .0564 .2091 .0886 
cursor/lasiurus 45 .0001 • 0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
cursor/nigrita 57 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0165 
cursor/reinhardti 30 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0124 
cursor/serensis 28 .2110 .8653 .0056 .6226 .1480 
cursor/cursor# 54 .1617 .6645 .0829 .4139 .0360 
cursor/arviculoides# 38 .5231 .0641 .2569 .3127 .0188 
cursor/serrensis# 35 .0150 .7359 .4380 .6222 .0742 
lasiuris/nigrita 57 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .1011 
lasiurus/reinhardti 30 .0001 .0004 .0001 .0004 .0001 
lasiurus/serrensis 28 .0629 .0001 .0002 .0001 .0003 
lasiurus/cursor# 54 .0001 .0001 • 0001 .0001 .0001 
lasiurus/arviculoides# 57 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
lasiurus/serrensis# 35 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
nigrita/reinhardti 42 .4645 .0001 • 9791 .0016 .0999 
nigrita/serrensis 40 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
nigrita/cursor# 66 .0001 .0001 • 0001 .0001 .0001 
nigritalarviculoides# 40 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
nigrita/serrensis# 47 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
reinhardti/serrensis 13 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
reinhardti/cursor# 39 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
reinhardti/arviculoides#14 .0004 .0001 .0001 .0024 .0001 
reinhardti/serrensis# 20 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
Character 
Species pairs DF Total Tail Hind Ear Tail/ 
(# Caparao'species) Foot Total 
serrensis/cursor# 37 .4112 .8854 .0026 .1466 .3577 
serrensis/arviculoides# 41 .0453 .1086 .0001 .1310 .8431 
serrensis/serrensis# 18 .2051 • 4916 .0177 .2820 .4044 
cursor#/arviculoides# 67 .0443 .0923 .0006 .6436 .5894 
cursor#/serrensis# 44 .0039 .2792 .7030 .1000 .0589 
arviculoides#/# 48 .0008 .0184 .0427 .8136 .2628 
serrensis 
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TABLE 7 
CLASSIFICATION MATRIX FOR DISCRIMINANT 
ANALYSIS OF 12 AKODON SPECIES 
Species , Species (# Caparao species) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
-------------------------------------
%correct Number classified into each species 
1-arviculoides 28.6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
2-cursor 30.4 2 7 0 0 2 0 0 1 6 0 5 0 
3-(Z).lasiurus 50.0 4 0 15 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
4-(A).lasiurus 65.2 0 0 7 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5-(B).lasiurus 64.7 3 1 7 1 22 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
6-nigrita 65.7 0 0 0 0 0 23 6 0 0 0 0 6 
7-reinhardti 75.0 0 0 0 1 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 
8-serrensis 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
9-cursor# 42.9 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 3 0 0 
10-arviculoides#28.1 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 9 9 2 0 
11-serrensis# 60.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 
12-nigrita# 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(Z) = Z "l.8. o don t om r. s 1 (A) = Akodon1 (B) = Bolomr.s 
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/ 
The third Caparao species was the most common and was 
tentatively identified as arviculoides in the field. It 
could not be identified with confidence using either F-tests 
or discriminant function. F-tests indicated that it was 
significantly different from both park cursor and park 
serrensis and in the field it could be differentiated by the 
darker pelage and bulkier form. This group did not fit well 
with any of the museum species although it was plainly an 
Akodon. For the purposes of this study, the third species 
will be referred to as A. arviculoides, the species with 
which it is most closely allied based on its range and mean 
measurements (Table 8). The fourth species, although 
represented by a single specimen, was identified as 
Akodon=(Thaptomys) niBrita both by inspection in the field 
and by discriminant function. This specimen was examined by 
Dr. F.D. de Avilia-Pires of the University Rural in Minas 
Gerais and he concurred on the genus but believed that this 
individual represented a new species. 
/ Other Caparao Genera. Most other genera in the park 
did not occur with the frequency of the preceeding two, and 
many have characteristics that permit easier identification 
of them to species (Table 9). However, the same techniques 
of ANOVA and discriminant function were used for these 
specimens as well, both to comfirm identifications and to 
test the methods used. 
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SPECIES 
TABLE 8 
SOUTHEASTERN BRAZIL AKODON AND RELATED 
GENERA'S SPECIES CHARACTER MEANS 
AND RANGES IN MILLIMETERS 
N TOTAL TAIL 
LENGTH 
HFOOT EAR TAIL/TOTAL 
RATIO 
Akodon 7 193.1 78.7 22.7 18.4 .4049 
arviculoides (170-208)(50-93)(22-25)(17-20)(.294-.448) 
A.cursor 23 199.8 84.3 25.3 18.2 .4194 
(132-233)(50-105)(21-30)(16-20)(.294-.489) 
A.serrensis 6 186.8 82.1 22.1 18.1 .4395 
(165-201)(74-91)(21-23)(17-19)(.420-.454) 
A.lasiurus 23 172.6 63.0 20.5 15.8 .3658 
(128-200)(43-75)(19-22)(15-17)(.236-.453) 
Bolomx.s 52 175.4 64.5 21. 2 15.3 ~3657 
lasiurus (138-212)(33-91)(18-23)(12-20)(.246-.423) 
Z'f.godon t omx.s 30 178.2 67.3 21.1 15.7 .3757 
lasiurus (140-208)(32-82)(20-24)(10-20)(.228-.428) 
Thae,tom'i.s 35 132.1 45.3 17.4 11. 4 .3472 
nigrita (080-155)(40-51)(12-20)(09-13)(.305-.500) 
Thae,tom'i.s 1 134.0 43.0 18.0 10.0 .3208 
nigrita# ( )( )( )( )( ) 
•Thale,omx.s 8 136.3 50.6 17.5 13.2 .3725 
reinhardti•* (116-161)(45-57)(16-20)(12018)(.354-.409) 
Akodon 36 191.0 82.6 24.2 17.5 .4336 
arviculoides# (174-209)(74-99)(21-26)(16-19)(.404-.462) 
A.cursor# 32 201.3 88.3 26.2 17.3 .4384 
(164-224)(65-99)(22-29)(14-19)(.396-.464) 
A.serrensis# 13 176.3 79.1 24.5 17.5 .4643 
(157-189)(71-87)(21-26)(16-19)(.452-.473) 
#from Caparao-1 
* from University of Oklahoma - I.D. was tentative 
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TABLE 9 
CRICETIDAE OTHER THAN AKODON AND ORYZOMYS 
CHARACTERS MEANS AND RANGES IN 
MILLIMETERS 
59 
SPECIES N TOTAL TAIL HFOOT 
(# from Caparao~ LENGTH 
EAR TAIL/TOTAL 
RATIO 
2 150.0 
(149-151)( 
147.2 
(129-161)( 
3 162.0 
(149-175)( 
19.5 11.0 .3365 
)(19-20)(11-11)(.331-.342) 
18.3 9.7 .2774 
Blarinomys 
breviceps# 
Blarinomys 
breviceps** 
Bibi mys 
torresi* 
Calomys 
callosus 
Calomys 
61 151.7 
(105-215)( 
1 138.0 
50.5 
50-51 
42.5 
30-52 
71. 5 
65-78 ) 
66.9 
30-87 
67.0 
)(16-21)( 8-10)(.232-.322) 
.4405 
(.436-.445) 
17.6 14.3 .4398 
)(14-23)(10-17)(.285-.486) 
16.0 14.0 .4850 
laucha 
Calomys 13 140.8 62.2 16.58 14.0 .4331 
(130-154)( 55-69 )(15-20)(13-16)(.369-.468) 
2 387.0 196.5 51.0 22.5 .5010 
(321-453)(161-232)(47-55)(21-24)(.501-.501) 
17 419.0 215.5 50.6 23.5 .5138 
tener 
Nectomys 
squamipes# 
Nectomys 
squamipes 
Oxymycterus 
jubata 
Oxymycterus 
quaestor# 
Oxymycterus 
roberti 
Phaenomys 
ferrugineus* 
Rhagomys 
rufescens* 
(216-484)(110-252)(34-58)(16-25)(.481-.534) 
10 271.2 111.9 31.0 23.8 .4122 
(250-295)(100-120)(28-40)(23-25)(.389-.433) 
6 262.8 114.4 32.0 19.4 .4441 
(149-301)( 68-130)(24-35)(15-21)(.428-.460) 
13 221.9 89.8 27.8 17.1 .4039 
(196-248)( 76-110)(26-30)(16-20)(.365-.478) 
240.0 190.0 •small" .4541 
188.0 94.0 "short• .5000 
Rhipidomys 2 270.0 150.0 27.0 19.0 .5535 
masticalis (255-285)(135-165)(25-29)(19-19)(.529-.578) 
Thomasomys 3 252.6 125.0 32.0 21.0 .4950 
dorsalis# (248-262)(125-125)(30-33)(19-22)(.477-.504) 
Thomasomys 18 246.6 118.1 28.2 20.4 .4777 
dorsalis (234-270)(104-135)(25-30)(16-23)(.444-.521) 
Thomasomys 2 309.5 185.5 29.5 22.0 .5990 
oenax (304-315)(104-135)(26-30)(16-23)(.444-.521) 
Wiedomys 296.5 182.5 •1arge• .6155 
pyrrhorinos*(260-333)(160-205) (.615-.615) 
Unknown 5 207.0 108.2 14.8 10.6 .5222 
specimens# (199-218)(103-115)(14-16)(10-12)(.517-.527) 
*Nowak and Paradiso (1983)1 **Matson and Abravaya (1977) 
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/ Caparao Nectomys. One species of Nectomys was found in 
the park and was identified as N.sguamipes at that time. 
Discriminant function placed both of the park specimens in 
that ~pecies (Figure 10). No F-tesis were run due to the 
small number of park specimens. This is a rather large 
mouse (or rat) with seve~al distinguishing characteristics 
including glossy pelage, stiff fringe on the feet and close 
association with water. Both Caparao specimens were caught 
on stream banks and identified by the above characteristics. 
/ Caparao Thomasomys. Three specimens identified as 
Thomasomys dorsalis were caught in Caparao. The single 
reclassification in this group made by discriminant function 
placed that specimen with museum T. dorsalis and 2 of 9 
museum specimens were reclassified as park dorsalis (Figure 
10). 
Caparao' Blarinomys. This is a very rare mouse 
confined to southeastern Brazil which no other Neotropical 
mammal resembles in appearance. It seems to be the 
ecolo~ical e~uivilent of the North American short tailed 
shrew - Blarina brevicauda which it strongly resembles and 
for which it was named. Two specimens were collected in 
Caparao from the rainforest zone. 
~ Caparao Oxymycterus. Specimens id~ntified as O. 
quaestor (=hispidus) were found in the park. No O. hispidus 
from museums were available for comµarisons but two other 
eastern Brazil species were available, O. roberti and O. 
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Figure 10: Discriminant function plot of S.E.Brazil genera excluding Uryzomys 
and Akodon. °' 
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jubata and comparisons were made with these two species to 
insure against misidentification and to give a genus target 
area for discriminant function analysis. The latter 
indicated the park specimens did not belong to either 
roberti or iubata although they did clearly fall into the 
Oxymycterus genus (Figure 10). No F-tests could be run due 
to the small number of park specimens. 
/ Caparao Unknown Species. One Caparao/species 
represented by 5 specimens was morphologically quite 
distinct from any other S.E. Brazil species or even 6enus 
for which comparative museum or published data were 
available (Figures 5 and 10). According to discriminant 
function analysis, this group was 100% isolated with no 
individuals reclassified into or out of it. Externally, 
they 6enerally resemble the other montane genera of South 
America, Calomys, Thomasomys, Phaenomys, Rhagomys, Bibimys 
(=Scapteromys) and Rhipidomys with dense, soft fur, 
relatively small ears, tails and hind feet. The Caparao 
group was distinctive, however, due to the combined features 
of short ears almost hidden in the dense, dark 
rufus-chestnut fur and a tail somewhat longer than the head 
and body. Furthermore, they lack other key features that 
distin~uish several of the above genera, such as distinctive 
nose markin~s or skull features. The availability of 
~ 
specimens allowed statistical comparison between the Caparao 
6roup and 3 5enera that have been recorded in or near the 
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genera are the three externally most similar to the Caparao~ 
mice. F-tests found the Caparao'group significantly 
different in all five external measurements from both 
Calomys callosus and C. tener. No F-tests could be made 
with C.laucha as only one specimen of the latter was 
available, but the Caµarao'sµecimens were all considerably 
larger. Both Thomosomys dorsalis and T. oenax were 
si6nificantly different in all external µarameters from the 
Caparao~specimens (P>.05). Rhipidomys masticalis was 
reµresented by only 2 specimens so no F-tests could be run 
but still the external measurements for this species are all 
we 11 b e yo n d t hos e f o r t h e Cdµ a r a o' u n kn own , µa r t i c u 1 a r 1 y t h e 
ear and hindfoot length. Phaenomys ferrusineus resembles 
the u11k11own in culoration but tne total leu5th is about 30 
mw lon 6 er, the tail about 80 mm longer and Phaenomys (though 
very rare) is thuu 6 ht to be arboreal (Nowak and Paradiso 
19d3). 
This unknown Caparao'sµecies was ecolo~ically 
distinctive dS well. They were cau 0 ht only in the high 
altitude grasslands at near 25UO w., were diurnally active, 
dnd found in runways wade in the grass dnd along rocks. All 
in all, they resembled the North American pine vole Pitymys 
(=Microtus) pinetorum exceµt for the longer tail and duller 
pela 6 e. The nigh altitude hahitat of the unknown most 
closely aµµroaches those of sowe species of Thomosomys and 
Calomys and is yuite unlike that of Bibimys, Rhipidomys, 
Rhagomys, Phaenomys. It is worth recalling that the Serra 
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do Mar range has served as a refugium and speciation core 
for several of the above genera in the Thomasomini group as 
previously noted. Further data will be needed before the 
Caparao specimens can be confirmed as new species but 
present evidence strongly indicates this possibility. 
Identification of species from raptor pellets was 
entirely done by inspecting the remains of skulls. These 
were compared to skulls of those species captured in the 
µark and identifications made accordingly. Species for 
which no specimen had been captured that matched or which 
lacked some distinctive skull character which allowed 
recognition are noted as "unidentified". 
the group was assi6ned at least to genus. 
Where possible, 
For example, 
Marmosa species 3 is the same taxon whether found in raptor 
pellets or captured but it was unidentifiable to species in 
either case. Number of individuals is based on either the 
lar6est number of skulls or number of jaws from the same 
side of the body. 
Large Mammals 
Most observations on transect lines were of taxa with 
few species in southeastern Brazil; consequently, 
identifications were seldom difficult, with only occasional 
problems at the species level within carnivores and 
xenarthrans. 
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Within the Xenarthra, burrows were the most common sign 
and Euphractus and Dasypus the most common genera. These 
were distinguished by differences in burrow dimensions, with 
Euphractus· constructing a burrow generally wider than hi6h 
and Dasypus digging holes either circular or somewhat higher 
than wide. It was not possible to tell juvenile Dasypus 
novemcinctus from adult Dasypus septemcinctus burrows and 
both species were hand-captured in the park. Also, a 
sub-adult Cabassous tatouay was captured in the park and the 
burrow it constructed was similar in appearance to that of 
adult Euphractus septemcinctus in the µark and would have 
been difficult to differentiate. Burrows du~ by adults of 
these two species would have been distin~uishable by size, 
however, as Cabassous tatouay is a much lar6er animal when 
This techniyue of species specific burrow 
identification was also used by Carter dnd Encarnacao 
(1983). 
Among carnivores, the hoary fox (Lycalope~ vetulus), 
brush fox (Pseudolopex ~ymnocercus) and crab-eating fox 
(Cerdocyon thous) could not be differentiated by tracks or 
in the 186 canid scats collected, althou~h their tracks and 
scats could be differentiated from those of domestic dogs. 
They also could not be distinguished in the occasional 
sighting. Since all three species were likely to be µresent 
and as domestic dogs were not considered in the analysis, 
the ~eneral term 'canid' is used throughout to indicate the 
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fox group. Domestic do6s were shot on si6ht in the park and 
were seldom noted on transects. 
With the exception of mardays and little-spotted-cats 
the tracks of the Felidae could be distinguished based on 
relative size and conformation, ·as could 87% of the 151 
feloid scats. The greatest difficulty was the overlap in 
size between juvenile ocelots and adult wargay or 
little-spotted-cats althou6h it was unlikely that an ocelot 
kitten of comparable size to those other species would be 
unaccompanied by its mother. Twice on transects tracks in 
the size ran 6 e for one of the two smaller cats were noted 
beside those of ~n adult ocelot. 
little-spotted-cats have different niches and it would be 
unlikely to find the arboreally-adapteci margay in the 
treeless, hi 6 h elevation zones. Still, there was no sure 
way to distin~uish the tracks or scats of the two small cats 
to establish documented differential habitat use with 
certainty; or was it possible to establish the relative 
fre~uencies of the two sµecies in the habitats where both 
No doillestic cat si 6 n were ubserved on 
transects althou 6 h their tr~cks were distinguishable from 
those of the other felids. 
It was also not possible to tell which species of 
Tayassuidae were present based on scats or tracks and ther@ 
were no visual confirmations. 
Pearson correldtions were used to determine if there 
were overall relationships between transect results and 
several variables that may have had influence on those 
transect data. Habitat zones were ranked accordin~ to 
their relative siLes and µroµortion of the total µark area 
since actual acrea~es were not known. The 5 zones were 
raIJked as follows, from smallest to lar~est: sub-alµine, 
abandoned a~riculLure, transition, rainforest and 
The total number of si5n in a habitat was 
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correlated with tha relative amount of that habitat in the 
µark (r-s~uare = .5939; P>.u633) but the freyuency of si5n 
per kilometer of transect in each habitat was not correlated 
with area (r-s~uare = .U231; P>.3999). The number of 
sµecies found on transects in each habitat was, at best, 
only weakly correlated with overall habitat area (r = .3d06; 
P>.1336). 
Linear re5ression tests were run in order to see if 
there were µredictive relaLionshiµs between t~e variables of 
number of sµecies found, number of total si5n found, the 
habitat zone, the number of kilometers of transect in each 
zone and the freyuencies with which si5n were found with the 
followin 6 results. The nuwber of sµecies found µer habitat 
was positively correlated with the total number of si6n 
found µer habitat (r-s~uare = .85d7; P>.0109) but not with 
the freyuency with which si5n were found (r-s~uare = .0593; 
P> .3456). The number of sµecies in each habitat was 
correlated with the number of kilometers of transect run in 
each habitat (r-s~uare = .7917; P> .0~08) but the 
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frequencies with which sign were found was not (r-square = 
.4162; P> .1104). 
Community Ecology 
Small Mammals - Trapping Data 
Three species were detected both on transects and 
captured in traps: Didelphis marsupialis, Metachirops 
opossum and Gavia aperea and they appear in both analyses as 
there is presently no index to transform sign transect data 
into estimates of actual numbers of individuals as can be · 
done usin6 pellet counts for estimatimating deer populations 
in North America (Caughley 1977). These neotropical species 
are simply not that well known. 
A total of 18 small mammal species were trapped in 
/ . 
Caparao (Table 10), 8 in agriculture, 14 in rainforest, 9 in 
transition, 6 in the scrub-grass and 3 in the alpine campo 
limpo zone. According to a Chi-square ~oodness-of-fit test 
(assuming all zones should have the same number of species) 
only the .rainforest and the scrub-grass species richness and 
the rainforest and camµo limpo species richness were 
si~nificantly (P>.05) different from each other (chi-square 
values = 4.571 and 8.642 respectively, DF=l). Two species of 
small mammal were endemic to the rainforest zone (Blarinomys 
breviceps and Thaptomys nigrita) while the small, red 
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TABLE 10 
TRAPPING RESULTS OF SMALL MAMMAL SPECIES 
BY HABITAT (EXCLUDING RECAPTURES). 
SPECIES HABITAT** 
1 2 3 4 5 
# % # % # % # % # % 
MARSUPIALIA 
Didele,his 
marsue,ialis 3 .1 7 5 .15 1 .57 0 0 0 0 
Metachiroe.s 
oe,ossum 12 .69 14 .43 1 .57 2 .29 0 0 
Marmosa 
cinerea 1 .05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
murina 0 0 5 .15 2 .06 0 0 0 0 
sp.3 2 • 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RODENT IA 
Echimys 
medius 1 .05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gavia 
ae,erea 0 0 1 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Akodon 
cursor 0 0 16 .50 3 1. 71 1 .14 0 0 
serrensis 2 • 1 1 3 .09 0 0 0 0 0 0 
arviculoides 7 .40 21 .65 9 5.24 4 .60 3 .23 
Blarinomr.s 
brevicee,s 0 0 2 .09 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nectom~s 
squamipes 0 0 1 .03 0 0 1 .14 0 0 
Or~zomr.s 
capito 0 0 8 .25 3 1. 71 11 1. 64 13 1. 02 
flavescens 3 .17 21 .65 1 .57 0 0 0 0 
SPECIES 
1 
# 
Oxr_mr_cterus 
hispidus 2 
Thaptom"l,s 
nisrita 0 
Thomasomr,s 
dorsal is 0 
Unknown 0 
species 
TOTAL N 26 
TOTAL SPECIES 9 
TABLE 10 (Continued) 
2 
% # # 
.11 4 .12 1 
0 1 .03 0 
0 1 .03 2 
0 0 0 0 
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14 
HABITAT** 
3 4 
% # 
.57 0 
0 0 
.28 1 
0 0 
0 
0 
.14 
0 
14 16 
9 6 
# 
0 
0 
0 
5 
** l=A5riculture; 2=Forest1 3=Transition; 4=Scrub; 
# = number captured in zone1 %= frequency per 100 
70 
5 
% 
0 
0 
0 
.39 
18 
3 
5=Alpine 
trapni5hts 
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unidentifiable mouse was endemic to the campo limpo. A 
Mann-Whitney analysis was carried out on species ranked from 
rarest to most common based on capture frequency per 100 
traps. Recaptures were excluded. The zone with the lowest 
average rank (R) or more rare species, was the forest (R = 
15.7), followed by agriculture (R = 16.1), scrub-grass (R = 
~3.3), camµo limpo (R = 27.6) and transition (R = 30.1). 
This value can be used as a rarity index for a habitat 
(UsHer 1Y~6). Sµecies not present in a zone were ~iven no 
score. The Mann-Whitney test demonstrated significant 
differences in the ranks between most zones at the .05 level 
indicating there were differences between the frequencies 
with which sµecies occurred (Table 11). 
Large Mammals - Transect Data 
Transects were run for visual and auditory sign in the 
form of scats, tracks, si 6 ntin~s and calls and, as would be 
exµected, species varied in the frequency with which they 
occurred in different Habitat zones (Table 12). Because 
freque11cy of detectable si 6 n depends not only on actual 
µoµulation size but also life History strategies (e.g. 
armadillo burrows), species specific variations in 
territorial scent marking (e.g. most carnivores) or other 
factors (e.g. priwate vocalizations) tHese data should not 
TABLE 11 
MANN-WHITNEY RESULTS FOR COMPARISONS OF 
HABITATS BASED ON SMALL MAMMAL 
SPECIES' RANKED FREQUENCIES 
FROM TRAPPING DATA 
ZONE COMPARISON MANN-WHITNEY VALUE (Z) 
(adjusted for ties) 
Agriculture x Rainforest .3164 
Agriculture x Transition 2.4499 
Agriculture x Scrub-grass 1.8975 
Agriculture x Alpine 1.7753 
Rainforest x Transition 2.7202 
Rainforest x Scrub-grass 1.2447 
Rainforest x Alpine 1.5231 
Transition x Scrub-grass 1.1946 
Transition x Alpine .8485 
Scrub-grass X Alpine .7878 
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P>Z 
.3753 
.0068 
.0273 
.0361 
.0033 
.1055 
.0618 
.1151 
.2030 
.2194 
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TABLE 12 
LARGE MAMMAL SPECIES' FREQUENCIES PER 100 
KILOMETERS OF TRANSECT BY HABITAT 
SPECIES HABITAT* 
1 2 3 4 5 
MARSUPIALIA 
Didele,his marsue,ialis 4.6 • 7 • 5 
Metachiroe,s oe,ossum 7.6 • 5 • 5 
XENARTHRA 
Cabasso us tatouar .3 .2 
Das re.us novemcinctus 11. 6 5.3 • 5 1. 8 
Das;y_e.us see,temcinctus • 9 • 2 
Eue,hractus sexcinctus 3.3 .2 
M;y_rmecoe,haga tridactyla • 2 1. 8 1. 4 
PRIMATA 
Calicebus moloch 9.6 
Cebus ae,ella 6.0 
LAGOMORPHA 
S;y_l vilagus brasiliensis 1. 9 • 7 1. 5 3.6 
RODENT IA 
Ca via ae,erea 3.3 2.7 .9 
Coendou e,rehensilis 2.5 
Das;y_e,rocta aguti .3 1.2 
Sciurus inhgrami • 7 
CARN I VORA 
Can id (fox group) 22.5 15.9 5.8 16.5 17. 1 
Chrysocron brach;y_urus .9 • 2 .2 1. 4 
Felis con color .2 .9 
Felis ;y_agouaroundi 15.6 12.9 5.0 13.7 8.5 
Felis e,ardalis .9 3.0 1. 0 8.2 8.5 
Felis wiedii/tigrinus 9.6 10.2 3.9 16. 5 17.1 
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TABLE 12 (Continued) 
SPECIES HABITAT* 
1 2 3 4 5 
CARN I VORA (con't) 
Gali ct is vittata 5.3 .5 8.8 • 6 
Eira barbara 7.5 4.0 
Nasua nasua 7.2 16.9 2.1 13.7 2.8 
Procyon cancrivorus 1. 6 • 7 • 2 
ARTIODACTYLA 
Tayassuidae 1.3 4.5 
TOTAL SIGN (772) 228 347 49 109 39 
TOTAL SPECIES 18 21 15 12 7 
*l=Agriculture; 2=Forest; 3=Transition; 4=Scrub; 5=Alpine 
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be considered actual population estimates, but rather as 
rough indices of relative frequencies. A total of 772 
observations resulted in 24 species being identified in the 
5 Caparao ·habitats sampled. In terms of large mammals, the 
greatest number of species (S) was recorded in· the forest 
zone (21) followed bj agriculture (18), transition (15), 
scrub-grass (12), and campo limpo (7). Although the 
rainfocest had more species than the other zones, this 
difference was not statistically significant (P>.05) using 
Chi-square goodness-of-fit analysis except between the 
forest and scrub-grass and the forest and campo limpo 
(chi-squares = 3.857 and 9.333, respectively, DF=l). The 
latter in each cRse had fewer species. The difference of 
even a single species can be bioloically significant however 
and the rainforest not only sustained far more species of 
large mammals, but also had 4 ~pecies (the two monkeys, the 
porcupine and the squirrel) that ~ere were endemic. 
Species freyuencies of occurrance were expressed per 100 
km of transect to compensate for unequal effort between 
zones. Sign were recorded with the greatest frequency i~ 
the scrub-grass (101.2/lOOkm) followed by the forest 
(93.1/lOOkm) agriculture (90.6/lOOkm) transition 
(64.8/lOOkm) and alpine (57.1/lOOkm).· 
Five species or species groups were found in all zones. 
These were Canid (fox group)~, Felis yagouaroundi, Felis 
wiedii/tigrinus, Nasua nasua, and Felis pardalis. Not 
surµrisinBly, the fox (or foxes) were the must frequently 
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encountered sign overall, averaging one track, scat or 
sighting every .14km. The next most common species were, in 
descending order, the small spotted cat (or cats), the 
yagouaroundi and nine-banded armadillo. The rarest signs 
were those of the naked-tailed and seven-banded armadillos. 
When sµecies were ranked from rarest to most common (based 
on sign freyuency), the zone with the lowest average rank 
(R) or more uncommon species, was the forest (R = 20.2), 
followed by agriculture (R = 32.1), scrub-grass (R = 38.3), 
campo limpo (R = 46.4) and transition (R = 48.5). Absent 
sµecies were not scored. The Mann-Whitney test demonstrated 
si 6 nificant differences in the ranks between most zones at 
the .05 level indicating there were differences between the 
frequencies µer kilometer with which species' sign occurred 
(Table 13). 
Chiroptera - Mistnets 
Nine species of bats were caught in 3 ecological zones: 
agriculture, rainforest and transition (Table 14). 
Although nets were placed in the scrub-grass zone, no bats 
were captured. No nets were µlaced in the Alpine zone. In 
addition, one cave was occuµied by a colony of vampire bats 
(Desmodus rotundus), a rock-slab roost had Glossophaga 
soricina and a cave with a spring was used casually by 
Glossophaga, Vampyrops, Desmodus and 2 species of 
unidentified bats (possibly Myotis and Phyllostomus). These 
TABLE 13 
MANN-WHITNEY RESULTS FOR COMPARISONS OF 
TRANSECT DATA BETWEEN HABITAT ZONES 
ZONE COMPARISON 
Agriculture x Rainforest 
ABriculture x Transition 
Agriculture x Scrub-grass 
ABriculture x Alpine 
Rainforest x Transition 
Rainforest x Scrub-Brass 
Rainforest x Alpine 
Transition x Scrub-Brass 
Trdnsition x Alpine 
Scrub-Brass x Alpine 
MANN-WHITNEY VALUE (Z) 
(adjusted for ties) 
2.3607 
2.3230 
1.1606 
1.8708 
3.5113 
2.7511 
2.6797 
1.4221 
.3928 
1. 2 67 7 
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P>Z 
.0055 
.0095 
.1221 
.0290 
.0004 
.0030 
.0037 
.0756 
.3485 
.1010 
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TABLE 14 
BATS CAPTURED BY HABITAT ZONE 
SPHCIES HABITAT 
1 2 3 4 .5 
Glossophaga soricina 3 18 0 0 
Des modus rotundus 28 5 3 0 
Carollia perspicillata 1 2 2 0 
Vampyrops lineatus 1 6 1 0 
Phyllostomus hastatus 0 1 0 0 
Sturnira sp. 2 1 0 0 
Vampyressa pusilla 0 3 0 0 
Uroderma bilobatum 0 1 0 0 
Histiotus velatus 2 0 0 0 
-----
TOTAL N 37 37 6 0 
TOTAL s 6 8 3 0 
1-Agricultur8; 2=Forest; 3=Transition; 4=Scrub-grass; 
5=Alpine (no nets set) 
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unidentified bats (possibly Myotis and Phyllostomus). These 
areas were regularly monitored for population size aad 
evidence of reproduction. Captured bats were also checked 
for reproductive status by the size and location of testis 
and whether or not lactating. One female Phyllostomus 
carrying one young was caught and released in the spring 
cave in December and 2 lactating Sturnira were captured in 
nets that month. Three lactating Desmodus were captured in 
May. No juveniles were seen in the vampire cave or the 
Glossophaga roost. Numbers in both the vampire cave and the 
Glossophaga roost seemed fairly stable, the Desmodus 
population at 25-30 individuals and the Glossophaga 
population drifting between a high of 15 to a low of 10. 
There appeared to be more of the latter species (12-15) 
during the wet season and fewer (10-12) during the dry but 
it was not statistically significant (Figure 11). 
Overall Community Parameters 
~ 
A minimum of 53 species were documented in Caparao using 
data from all census techniques: transects, trapping, 
mistnets, and raptor pellets. This is expressed as a 
'minimum' value since although more than one fox or small 
spotted cat may have been (and probably was) present, there 
sometimes was no way to differentiate species, so a composite 
unit had to be used. Community ecology parameters largely 
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TABLE 15 
,. 
COMMUNITY PARAMETERS FOR CAPARAO 
HABITAT ZONES 
PARAMETER 
s H' J' d E D R 
HABITAT 
1-AGRICULTURE 
Small Mammals 9 0.7939 .8312 4.9473 3 11. 92 16.1 
Large Mammals 16 0.7450 .6187 5.9569 0 15.32 32.1 
Mistnets 6 0.3992 .5128 3.1883 1 8.8 
Overall 29 1.0453 .7145 11.3644 1 12.70 19.0 
FOREST/PASTURE 
Raptor pellets 23 0.8763 .6434 8.6819 
2-RAINFOREST 
Small Mammals 14 0.9420 .8218 6.2532 2 28.26 15.7 
Large Mammals 21 0.9885 .7593 7.4794 4 5.71 20.2 
Mistnets 9 0.6798 .7519 5.1013 2 9.5 
Overall 39 1.2793 .8038 14.2353 8 10.72 15 .1 
3-TRANSITION 
Small Mammals 9 0.8057 .8438 6.1076 0 81.27 30.1 
Large Mammals 9 0.9621 .8179 5.3098 0 64.51 48.5 
Mistnets 3 0.6090 1.2766 3.8551 0 8.0 
Overall 25 1.0188 .7282 13.2875 0 68.08 28.8 
4-SCRUB-GRASS 
Small Mammals 6 .5768 .7403 3.3219 0 27.03 23.3 
Large Mammals 13 .7914 .7100 5.3990 0 33.78 38.3 
Mistnets 0 0 0 0 
Overall 17 .9958 .8086 7.7643 0 21.96 30.8 
5-ALPINE 
Small Mammals 3 .3987 .8343 .7966 1 28.41 27.6 
Large Mammals 7 .7901 .9348 3.7712 0 25.82 46.4 
Mistnets 
Overall 10 .8133 .8133 5.5448 1 26.67 37.0 
TOTAL SPECIES 53 
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when this zone was disturbed whether artificially 
(agriculture) or altitudinally (Table 15). The same pattern 
was seen in diversity whether expressed by H' or d. 
Endemism was highest in the rainforest and the campo limpo 
of mountain tops. 
Dominance was calculated for all trophic levels and all 
habitats where µairs of sµecies with similar niches were 
present. Within trophic levels, pairs that were the most 
common within that trophic level were selected as well as 
most closely related both ecologically an taxonomically. 
Dominance was calculated for all these pairs seµarately and 
then a mean for each habitat was generated (Table 16). 
Dowinance was lowest in the rainforest zone which is 
consistant with it being the most stable and successionally 
advanced. It is of interest to note that the zone next 
lowest in dominance was the agricultural zone which was 
undergoin 6 secondary sucession. The zone showing the 
greatest dominance, or greatest disparity between 
troµhically simildr sµecies, was the transition. 
The rarity index (R) was calculated for each survey 
technique and for each habitat (Table 15). Results were 
consistant with the other community parameters in indicatin 6 
that the rainforest had more rare species (a low R value) 
than the other habitat. This parameter reflects the classic 
discri~tion of rainforest ecology - 'wany species but few 
individuals of each'. Areas of abandoned agriculture had the 
TABLE 16 
DOMINANCE FOR VARIOUS SPECIES ACROSS 
HABITATS 
SPECIES PAIRS 
1 2 
HABITAT 
3 
Metachirops X Didelphis 13.63 11.12 28.53 
(traJ!ping data) 
Metachirops X Didelphis 
(transect data) 
8.66 .97 
4 
Akodon cursor X 
Akodon arviculoides 
28.26 127.56 11.31 
Oryzomys capito X 
Oryzomys f lavescens 
Akodon arviculoides X 
Oryzomys flavescens 
Akodon arviculoides X 
Oryzomys capito 
Oryzomys capito X 
Unknown red mouse 
Dasypus novemcinctus X 
Euphractus 
Gavia X Sylvilagus 
16.25 42.75 
11. 92 
28.26 100.00 
14.77 3.31 
3.23 
5 
28.41 
F.yagaroundi X 
F.wiedii/tigrinus 
14.97 9.21 100.50 13.26 22.99 
Nasua X Procyon 4.95 8.79 
Canid X F.pardalis 3.38 20.52 28.65 
Canid X F.wiedii/tiBinus 34.99 
MEAN D 12.70 10.72 68.08 21.96 26.68 
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next lowest R value with the alpine zone showing relatively 
high frequencies of occurrance for those species present. 
Seasonal Effects 
Large Mammals - Transect Data. 
F~tests were run to test for statistically significant 
differences between zones and seasons and for interactions 
using transect data since that was the largest data set 
taken in the study in which the two variables of season and 
zone were not confounded. Poolin~ all species, no 
significant differences in the freyuencies of sign were 
found between zones (F = 2.04, P>F=.1U30, DF = 4) or between 
seasons (F = 1.91, P>F=.1398, DF = 3) but there was a 
si6nificant interaction of seasons within zones (P>F=.OU74, 
F =2.59, DF = 18). These results were interpreted 
carefully, however, since even though one may statistically 
"µool" mice and foxes and come up with a net change of zero 
for a season or a habitat, ~ery significant and important 
changes were occurring within species across zones and 
seasons, and it is these changes in species that define 
communities and helµ u11derstand the processes which shaµe 
and maintain them. 
Nine species of mammals were consistently detected on 
transects across enough seasons and habitats to be able to 
test for chan6in~ habitat use with season (Table 17). 
Chi-square were used to determine statistically significant 
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(P>.05) changes in the fr&~uencies with which sign appeared 
on transects for each season. 
Furthermore, it was noted that several species not only 
changed in freyuency between seasons and zone but also 
changed fre~uencies within each zone according to season, 
possibly indicating differential seasonal habitat use or 
reproduction (Table 18). Species by species intensive 
mark-recapture or Lelewetry studies would be needed to 
confirm this hypothesis, but F-tests indicated that 
statistically si6nificant interactions were present in 
several species and chi-square analysis indicated 
significant differences between seasons within species. 
Amon~ the armadillos, both Euphractus and Dasypus 
preferred areas of abandoned a~riculture but the former was 
more common there. Dasyµus was in more habitats overall, 
however, most notably extending up into the transition and 
scrub-grass habitats. F-tests indicated no significant 
interaction between zones and seasons overalk (F = .1723, 
P>.9975, DF = 18) although chi-square did show si6nificant 
differences between specific seasons across zones for this 
species and for Euphractus as well (Table 18). 
Two small herbivores with similar niches, Gavia and 
Sylvilagus showed distinctive and different patterns. 
Cavies invaded abandoned a6riculture ~ore than did rabbits 
(Table 17). The former were si6nif icantly more common in 
the wet and dry seasons µroper as opposed to the 
transitional periods, whereas rabbits peaked sharply in the 
B6 
TABLE 17 
FREQUENCIES PER 100 KM OF TRANSECT 
FOR NINE LARGE MAMMALS BY 
HABITAT AND SEASON 
SPECIES HABITAT 
SEASON 1 2 3 4 5 MEAN 
Eue,hractus see,temcinctus 
w .07 • 1 1 0 0 0 .09 
WD .10 0 0 0 0 .10 
D .07 0 0 0 0 .07 
DW .09 0 0 0 0 .09 
Das'i.e.us novemcinctus 
w .31 0 0 • 14 0 .22 
WD .20 .OB 0 .02 0 .14 
D .07 .02 .02 .07 0 .30 
DW .06 • 03 0 0 0 .02 
Gavia ae,erea 
w .10 .03 0 .26 0 .04 
WD .05 • 1 7 0 .02 0 .06 
D .05 • 01 0 0 0 .01 
DW .14 .05 0 0 0 • 01 
Sl,lvilaaus brasiliensis 
w 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WD .39 .OB • 2 .4 0 .24 
D 0 .03 0 0 0 .03 
DW 0 .02 0 0 0 .02 
Can id (fox group) 
w .2B .65 0 0 0 .24 
WD .24 .20 .OB • 9B .40 .3B 
D .20 .09 .1 0 .52 .21 .23 
DW .2B .55 0 0 0 .17 
Felis ,t,agouaroundi 
w .06 .40 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 14 
WD .16 .12 .07 .50 .16 .20 
D .14 .14 .05 .09 .OB .10 
DW .13 .05 0 0 0 .03 
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TABLE 17 (Continued) 
SPECIES HABITAT 
SEASON 1 2 3 4 5 HEAN 
Felis e.ar.dal is 
w .01 .04 .05 0 0 .01 
WD 0 . 0 2 0 .20 . 1 6 .08 
D 0 .03 0 • 10 • 13 .05 
DW 0 .03 0 .04 0 . 01 
Felis wiedii/ti,:!Jrinus 
w .04 . 1 1 0 0 0 • 0 4 
fvD • 01 . 1 1 .03 .60 • 41 • 23 
D .06 .09 .06 • 1 0 .1 7 • 1 0 
DW • 18 .04 0 0 0 .04 
Nasua nasua 
w 0 1. 58 0 0 0 1. 5 8 
rvD .02 . 14 • 0 2 .40 .05 . 1 4 
D .02 1. 22 0 0 .05 • 1 3 
DW • 01 .44 0 .02 .08 • 1 6 
Iv Ovet) - Dec, Jan, Feb; 
i'1 D (Wet to Dry transition) - Mar, Ap, Hay 
D (Dry) - Jun, Jul, Aug 
DW (Dry to Wet transition) - SeiJ• Oct, Nov 
TABLE 18 
CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR SEASONAL CHANGES 
IN LARGE MAMMAL FREQUENCIES 
(DF = 1) 
SEASONS 
SPECIES WXD WD X D D X DW DW X W 
Euphractus .816 8.79** • 401 4.87* 
sexcinctus 
Das }:'.pus 4.68* 14.12** .105 .033 
novemcinctus 
Gavia aperea 27.24** 2.96 20.20** 19.25** 
S:t,lvilagus 23.74** .245 
brasiliensis 
Can id (fox group) 2.74 7.36** 2.60 3.56 
Felis 1. 22 10.33** 8.96** 7.87** 
yagouaroundi 
Felis pardalis 7.87** 2.20 16.17** .069 
Felis 17.56** 18.73** 6.14* .775 
wiedii/tigrinus 
Nasua nasua 141.18** 6.93** 19.73** 136.57** 
w (Wet) - Dec, Jan, Feb1 
WD (Wet to Dry transition) - Mar, Ap, Hay 
D (Dry) 
-
Jun, Jul, Aug 
DW (Dry to Wet transition) - Sep, Oct, Nov 
* si~nificant at .05 level; **significant at .01 level 
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wet to dry transition months (Table 18). F-tests indicated 
no si 6 nificant zone by season interaction for rabbits (F = 
.JS, P>.63~8. DF = ld) but did for cavies (F = l.d8, 
P>.0522, DF = ld). Both of these species can reproduce often 
dnd it is likely tnat these ~eaks represent reµroductive 
bouts and disµersal of youn 0 rather than established 
individuals chan 0 in 6 home ran6es dnd hdbitats. 
In addition to being the most cowwon si~n present 
throughout tne park and in all nabitats, the fox (or fox 
species ~roup) were tne most often directly tracked wovinJ 
between .:;ones. Their absence from the hi 0 her elevations 
after the dry season and during the rains is interestin 6 
(Tables 17 and 18). F-tests indicated no statistically 
si 6 niiicant overall zone by season interaction however (F = 
l.4u, P>.1Jd5, DF = 18). 
Coat i w u n dis are common th r o u c5 no u t t n e park i n g e 11era1 
out are eµhemeral in auy sµeciiic location as troo~s a~µear 
to be trans i e 11 t over 1 a r 6 e terr i tori es • There appeared to 
ue one waJor Lruup associated witn eacn valley. At the 
hi 6 ner elevations no consistant patter11 was noted. 
Conse1.j,uentl;, an overall pdttern of hauitat use is difficult 
to detect other than very hi6h fre~uencies in the forest 
durin 6 the wet season (Table 17). F-tests indicated no 
sidnificant season by zone interaction (F = .29, P>.ddOO, DF 
=ld) although chi-s~uare analysis showed highly significant 
differences in the frequencies with which this species was 
found in different seasons (Table 18). In addition, 
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juveniles were foun~ accom~anying adults durin15 the wet/dry 
transition months and 4 sub-adults were cau5ht unaccomµanied 
by adults durin 6 Lhe last weeks of July or Lne f irsL week of 
Au 6 usL (mid to late drj sedson), ~ were in the scrub-~rass 
aud l. in ci15riculLure burueri1i~ ior.::st. Rt::maius of 2 wore 
sub-adults were found on Lra11sects in October in the 
scrub-6 rdSS zone. 
The cats, Loo, were fouud at hi 6 her elevations only 
d u r i r1 15 L n e d r ye r , c o o 1 <= r s e d s o n s ( Ta b 1 e 1 7 ) • ::) i 0 tl i f i c a n t 
seasunal differences were seen (Taole ld) and zone by 
season interactions were si 6 nificant for jadudroundi (F = 
2.15, P).U2jJ, DF = lJ) anJ for the small, s~otted cat (or 
cats) (F = ~.~4. P>.0192., DF = ld) but not for ocelots (F = 
1.42, P).ldlJ, DF = ld). 
Small Mamwals - Trapµind Data 
Unfortunately, seasonal effects on trap~in 6 data were 
confounded with 11aoiLat as trit::re was not e11ou 0 h ti1JJe to do 
reµlicates of all zont::s in all seasons as was done for 
transect data dnd raµtor ~ellet collection. 
Raptor Pellets 
Raptor ~elleLs were collected frow a site near the base 
of a lar 6 e cliff inhdbited by several different ra~tors 
iucludin 6 hawks, owls and caracaras (!1ilvago chimachima). 
Thi::se birds could nave uet:0n huuLi11eJ ovt::r either (or both) 
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µastures dnd forests so ther~ was no way the small mammal 
skulls collected to be subdivided by habitat. Consequently, 
t n es e d d ta were il o t used to /5 en er a t e ha b i ta t -s µ e c i f i c 
sµecies lists, diversities or other comwunity pardweters. 
Tney were use[ul, however, lll couti:iouLin 6 to dn uverall 
µar~ sµi:::cies list and, 11iO::;L imporLalltl;. to cneck for yearl; 
or _;;ec1.::>0tlal Cd8ii 0 c:S Ln tde S1uall wawwal po,.;ulc1.tions (Tei bl e 
19 ) • Pellets were collected ever; 6 months, at the end of 
Lile !..:tluy SedSUO (, 'J a;) a 1 i d d t t he e; 1 d u f L ;1 e dry s ea son 
(October). In L 11 e di s L r i b u t i o u of L n e 3 4 l. s k u 11 s 
i. n de 1 J t i f i e d , 11 o s i Q n i i i c a r, t d i. f L: er e 11 c es w c: r e f o u 1 J d o e t we e n 
years (Chi-s~uare = .105J, P>F = .7456, DF = 1) but there 
w a s a d i f I e r e, 1 c e b e L we en sea s o 1 i s ( C .'J i - s '-i u a r e = 2 3 • 6 d 4 2 , P > F 
= .JJJl, DF = 1). 
The skulls of one sµecies, Or1zowys caµito, were found 
in larse i:=uough numbc:rs (l:JO i.ndivi.duals) in ra/;JLor yellets 
t o t es t for J ear 1 J and seas o 1ia1 c n a ii Jes w i L o i n t h i s s 1.J e c 1 es • 
O.capito was found si~nificantly (Chi-s~uare = 6.d~, P>F = 
,JJ:JJ, DF = 1) more ofcen fro111 wet ::;ec1.sun cuµLures Ldan from 
dr; and more ofLe11 in 1Yl9 tnan in lYdJ (Chi-square = ld.':i4, 
P>F OJUl, DF = 1). 
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TABLE 19 
SKULLS COLLECTED FROM RAPTOR PELLETS 
BY SEASON 
SPECIES END OF WET END OF DRY 
1979 1980 TOTAL 1979 1980 TOTAL 
Marsupialia 
Marmosa murina 5 5 10 6 7 13 
Marmosa cinera 2 2 4 3 1 4 
Marmosa species 3 1 1 2 3 2 5 
Marmosa species 4 0 3 3 0 0 0 
Chiroptera 
Stenoderma sp. 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Lagomorpha 
Syl vilagus brasiliensis 2 0 2 0 1 1 
Rodentia 
Gavia ae.erea 1 2 3 0 0 0 
Akodon serrensis 3 7 10 0 9 9 
Akodon cursor 5 8 13 5 1 6 
Akodon arviculoides 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Orl:'.zoml:'.s cae.ito 75 38 113 50 27 77 
Or:t,zomx.s flavescens 7 0 7 5 4 9 
Orl:'.zoml:'.s sp.3 2 0 2 0 3 3 
Or:t,zoml:'.s sp.4 4 0 4 2 4 6 
Or:t,zoml:'.s sp.5 1 0 1 2 3 5 
ThomasomY.,s dorsal is 6 3 9 0 0 0 
ThomasomY.,s sp.2 2 3 5 1 3 4 
ThomasomY.,s oenax 0 1 1 1 2 3 
Oxl:'.mY..cterus hise.idus 3 6 9 5 2 7 
Cricetidae sp.1 2 0 2 0 4 4 
Cricetidae sp.2 2 1 3 0 1 1 
Cricetidae sp.3 0 3 3 3 0 3 
Cricetidae sp.4 1 1 2 0 1 1 
Cricetidae sp.5 1 0 1 0 3 3 
TOTAL 123 93 216 45 81 126 
WET/DRY 216 126 
1979/1980 168 174 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
Species Identification 
General Taxonomic Comments 
Species diversity would be expected to be high in the 
Serra do Caµarao' for several reasons including 1) relict 
populations from cooler climatological cycles now trapped on 
the paramo and scrub-grass islands and relic Atlantic 
rainfores~ species trapped due to agriculture and other 
habitat alteration, 2) dispersal of paramo or rainforest 
species into these habitat islands and 3) local speciation 
events. The latter could result from drift or founder 
effect during one of the above circumstances, from lowland 
troµical species responding to new niche potential created 
by the presence of temperate-like habitat or from species 
µackin~ produced by competition and niche subdivision during 
periods of habitat compression resultin6 from the climatic 
cycles. Any of the above could result in the formation or 
preservation of endemic sub-species or even species in these 
tropical mountain-islands. Adaptation and niche subdivision 
should be most apparent in the smaller forms, such as 
rodents, since their small size and low mobility make 
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isolation relatively easy. In addition, their short 
generation time facilitates rapid changes in their gene 
pools. Larger species of mammals may also show the 
biogeographic and evolutionary effects of isolation on 
mountains however. They may be mobile over 6reater distances 
than small mammals but are subject to higher extinction 
rates when they do become isolated on islands, even inland 
islands, (Brown 1971) due at least in part to small 
population sizes and relatively low reproductive rates 
(Soule 1983). High rates of endemism in a variety of taxa 
due to speciation or vicariant distributions is seen 
throughout the Serra do Mar and its spur ranges as 
previously noted. 
Correct identification of species µresented a major 
difficulty in this study because it is of great importance 
to determine exactly which species are in which habitat in 
order to generate many community paraweters. Field 
identification of many groups is difficult in the neotropics 
as accurate field ~uides do not yet exist. The Serra do Mar 
has been a speciation core several taxa, particularly in the 
family Callithrichidae and in the genera Proechimys and 
Thomasomys (Cer~ueira 1982; Moojen 1948). In addition, 
niche expansion or alteration for adaptation to an island 
habitat with a definite cold season so unlike the 
surrounding typical, tropical lowlands could result not 
just in physical changes in a species but perhaps in 
reproductive and/or behavioral changes as well, 
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characterisics not usually recognized in most taxonomic 
studies. These are particular problems in the neotropics 
where many species are known only from a few specimens in 
museums and many of the smaller forms quite probably remain 
undescribed (Pine 1973). Small rodents are the most 
difficult grouµ to work with in many ecosystems for although 
they comµrise the bulk of the mammal sµecies, often they are 
the poorest known. Pine (1982:32) comments "Certain genera 
such as Akodon, Oryzomys, Oxymycteris, Proechimys, 
Rhipidomys, and Thomasomys are in a state of what can only 
be termed taxonomic chaos". Most of these ~enera occur in 
Caparao and the Serra do Mar ranges have been (or are) major 
centers of sµeciation for the latter 4 genera. The 
insularization of the biota of these mountains which could 
promote differentiation had the potential Lo further 
compound the problem of accurate identification. 
Consequently, identifications made in the field were 
statistically tested by conµaring them to external 
measurements of sµecimens from several museums to assure a 
reasonable match. Further, Dr. F.D. de Avila-Pires 
confirmed some of the sµecies. Unfortunately, it has not 
been possible to brin~ the specimens to the U.S. for direct 
comparisons. 
It is also not possible to obtain data from all nominal 
subgrouµs and species in order to test the ability of the 
five morphometric characters to discriminate among all taxa 
nor was that the goal of this study. Rather the analysis 
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was intended to help confirm the field identifications of 
park specimens. External morphometric characters are not 
always definitive in taxonomy but in the field, when 
combined with pelage, they are often the only useful 
characters practical to use if the animals are not to be 
sacrificed. Standard external measurements are also 
cowmonly used in comparative studies to help determine 
species' relative adaptions to various niches (Nowak and 
Paradiso 1983, Myers and Carlton lYdl). Sµecies were 
selected from the genera which follow for comparison to 
specimens from Caµarao based on 1) their naving been 
recorded in or near the Serra do Mar, 2) having been 
recorded in habitats similar Lo those found in Caparao, 3) 
physical similarity to specimens taken during this study and 
4) availablity in U.S. museums or from published.data. 
Although a revision of these genera was not the intent of 
this study, still the analyses produced did 6 enerate some 
comµarative data that may helµ distin6uish the relative 
µositions of some of the taxa. 
Genus Oryzomys. In South America, rice rats (2enus 
Oryzomys) are comparable in many ways to Peromyscus in North 
America. They are the most diverse, sµeciose and ubi4uitous 
genus present on the continent. The genus is considered by 
Nowak and Paradiso (1983) to have at least 59 species with 
some form found in almost every habitat. Species range in 
size from a total len~th of about 160 mm to 450 mm and from 
40 to 80 g. Their color ranges from greyish-brown to 
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ochraceous or tawny mice with white or pale buff underparts. 
The pela15e is rather coarse in many, but soft and fine in 
some. The tail is usually lon 6 , sparsely haired and shows 
annulations. 
Nowak and Paradiso (1983) indicate 11 species in this 
6 e11us ra115i1115 throu 6 h central and eastern Brazil, Para 6 uay, 
Uruguay and northeastern Argentina, the areas throu 5 h which 
t n e Ser r a d o 1'1 a r r u , i s , o r w h i c h ti a v e ha b i t a t s c omµ a r a o 1 e t o 
Caµarao~ Honacki, Kinman and Koeµµl (19~~) cite 12 species 
in the sawe areas while Alno (1Y8~) lists 14 in eastern and 
southern Brazil alone. Discreµancies in species lists are 
due Lo lack of saw~lin15 in sowe areas or to disa15reement 
between various authorities as to the composition and 
correct nawes of several sµecies in this ~enus. A total of 
12 species were obtained for comparisons to the Caµarao/ 
6rouµs (Tables J, 4, and 5). The two sµecies found in 
Capara6, 0. capita and 0. flavescens clearly fall into the 
ran 6 es of the sµecies to which they were assi 6 ned and for 
which maxiwun statistical a5reewent was found based on 
F-tests and Jiscriminant function analyses (Tables 3 and 4). 
Genus Akodon. South American field mice and grass mice 
belon15 to tne second most sr1eciose aud wid.aly distributed 
15euus of Neotropical rodents. The genus Akodon contains 41 
species according to Nowak and Paradiso (l~d3). They are 
15enerally small, dark, stocky, vole-like mice wih the tail 
somewhat shorter tnan the nead and body. Tt1e µela15e is 
usually soft and dense rangind in color from grey to dark 
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brown. Some are distinctly rufous. The belly fur is dusky 
white to grey, often with a fulvous tinge. Members of this 
genus occur in a wide variety of habitats and altitudes 
throughout South America. 
The same procedures were applied to the genus Akodon for 
the five sµecies for which data were available from museums 
or the literature and which were recorded near Caparacl or in 
the Serra do Mar (Tables 6, 7 and 8). This 6enus is even 
more taxonomically confused than Oryzomys, with as many as 8 
different taxa having been removed from Akodon by some 
authorities to form separate genera, or treated in full, or 
in part, by others as subgenera. Particularly difficult is 
the status of the genera Akodon, Bolomys and Zygodontomys 
and the arviculoides, lasiotus and lasiurus species 
complexes (Lan6 ~uth 1975). The relationships between many 
sµecies are not understood and the genus (or genera) is in 
~reat need of revision. 
The genus Akodon is recognized by all authors includin6 
Nowak and Paradiso (1983), Cabrera (1961), Alho (1982) and 
Honacki et al. (1983). However, the first two sources 
considered Bolomys, Thaptomys and Thalpomys subgenera of 
Akodon and Cabreramys a distinct genus, whereas Alho (1982) 
recognized Akodon, Thalpomys and Thaptomys as genera. 
Honacki et al. (1982) placed Bolomys and Akodon as full 
genera and included both Cabreramys and Thalpomys in the 
former. Based on cytogenetics, Bianchi et ~· (1971), 
concluded that all the above taxa except Cabreramys were 
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distinct genera. Based on the statistical results of this 
study, the species nigrita is farther removed from the other 
species in the genus Akodon (Figure 8) than several other 
taxa that are considered lo be full ~enera (Figure 5). This 
may support the status of nigrita in a monotypic genus 
Thaptomys. 
Genus Calomys .{_:;_ Hesperomys). This genus was included 
in the analysis as it was considered likely lo occur in 
/ Caparao and bore a general resemblance to the 5 specimens of 
an unidentified sµecies (Table 9). Vesµer mice are generally 
montane-dwelling in a variety of habitats from forests to 
grasslands. Most species are found in the Andes trow western 
Venezuela through northern Bolivia, but a disjunct group of 
2 or 3 sµecies are found in the Serra do Mar (Alho 1981; 
Nowak and Paradiso 1983). Alho (1981) lists callosus, 
leucodactylus and tener as nocturnal and terrestrial. 
Calomys callosus may include both C. expulsus and f· 
venustus (Honacki ~ !!1_. 1982) and Calomys laucha includes 
C. tener and Q. leucodactylus according to Hershkovitz 
(1962). Discriwinanl function analysis µlaced 4 of 11 museum 
sµeciwens of C. tener into callosus and 3 into laucha while 
retaining 4 as discrete and reclassified 50% of the 
callosus, puttin~ 9 into laucha and 7 into tener. F-tests 
indicated significant differences between tener and callosus 
total len 6 th (F = 7.71, P ).U092, DF = 31) and hindfoot (F = 
5.98, P ).0195, DF = 31) but not the other characteristics. 
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Genus Wiedomys. The single species of red-nosed mouse, 
W. pyrrhorinos closely resembles Thomasomys oenax (Table 9) 
exceµt for the bri6ht red extremities (nose, feet, rump, and 
eye rin6)• It is arboreal in the caatingas and scrub-forests 
of eastern Brazil (No wak and Paradiso 19d3). Alho (1981) 
eyuates Wiedomys with Wilfredomys but de Avila-Pires (1960) 
used the latter genus for Thomasomys oenax. Four skulls of 
tne species were found in raµtor µellets at the base of 
Pedra UrubG in the Park, an area of rainforest mixed with 
abanaoned a 6 riculture. 
Genus Rhipidomys. Climbin6 mice are, as their name 
sud 6 ests, arboreal with long tails (Table 9), soft, velvety 
fur and lon 6 toes. They are found in moist forests and often 
in buildings dS well (Alho 1982, Nowak and Paradiso 1983). 
Two sµecies R. masticalis and R. maculipes are recorded from 
southern and eastern Brazil (Alho 1982; Nowak and Paradiso 
19d3) althou5h Ceryueira (1982) does record an "unnawed 
form" (p3. lU) occurrii16 in the Serra do Mar and sug3ests 
that there may actually be three seµarate species involved. 
He further indicated that the splittin6 of tnis genus 
occurred durin 6 tue last major dry period when the Atlantic 
forest was s~lit into reiudia. Only two museuw sµeciwens of 
R. masticalis were available for comµarisons but 
aiscriwi11ant function plotted them as a distinct 8roup 
(Fi&ure 5) without overlaµing an1 Capara~ specimens. 
Genus Thalpomys. Ei 6 ht specimens from the Stovall 
Museum at tne University of Oklahoma were recently collected 
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near Brasilia. These are, in fact, unidentified specimens 
thought to possibly represent a new species which have 
tentatively been placed in this taxon. They have been used 
in this analysis only for comparison with the 5 unidentifed 
specimens from the park. Discriminant function considered 
these Thalpomys 100% distinguishable from all other groups 
but closest to Calomys. There was no overlap with Caparao~ 
specimens. 
Genus Bibimys { ~ Scapteromys). Crimson-nosed mice, as 
their common name suggests, are a distinctive genus with a 
nose Nowak and Paradiso (1983, pg. 598) describe as 6 bulky 
and of an intense crimson color.• Once again these were 
included in this comparison as a potential target for the 5 
unidentifiable, reddish, sub-alpine specimens from Caparao~ 
However, the Capara~ unknowns lack several characters 
described for this genus including an almost black medial 
line, yellowish chestnut on the sides, a shorter head and 
body, shorter tail and overall smaller size (Yowak and 
Paradiso 1983) (Table 9). Alho (1982) considers this group 
of species as belonging to the genus Scapteromys and lists 
its habitat as Atlantic rainforests in Bahia. 
Genus Nectomys. Neotropical water rats are a 
specialized group of large, aquatically-adapted rats found 
throughout northern and central South America, usually in 
forested areas along streams and swamps. There are 2 species 
presently recognized but only 1, Nectomys squamipes is found 
south of the Amazon (Nowak and Paradiso 1983). They have 
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several distinctive characteristics including large, webbed, 
hind feet, a keel of hairs on the tail and glossy fur 
(Ernest 1986) (Table 5 for measurements). Two specimens of 
, !!...!.. squamipes were found in Caparao, both on stream banks, 
one in the forest zone and one in the scrub-grass. 
Discriminant function analysis placed both specimens into 
the museum N.squamipes (Figure 10). 
Genus Thomasomys. There are about 25 species of Paramo 
mice in South America, all but 3 of them have Andean 
distributions, most in the forests of the eastern slopes. 
The other 3 form a disjunct species group in the Serra do 
Mar (Nowak and Paradiso, 1983). Of these, one, Thomasomys 
oenax has been removed and placed in its' own genus, 
Wilfredomys by de Avila-Pires (1960). Both !· oenax and the 
more common T. dorsalis were used for statistical 
comparisons. Specimens identified as dorsalis in the park 
fell in the range for this species using discriminant 
function (Figure 10) although no F-tests were possible due 
to the small number of specimens. Thomasomys oenax and 
Thomasomys dorsalis were widely separated on the 
discriminant analysis plot (Figure 10), more widely than 
species of any other genera except the two supergenera 
Akodon and Oryzomys, and T. oenax was 100% distinguishable 
using only the 5 external measurements with no other 
specimens re-classified into this species. This may support 
de Avila-Pires' position of a distinct genus for oenax. 
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Genus Blarinomys. The aptly named Brazilian 
shrew-mouse is one of the most distinctive rodents in South 
America, and its unique position is not presently under 
taxonomic doubt (Matson and Abravaya 1977). The µresent 
analysis concures as distriminant function places this 
species as 100% distin~uishable from all others (Figure 10). 
Genus Oxymycterus. This is another relatively 
distinctive genus of large mice from southern South America. 
Burrowing mice are found in a wide range of habitats but, as 
their name implies, they are usually fossorial or 
semi-fossorial and insectivorous in habits. They are noted 
for rather weak dentition (Nowak and Paradiso 1983) and long 
foreclaws. Honaki et al. (1982) comments that the genus 
needs revision, but compared to other South American genera 
it is quite robust, other than in its relationships to other 
5enera. This study indicates that the 3 species examined 
using discriminant function seem sound and distinguishable 
based on the external measurements used (Fi~ure 10). The 3 
species ranged from 100% unreclassified (jubata), 92% 
(hispidus = quaestor) to 80% (roberti). The specimens labled 
"jubata• (from the collection of the American Museum) may be 
an error for the species judex as I can find no reference to 
the former name ever being applied to a member of this 
genus. If jubata is supposed to be judex, the later has been 
placed as a sub-species of hispidus according to Cabrera 
(1961). However, there were no specimens reclassified 
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between hispidus (as represented by the subspecies quaestor) 
and jubata. 
/ 
Other Species Potentially in Caparao 
There are, of course, additional species which are quite 
likely to be present in the park but that escaped detection. 
It is important to note that work for this project 
concentrated on the western and northern portions of the 
park. The eastern, Espirito Santo, side of the park, was not 
well sampled for logistical reasons. Although it includes 
approximately 2/3 of the park's area, the eastern slope of 
~ Caparao was almost entirely without access that penetrated 
more than a kilometer or so into the park. Further, 12 of 
the 13 park rangers are stationed on the Minas Gerais side 
to regulate visitors since virtually all visitors use only 
that entrance due to its accessability. In the two years of 
this study, of the approximately 6000 visitors to the park 
about 10 hiked the length of it entirely, entering at Vale 
Verde (northwest gate) and exiting at Massierra (southeast 
gate). The factors of accessability and time combined to 
limit this survey to predominantly the park's west side 
where concern for human impact and practical considerations 
dictated the initial work be done. 
Certain taxa were.also particularly prone to being 
detectable only by special sampling techniques or because 
they are unusually time-consuming to find. It is probable 
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that at least one species of sloth is in CaparaJ since 
Cecropia trees are quite common and several people reported 
having released sloths into the park that they encountered 
while removing trees in nearby area. The small mammals and 
bats are also doubtless more diverse than these results 
would indicate. 
However, some of the large, easily detected species seem 
conspicuously absent from the park's fauna or from this 
survey for a variety of reasons and may be generally 
catagorized as follows: 
Probable Residents. These include species that were 
reported by reliable members of the community (e.g.park 
rangers) but for whom specific, comfirming evidence was not 
obtained. In particular, it is probable that at least one 
jaguar (Panthera ~) is present in Caparao~as one ranger 
reported that he has seen a female with cubs (one of which 
was black phase) in the S.E. area of the park at the high 
elevations and periodic livestock losses in that area would 
support the possibility of a jaguar. Tapir (Tapirus 
terrestris) are also reported in a rather large, densly 
forested area in the S.E. quarter of the park near the 
valley of Santa Marta. Two other species of enormous 
interest may also be present in this large fragment of 
Atlantic rainforest and those are the woolly spider monkey 
(Brachyteles arachnoides) and the golden-lion tamarin 
(Leontopithecus rosalia). Although woolly spider monkeys 
were not detected on transects, the transects were not 
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particularly sensitive to arboreal species. Woolly spider 
monkeys were indeed in residence in the park as recently as 
1976 since 21 of the animals were killed by poachers on the 
east side of the park. This was confirmed by the forest 
rangers and a newspaper clipping. Although 3 days were spent 
looking for these animals in the valley near where they were 
last noted (Pedra Roxa and the Corrigor dos Monos = spider 
monkey creek), none were found. There is no way at this time 
to know if that was because they were simply overlooked, if 
they were in another area or if the species is, in fact, 
/ 
extinct in Caparao. As for the marmosets, the habitats in 
the park, especially on the east side, appear quite adaquate 
to maintain a population of this species and there are 
reports by the rangers and residents from the Espirito Santo 
side of the park which indicated that individuals of the L. 
£· rosalia subspecies could be found in the valley of Santa 
Marta in the S.E.quarter of the park. Once again, searches 
were unable to confirm the presence of this endangered 
, 
species in the Serra do Caparao but there is reasonable 
evidence suggesting they may be present. 
Unlikely Species. This group includes species that are 
listed by IBDF (Appendix A) as possible in the park but that 
local residents either insist are no longer present (usually 
due to hunting) or do not recognize as ever having been in 
the area. The latter includes the giant armadillo 
(Priodontes maximus) and hognose skunk (Conepatus 
semistriatus). The former group, those recognized by the 
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local residents and said once to be in Caparao but now 
believed gone due either to overhunting or loss of habitat 
include the deer species Ozotoceros bezoarticus, Mazama 
americana and M.simplicornis, capybara (Hydrochaerus 
hydrochaeris), paca (Cuniculus paca) and howler monkeys 
(Alouatta fusca). If these species are indeed gone from the 
park ecosystem, they include most of the major large food 
species for the large carnivores and this may explain the 
goat hair found in the scats of the maned wolf, ocelot and 
cougar. The goats and peccary would appear to be the only 
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moderately large herbivores left in Caparao. This could 
indicate the potential for a release program to be 
instituted to reintroduce the deer and large rodents into 
the ecosystem. There has been a proposal to eliminate the 
feral goat herd but if, at present, they are the only 
significant large prey base for the larger carnivores if the 
feral goats are removed without replacing them with 
populations of native prey species this may drive the large 
carnivores into preying upon livestock outside the park 
boundaries. Such a situation could only prove disastrous for 
the large, endangered, carnivores. 
Species of Undetermined Status: This catagory includes 
the many species that the park appears to have the 
appropriate habitats to support and whose historical ranges 
once included the Atlantic rainforest or the Serra do 
, 
Caparao but that have avoided notice by either myself, 
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Ruschi (1978 - Appendix B), the park personnel or the local 
people. 
Altitudinal Affects on Community Ecology 
Changes in altitude affected all the community 
-parameters measured - species richness (S), diversity (d and 
H'), evenness (J), endemism (E) rarity index (R) and 
dominance (D). Not surprisingly the rainforest had the 
nighest values of sµecies richness, diversity and endemism, 
and these values decreased with increasin6 altitude (Table 
15). In addition, the rainforest had the lowest values for 
dominance (D) and rarity (R) (Table 15). 
The one exceµtion to increased altitude depressing the 
community parameters was the agricultural zone which had the 
lowest elevation but did not have the highest community 
values; a result of reducing the Atlantic rainforest to 
µasture and coffee fields, altering the ori~inal ecosystem 
through human mechanisms rather than physiographic ones. 
What was surµrising was not that fewer sµecies inhabited the 
areas of old agriculture than inhabited the rainforest, but 
now many and wnich species were ca~able of doing so (Tables 
10, 12 and 14). Among marsupials, both four-eyed opossums 
and white-eared oµossums increased in fre~uency in zones of 
secondary succession and human disturbance, as did all 4 
armadillos, with Dasypus novemcinctus (the species most 
generalized over a broad range of conditions) showing the 
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greatest increase. The Brazilian cottontail also responded 
to secondary succession with increased frequencies, as did 
guinea pigs, the latter more strongly than the former. The 
fox (~r foxes) were more common in agriculture than in 
rainforest, but somewhat less common than in the higher 
elevation habitats of the park. Nonetheless, they were the 
most common large mammal in the agricultural zone. The 
endangered maned wolf was detected twice on the edges of old 
pastures. The jagaroundi and the small spotted cats which 
were present showed an increased frequency of occurrence in 
the zone of abandoned agriculture. Interestingly, the 
ocelot was occasionally detected near the edges areas of 
abandoned agriculture or secondary regrowth, but not out in 
them. Four other carnivores were found to use the 
agricultural zone; grison sign was not found in the forest, 
but the frequency of sign between agriculture, transition or 
scrub-6rass were similar; the tayra and crab-eatin6 raccoon 
appeared at about the same frequencies in agriculture as in 
the forest; and the coatimundi was less frequent in 
abandoned agriculture than in the forest and at about the 
same frequency as in the transition and scrub-grass 
habitats. For bats, agriculture produced as many individuals 
as the forest but fewer species (Table 14). Although one 
species (Histiotus velatus) was found under roof tiles but 
not in the forest. This may be because no corresponding 
structure (i.e. trees) in the forest were dismantled in 
search of them. The bat data are, however, very sparse due 
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to· few mistnets being run. Vampires were the only species 
that were found in significantly greater numbers in areas of 
abandoned agriculture where the project's horses were 
frequently preyed on. 
Five more species of small mammals were found in the 
rainforest than in agricultural areas (Table 10), but three 
species found in the latter zone were not found in the 
forest: one spiny rat and two types of murine opossums 
including one that could not be identified to species. The 
latter were four specimens hand caught in small nests of 
woven grass 1 m off the ground in small citrus trees. Small 
mammals µresent in the rainforest but missing from the 
agriculture zone included a third murine opossum (Marmosa 
murina), and seven species of mice. 
The transition zone appeared to have no species unique 
to it, although several species reached their peak 
frequencies there including many of the carnivores (Table 
12). This zone formed the boundary not only for the 
uµpermost limit of several forest species (raccoon, all the 
marsupials except Metachirops, tayra, and several rodents) 
but also the lower limit of several other species, 
particularly the cougarr the endangered giant anteater and 
the peccary. None of the small mammals or bats were found 
there in high numbers (Tables 10 and 14) but overall the 
number of species and diversity were intermediate between 
the rainforest and the grasslands. 
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The scrub-grasslands also had no unique species. There 
were significantly fewer species than in the rainforest and, 
as previously noted, even the chan5e of a single species 
between those two zones is biologically important. Once 
a5ain, it is of interest to note which species seem able to 
adapt to this treeless zone of 5rass and scattered brush so 
unlike the dense rainforest which ori5inally surrounded 
these areas for many hundreds of miles. Of the lar5e 
mammals, several occurred here in high fre~uencies (Table 
12) includin5 nine-banded armadillo, the fox (or foxes), 
maned wolf, ocelot and small spotted cat. 
The last zone is the most estranged ecologically from 
the Atlantic rainforest and chronologically or 
6eographically from similar habitats far to the south or the 
west. This paramo-like zone above treeline has one 
apparently endemic (if unnamed) mouse but otherwise is quite 
impoverished. As MacArthur (1Y72) noted, the differences 
between tropical and boreal habitats are too severe for all 
but a very few species to mana6e the transition. Still, nine 
species were µresent and most were relatively abundant 
(Tables 10 and 12), especially the felids, the foxes and the 
giant anteater. 
Comparisons with Temperate Mountains 
Comparisons were made of the various community 
, 
parameters between Caparao and Great Smoky Mountain National 
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Park in North America. Data for the latter area were derived 
from a survey done by Linzey and Linzey in 1968 and linear 
re~ressions tested the responses of these parameters against 
altitude. Results indicated that the most significant 
correlations were for S and d (Tables 20 and 21) with H' and 
J' less significant. For both parks evenness had a slope of 
-O. The parameters of S and d were therefore chosen for 
comparing these two mountain ranges due to 1) MacArthur's 
(1972) uri 6 inal hyµothesis bein6 in terms of species 
richness 2) the comments of Green (1972) relating to H' and 
J' bein6 inaµµroµriate for ~easurin5 diversity and evenness 
in biological systems under the sampling constraints of this 
study and 3) Lhe results of regression on these data 
indicatin~ the greater significance of S and d. 
, 
Since the lowest altitude zones of Caparao are 
confounded with the powerful affects of agriculture on 
diversity, regressions were run both with and without this 
zone for comµarison. In addition, the elevations of Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park do not extend above 2500 m 
conse~uently no comparison was possible with Caparao for 
those altitudes. 
The Smokies were chosen due to their general similarity 
, . 
with the Serra do Caµarao in a6 e, elevation and continental 
position. The fauna of the Smokies is far better known than 
/ 
that of Caµarao and the species list for the µark lar6ely 
well established as the first extensive mammal survey was 
aone in 1931-33 (Komarek and Komarek 1938) and many studies 
TABLE 20 
COMPARISONS OF COMMUNITY PARAMETERS FOR 
CAPARAO'AND GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS 
ALTITUDE 
500 - 1000 m 
Smoky Mts. 
Caparao" 
1000-1500 
Smoky Mts. 
Caparao" 
1500 - 2000 
Smoky Mts. 
Caparao" 
2000 - 2500 
Smoky Mts. 
Caparao" 
2500 - 3000 
Smoky Mts. 
Caparao" 
s 
52 
29 
32 
39 
32 
25 
22 
17 
PARAMETER* 
H' 
1.468 
1.045 
1. 305 
1.279 
1. 368 
1.018 
1.253 
.995 
J' 
.8552 
.7145 
.8671 
.8038 
.9088 
.7282 
.9333 
.8086 
( not present ) 
10 .8130 .8130 
20.4137 
11.3641 
14.0814 
14.2353 
14.3228 
13.2875 
11.7620 
7.7643 
5.5443 
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E 
17 
3 
2 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
TOTAL SPECIES (S) Caparad = 53 Great Smokies 54 
(* S =species richnessJ H'= Shannon's diversity; 
J'= eveness; d = Green's diversity; E = endemism) 
TABLE 21 
LINEAR REGRESSION CORRELATIONS OF COMMUNITY 
PARAMETERS WITH ALTITUDES FOR 
CAPARAO' AND THE GREAT 
SMOKIES 
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Parameter Slope R-square Significance 
s 
H' 
J' 
-d 
Smokies 
Caparao' 
(with agriculture) 
Caparao' 
(w/o agriculture) 
Smokies 
Caparao' 
(with agriculture) 
Caparao' 
(w/o agriculture) 
Smokies 
Caparad 
(with agriculture) 
Caparao' 
(w/o agriculture) 
Smokies 
Caparao' 
(with agriculture) 
Caparao' 
(w/o agriculture) 
* p > .05 
-0.0180 
-0.0120 
-0.0191 
-0.0003 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
-0.0052 
-0.0038 
-0.0065 
.8526 .0376 * 
.7258 .0328 * 
• 9710 .0057 * 
.6597 .0944 
.5055 .0889 
.9145 .0203 * 
.9609 .0078 * 
.4406 .1108 
.1196 .3260 
.8061 .0509 
.6019 .0612 
.9342 .0149 * 
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have been undertaken since that time while this is the first 
I 
survey of Caparao. The species list for the latter region, 
especially for the rainforest zone, will surelt increase as 
Alho (1982) lists 80 species of rodents in the Atlantic 
rdinforest dlone! Still, the baseline data now exist Lo 
begin making 6eneral comparisons and su56est areas for 
further study. For the cowµarison wade in this study, data 
were used only between 1000 and 25UO m altitude as 
, 
elevaLious below tais in CaJ-iarao are inosL severely altered 
due to a5riculture, and elevations above this are not 
dvailable from tne ~reat Smoky's data (Table ~O). 
The sloiJeS of all community parameter:;; exceJ-il even11e:;;s 
were found lo be ne~aLive (Tdole ~l). This indicates that 
in both troi-JiCal and temperate comJJuniLic:s, altitude does 
itJdeea reduce JiversiLy (however measured). Wi1en comµared Lo 
tne Smokys, the sloµes of the lines ;Senerated for Sand d 
for ' tne Caparao data dre ver; siwildr. If tne low elevation 
area:;; of agriculture are included in the Capara6 data the 
slol!es of the lines for both temperate J!arameters is less 
than for the tro 11 ical mountains. However, if agriculture is 
owitLed and Lne rainforest used as the low elevation 
terminus, then the tropical diversity sloµes are both 
cir ea t er than L iJ e t e w I! er ale :;; 1 o µes • T n e di ff ere 11 c e ·is not 
~reat yet it is present not only in S and d but in H' as 
well. The drop in diver:;;ity aud specii:s 11uwbers for the 
tropical mountains is, in all probdblility, even wore snarp 
tnan noted uere, :;;i11ce u.Jauy wore SJ-iecies are certainly 
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present in the rainforest that this initial survey 
indicates. Conse~uently, MacArthur's hypothesis seems 
correct: Even thou 6 h tropical mountains start out with more 
species at their lower elevations than do temperate ones, 
they lose those species, and attendent community diversity, 
at a greater rate when subject to altitudinal stress. 
Dowina11ce, Loo, lar5ely followed a pattern that would 
be expected, at least to the extent that the cliwax 
rainforest was the zone with the lowest D-value. This was 
true both for within sµecies pairs comµarisons, within 
troµhic level comµarisons and for the overall wean D. The 
only exceptions were the species pairs interactions between 
Nasua and Procyon and between Metachiroµs and Didelphis. The 
latter did involve op~osite results bet~een the transect 
6enerated D values and those which used the traµpin 6 data. 
The ni 6 her values may indicate strong comµetiLion between 
the members of the sµecies pairs involved. It was unexµected 
for the next Lo lowest community in dominance Lo be the 
areas of secondary successsion. It was anticipated that the 
transition zone and a~riculture should both be high and 
similar in value as both were perceived as disturbed, 
unstable, intermediate habitats. At this ~oint, few 
explanations can be offered for the remarkably hi15h values 
of sµecies richness, diversit;, and coillmunity staoility 
aµµarentl; present for the areas of recentlj abandoned 
a15riculture. Taese areas were cleared oy slash a11d burn 
tactics and consequently haa to be recolon~zed by species 
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from other areas with which they were in contact, in the 
case of Capara~. these were Atlantic rainforests. These 
forests are themselves enormously diverse and speciose and 
thus provided a lar 6 e pool of sµecies to enter the 
a 6 ricultural areas. It is not surprisin 6 , then, to see 
almost all the species in these abandoned areas are 
rainfurest or~anisws, but certain nigher tropnic level, or 
very specialized species are still missin6 from farm lands 
as would be expected. 
It is of particular interest to the study of troµical 
succession to comµare tne two zones that directly border the 
rai11forest and should be most similar to it. In Caparao' 
these two zoiJes are a6riculture - wnich nas been directly 
produced from the ori 6 inal forest by human intervention, and 
the tra1isition zoue wnich has been µrouuced by elevation 
suµressing certain species of the rainforest. Both the 
a6riculture and transition zones showed values of the 
community paraweters that were depressed fro~ those in the 
rainforest out very siwilar to one another. The relatively 
high diversity and species richness of the two zones may be 
in µart due to the co11siderable ed 6 e they µosesses with the 
gallery forests of tne transition and fencelines of 
a6riculture. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
/ Fifty-three species of mammals were found in Caparao 
National Park, at least one and possibly three of which may 
be new. Species complexes changed with changing habitats 
µroduced by both agriculture and altitude. Both of these 
factors acted to decrease species richness and diversity and 
increase dominance from that found in the climax zone 
Atlantic rainforest. 
Despite their low latitudes and great species richness, 
tropical mountains not only lose species at a greater rate 
due to altitudinal effects than do temperate mountains, but 
they also lose diversity (d and H') at a ~reater rate with 
altitude as predicted by MacArthur (1972). Diversity is 
ni 6 her in the Atldntic rainforest than in dreas of abandoned 
a6riculture undergoing secondary succession, as is species 
richness, while dominance is lower for the forest. Among the 
habitats which have been formed by altitudinal factors 
altering the cliwax rdinforest community, rather than human 
intervention, the zone most diverse and speciose was the 
transition, followed by scrub grassland and finally the 
alpine campo limpo. 
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No significant seasonal effects were found in the small 
mammal community nor in the large mammal community when 
analyzed as a whole. There were significant season/zone 
interactions, however, and also significant changes within 
species by season and between zones su6gesting differential 
seasonal habitat use among some of the large mammal species 
in the park. 
A statistical taxonomic analysis based on external 
worµhometric characters was carried out on the Cricetidae of 
Caparao' to confirm identifications and the results may also 
serve Lo illuwinate the µositions of certain other taxa. In 
particular, both general linear regression model analysis of 
varience F - tests and discriwinant function analysis of the 
species nigrita - which is placed by many authors in the 
genus Akodon - indicate it is at least as far removed from 
other members of Lhat genus as many sµecies in distinct 
genera. This supports to the position of some taxonomists 
that nigrita should be removed from Akodon and placed in 
Thaptomys. Likewise Thomasomys oenax was quite different 
from other reµresentatives of Lhe genus, based on the same 
statistical tests, which may support placin6 it in the genus 
Wilfridomys. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The communities of the tropics are among the most 
complex on earth, and are also the most endangered and least 
understood. The tropics generate and maintain a tremendous 
richness of sµecies and tropical mountains have the greatest 
diversity of habitats within restricted geographical areas. 
Conseyuently, troµical mountains µresent unique 
opportunities to study community structure since they go 
from the most complex, high diversity terrestrial 
communities on earth, the tropical rainforests, to simple, 
low-diversity, alµine paramos. This 5ives an opµortunity to 
observe the effects of island biogeography, refugia and 
habitat 6 radients on community structure and sµeciation in a 
remarkably intricate, ancient and endangered ecosystem. As 
Daniel H. Janzen, one of our forewost tropical ecologists 
states (1988, page 244): 
••• and all this is to say that humans have won 
the battle a~ainst nature. Humanity makes its living 
by preventing restoration. It is up to us to accept 
the resµonsibility of pullin~ the vanquished back on 
their feet, paws, wings and roots. We can do it. 
Even defeated, tropical nature has loo much to offer 
us to accept a world without it. 
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Brazil itself is well aware of the scope of destruction 
that has been wrought on the native ecosystems and the 
international concern this has generated. Almeida and Rocha 
(1977) projected the State of S~o Paulo in southeastern 
Brazil would go from 82% forested to 5% by the turn of the 
century. For the whole of the southeast region (including 
~ Caµarao and the remains of the Atlantic rainforest) they 
report only 10.6% of the original forest remains. Estimates 
of biolo6ical loss in Latin America in general - assuming at 
least all biological reserves are left undisturbed - run 
from a forest reduction of 693 million ori6inal ha down to 
366 million ha by the year 2000 with a loss of 15% of the 
species followed by a worst case future where only the 
biological reserves are left intact which would result in 
only 9.7 million ha of forest left and 66% of sµecies lost 
(Wolf 1988). As for Brazil, by 1977, only 41.4% of its 
ori6inal forested areas remained. There has been some 
effort on the part of the the Brazilian government to 
organize a national policy and co-ordination between 
a 6 encies responsible for regulating conservation, economic 
develoµment and international aid for several years (IBDF 
n.d.) although the scope of the problem is not only 
ecolo6 ically but also economically and µolitically enormous. 
Important roles must also also played by other countries in 
the region, the International Monetary Fund and World Bank 
as well as by the consumer nations of the world. 
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Recommendations for all of Latin America, or even Brazil 
are far beyond the scope of this project other than some 
observations concernin6 specific species and their apparent 
responses to habitat alteration. Species could be generally 
classified based on whether they were µositive, neutral or 
negative in responding to the a6ricultural areas of the 
µark. A11y conclusions at this point would be very tentative, 
but some trends may be suggested. Certainly, some native 
species did appear Lo be favored by human activities (Table 
22) based on the frequencies with which they were found in 
agricultural areas when comµared to other, less disturbed 
µark habitats. Those disturbance-positive species may be 
better adapted to early successional sta6 es. They are for 
the most part the smaller, more generalist species of their 
trophic levels. A few sµecies appeared to be 
a6 riculture-neutral. The species in these two groups should 
be able to survive with or without some form of ecological 
protection. The most concern is for the disturbance-ne6ative 
sµecies; those that seem incapable of maintainin~ a stable 
or increased population outside of relatively undisturbed 
native habitats. Several of these are presently listed as 
endangered (if they are large, valuable or charismatic), or 
likely will becowe endangered once more is known about them 
or, alternately, if the present rates of habitat loss 
continue. 
As for Caparao itself, this park is an island in a sea 
of coffee fields. The best hoµe for it is to wove rapidly to 
SPECIES 
TABLE 22 
,, 
CAPARAO SPECIES RESPONSES TO AGRICULTURE 
WHEN COMPARED TO RAINFOREST BASED 
ON FREQUENCIES OF 
OCCURRENCE 
RESPONSE TO AGRICULTURE 
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(+ µositive1 0 neutral; - negative)* 
Didelphis marsupialis + 
Metachirops opossum + 
Marmosa cinerea + 
Marmosa murina 
Marmosa sp.3 
Cabassous tatouay 
Dasypus novemcinctus 
Dasypus septemcinctus 
Euphractus sexcinctus 
Myrmecophaga tridactyla 
Calicebus moloch 
Cebus apella 
Carollia perspicilata 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Desmodus rotundus + 
Glossophaga soricina 
Histiotus velatus 
Phyllostomus hastatus 
Sturnira sp 
Uroderma bilobatum 
Vampyressa pusilla 
Sylvilagus brasiliensis 
Gavia aperea 
Coundou prehensilis 
Dasyprocta agouti 
Echimys medius 
Sciurus inghrami 
Akodon arviculoides 
Akodon cursor 
Akodon serrensis 
Blarinomys breviceps 
Nectomys squamipes 
Oryzomys capito 
Oryzomys f lavescens 
Oxymycterus hispidius 
Thaptomys nigrita 
Thomasomys dorsalis 
Unknown red mouse 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
SPECIES 
Canid (foxes) 
Chrysocyon brachyurus 
Felis concolor 
Felis jaguaroundi 
Felis pardalis 
Felis wiedii/tigrinus 
Galictus vittata 
Eira barbara 
--Nasua nasua 
TABLE 22 (Continued) 
RESPONSE TO AGRICULTURE 
(+ positive; 0 neutral1 -negative) 
+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Procyon cancrivorous + 
Tayassuidae 
TOTAL 12 13 23 
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* + positive response = more common in agriculture than in 
rainforest; 0 neutral response = about the same frequency 
in both zones; - negative response = less common in 
agriculture than in the rainforest 
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secure what little forest remains ~nburned on its borders. 
To buy agricultural land and allow it to undergo succession 
will be quite expensive, especially in a country with the 
economic problems of Brazil, but it is also necessary for 
several reasons. First, we do not know how (or even if) 
tropical forests regrow beyond a realtively low diversity 
second growth (indications from the Amazon basin (Janzen 
1988; Lewin 1988) are that they do not, not on a time scale 
that is less than 5eologic in its length, but we must allow 
the process to start soon or the conditions for regrowth 
will only worsen. Secondly, as this study indicated, nearly 
76% of the species native to the Atlantic rainforest do not 
need the climax forest exclusively to survive as they were 
found in other ecological zones in addition to the forest. 
At least 60% were found to use areas of secondary regrowth 
and abandongd agriculture. Even the endangered Maned wolf 
and the spotted cats seem to be able to use areas of 
regrowth to some extent. Their populations can consequently 
be maintained and perhaps increased somewhat even without 
climax forest. Eight species, however, were endemic to the 
rainforest alone and from them will come the endangered 
species of tomorrow. Thirdly, such a buffer zone of 
secondary regrowth around the core of the park, if properly 
patrolled by rangers, can help insulate the park from some 
forms of poaching, encroachment, agro-chemical pollution and 
such catastrophic events as fire. A recent report 
demonstrates the reality of such a threat; as of March 5, 
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1989 a wild fire in Bahia, burning for 28 days, had already 
consumed 80,000 ha of virgin wilderness in eastern Brazil 
and had entered Monte Pascoal National Park (Associated 
Press, 1989). 
Tourist visitation is already becoming a major problem. 
This park is easily accessible (exceµt in the rainy season) 
from three major cities; Belo Horizonte, Vitoria and Rio de 
Janeiro. It is v~ry popular both for picnics and day hikes 
as well as for overnight camping due to its spectacular 
natural beauty and the fact that you can find ice up top in 
the dry season. This latter characteristic has tremendous 
popular apµeal in a tropical country. Over 3000 visitors 
passed through the park in June and July of 1980 alone. The 
µroblem of overuse of resources is severe. There are only 3 
small camping areas (no running water or latrines) in the 
entire park so the problems with garbage, firewood, water 
pollution and trail erosion are intensive as well as 
extensive. The center of this activity is an area talled 
~ Terreirao which is within 1 km of the areas where endangered 
ocelot, maned wolf and giant anteater poµulations also 
appear centered. A comprehensive human management plan and 
controlled access are absolutely critical~ 
In a limited way reintroductions might be very 
successful in this µark as IBDF seems committed to the 
park's protection and expansion as well as to poaching 
control. The lar6 e numbers and diversity of µredators in 
I 
Caµarao seem unsupportable in the long term without the 
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reintroduction of the major native herbivores. This is 
especially true since cougar and possibly jaguar exist in 
the park and the presence of these large cats without a 
large prey base is bound to create livestock losses. From 
scat analysis I suspect the feral goats have played an 
important role in limiting other livestock losses in the 
area. The park's area and habitats seem ada~uate to support 
one or more deer species at least and, now that human 
hunting ~ressure is reduced, it is reasonable to suggest 
that they at least be reintroduced. Perhaps supplements to 
the µark's small tapir and peccary populations might be 
successful as well. If careful consideration is given .to the 
genetic stocks in various zoos and in other reserves, it may 
also reduce the probability of excessive inbreeding in the 
park's isolated populations. 
This park is one of the least recognized outside of 
Brazil. Only a very few tropical biologists that I have 
I. 
spoken to seem even to have heard of Caparao and fewer still 
have actually been there; yet it preserves one of the 
largest remainin~ pieces of a tropical rainforest in Brazil 
once second only to the Amazon in area. That forest is now 
over 99% gone - converted to coffee, cacao and sugar 
plantations. As it has gone, it has taken with it an 
unknown, but doubtlessly large number of species into 
extinction and endangerment, many of which we do not even 
know are gone or threatened because we never knew they 
existed. What is saddest about this forest is that it has 
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been disturbed for so long without recognition, that it has 
slipped away acre by acre (and all by hand, axe and mattock) 
with little notice. Not only has it been deliberately 
destroyed - this is happening to all rainforests - but this 
one has been ignored, perhaps terminally; not by the 
Brazilians this time, but by the international community. 
As this study has indicated, the piece of forest that has 
been protected by these rugged mountains is still one where 
many of the original systems and species of this supremely 
endangered ecosystem can still be observed, studied and 
learned from; it may also become a source for regeneration. 
This study has, I hope again, raised far more questions than 
it has answered. As a baseline study, that was its function. 
As a scientist who has been given the rare opportunity to 
work in a vast and largely unknown place I know I found 
every day in these mountains a challenge more full of 
~uestions than of answers and every day too short. I also 
found that living in the place the native South American 
indians called "The Mountains Where Water Is Born" will 
give a gift that far too few, scientists or not, will ever 
know if we do not take rapid, determined steps to preserve 
the Serra do Caparao. 
Delight itself, however, is a weak term to express 
the feelings of a naturalist who, for the first 
time, has wandered by himself in a Brazilian forest.• 
Charles Darwin 
February 29, 1832 
(1967, pg.11) 
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APPENDIX A 
,I 
MAMMAL SPECIES OF CAPARAO (MAGNANINI 
(MAGNANINI AND PADUA N.D.) 
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DI DELPHI DAE 
Didelphis azarae 
Metachirus nudicaudatus 
PHYLLOSTOMIDAE 
Diclidurus alba 
Vampyrum spectrum 
DESMODONTIDAE 
Desmodus rotundus 
GE BI DAE 
Gebus apella 
Brachyteles arachnoides 
GALLITHRIGHIDAE 
Gallithrix geoffroyi 
MYRMEGOPHAGIDAE 
Myrmecophaga tridactyla 
Tamandua tetradactyla 
BRADYPODIDAE 
Bradypus torguatus 
Bradypus infuscatus 
DASYPODIDAE 
Dasypus novemcinctus 
Priodontes giganteus 
SGIURIDAE 
Sciurus aestuans 
GRIGETIDAE 
Oryzomys capito 
Nectomys sguamipes 
Phaenomys ferrugineus 
Akodon arviculoides 
TAPIRIDAE 
Tapirus terrestris 
TAYASSUIDAE 
Tayassu ta jacu 
Tayassu albirostris 
ERETHIZONTIDAE 
Ghaetomys subspinosus 
GAVI IDAE 
Gavia aperea 
Gavia fulgidae 
Gavia porcellus 
Galea wellsi 
Kerodon ruprestris 
DASYPROGTIDAE 
Aguti paca 
Dasyprocta aguti 
HYDROCHAERIDAE 
Hydrochaerus hydrochaeris 
GANI DAE 
Gerdocyon thous 
Ghrysocyon brachyurus 
PROCYONIDAE 
Nasua nasua 
MUSTELIDAE 
Eira barbara 
Gonepatus semistriatus 
Lutra enudris 
FELIDAE 
Felis pardalis 
Felis tigrina 
Felis wiedii 
Felis yagouaroundi 
Felis concolor 
Leo onca 
-----
GERVIDAE 
Ozotoceros bezoarticus 
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/ 
MAMMAL SPECIES OF CAPARAO (RUSCH! 1978) 
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DIDELPHIDAE 
Didelphis marsupialis 
Didelphis aurita 
Metachirus nudicaudatus 
Metachirops opossum 
Chironyctes minimus 
Monodelphis scalopus 
Monodelphis iheringii 
Marmosa cinerea 
MOLOSSIDAE 
Molossus ater 
Eumops aurT'i}endulus 
Tadarida espiritosantensis 
PHYLLOSTOMATIDAE 
Phyllostomus hastatus 
Chrotopterus auritus 
Mimon bennettii 
Micronycteris megalotis 
Glossophaga soricina 
Artibeus jamaicensis 
Vampyrops lineatus 
DESMODONTIDAE 
Desmodus rotundus 
Diphylla ecaudata 
VERSPERTILIONTIDAE 
Myotis nigricans 
Lasiurus !!..8..!l. 
CE BI DAE 
Callicebus gigot 
Alouatta fusca 
Cebus nigritus 
Brachyteles arachniodes 
ERETHIZONTIDAE 
Coundou prehensilis 
CAVIIDAE 
Gavia aperea 
DASYPROCTIDAE 
Dasyprocta aguti 
Cuniculus paca 
ECHIMYIDAE 
Euryzygomatomys guiara 
Echmys medius 
CALLITHRICHIDAE 
Callitrix aurita 
Callitrix flaviceps 
MYRMECOPHAGIDAE 
Tamandua tetradactyla 
BRADYPODIDAE 
Bradypus tridactylus 
DASYPODIDAE 
Euphractus sexcinctus 
Dasypus novemcinctus 
LAGOMORPHA 
Sylvilagus brasiliensis 
SCI URI DAE 
Sciurus inhgrami 
CRICETIDAE 
Thomasomys pyrrhorhinus 
Thomasomys dorsalis 
Thomasomys sublineatus 
Nectomys squamipes 
Rhipidomys masticalis 
Phaenomys ferrugineus 
Akodon subterraneus 
Akodon arviculoides 
Oxymycteris nasutus 
Blarina breviceps 
MURI DAE 
Rattus norvegicus 
Rattus rattus 
Mus musculus 
MUSTELIDAE 
Tayra barbara 
Grison grison 
FELIDAE 
Panthera onca 
Felis concolor 
Felis pardalis 
Felis wiedii 
Felis yaguaroundi 
Felis pardinoides 
TAPIRIDAE 
Tapirus terrestris 
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GANI DAE 
Dusicyon vetulus 
Dusicyon thous 
PROCYON I DAE 
Procyon cancrivorous 
Nasua nasua 
Potos flavus 
TAYASSUIDAE 
Ta yassu ta ya cu 
Tayassu pecari 
CERVIDAE 
Mazama americana 
Mazama simplicornis 
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LIST OF MUSEUM SPECIMENS USED FOR TAXONOMIC COMPARISONS 
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University of Oklahoma 
Akodon cursor (10 specimens) 
17437, 17438, 17439, 17440, 17441, 17442, 17443, 17444, 
17445, 17446 
Bolomys lasiurus (51 specimens) 
17514, 17515, 17516, 17517, 17518, 17519, 17520, 17521, 
17522, 17523, 17524, 17526, 17527, 17528, 17529, 17530, 
17531, 17532, 17533, 17534, 17535, 17536, 17537, 17538, 
17539, 17540, 17541, 17542, 17543, 17544, 17545, 17546, 
17547, 17548, 17549, 17459, 17460, 17461, 17462, 17463, 
17464, 17465, 17466, 17467, 17468, 17469, 17470, 17471, 
17472, 17473, 17474 
Nectomys squamipes (10 specimens) 
17349, 17350, 17351, 17352, 17353, 17354, 17355, 17356, 
17357, 17358 
Calomys callosus (17 specimens) 
037, 039, 044, 056, 063, 064, 066, 083, 085, 105, 176, 
177, 182, 396, 147, 159, 162 
Calomys tener (13 specimens) 
058, 035, 075, 077, 221, 239, 148, 150, 158, 160, 126, 
105, 124 
Oryzomys capito (1 specimen) 
17475 
Oryzomys bicolor (11 specimens) 
17476, 17477, 17478, 17479, 17480, 17481, 17482, 17483, 
17484, 17485, 17486 
Oryzomys concolor (5 specimens) 
17487, 17488, 17489, 17490, 153 
Oryzomys subf lavus (6 specimens) 
80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 
Oryzomys eliurus (14 specimens) 
013, 014, 093, 106, 137, 152, 172, 257, 267, 361, 389, 
520, 117KE, 117DG 
Oryzomys nigripes (7 specimens) 
070, 161, 188, 294, 296, 322, 326 
Oxyrnycteris roberti (17 specimens) 
17491, 19492, 17493, 17494, 17495, 17496, 17497, 17498, 
17499, 17500, 17501, 17502, 17503, 17504, 17505, 17506, 
17507 
U.S.National Museum of Natural History 
Akodon arviculoides (5 specimens) 
484227, 484228, 484229, 484230, 484231 
Akodon cursor 15 specimens) 
485107, 485109, 485111, 485112, 485114, 
541491, 541492, 541493, 541494, 541495, 
543008 
Akodon lasiurus (30 specimens) 
543009, 543010, 543011, 543012, 543013, 
543016, 543017, 543018, 543019, 543020, 
543023, 543024, 543025, 543026, 543027, 
543030, 543031, 543032, 543033, 543034, 
Akodon nigrita (39 specimens) 
484232, 484233, 484234, 484235, 484236, 
484239, 484240, 484241, 484242, 484243, 
484246, 484247, 484248, 484249, 484250, 
484253, 484254, 484255, 484256, 484257, 
485100, 485101, 485102, 485103, 485104, 
Akodon serrensis (6 specimens) 
485110, 485113, 485115, 543036, 543037, 
Akodon sp. (8 specimens) 
484518, 484519, 484520, 484521, 484522, 
485108 
Akodon sp. (6 specimens) 
543039, 543040, 543041, 543042, 543043, 
Akodon varius (1 specimen) 
541496 
Calomys callosus (61 specimens) 
484408, 484409, 484410, 484411, 484412, 
484415, 484416, 484417, 484418, 484419, 
484422, 484423, 484424, 484425, 484426, 
484429, 484430, 484431, 484432, 484433, 
484436, 484437, 484438, 484439, 484440, 
484443, 484444, 484445, 484446, 484447, 
484450, 484451, 484452, 484453, 484454, 
485172, 485173, 485174, 543054, 543055, 
Calomys laucha (1 specimen) 
541497 
Nectomys squamipes (158 specimens) 
484139, 484140, 484141, 484142, 484143, 
484146, 484147, 484148, 484149, 484150, 
146 
485116, 485117, 
543006, 543007, 
543014, 543015, 
543021, 543022, 
543028, 543029, 
543035 
484237, 484238, 
484244, 484245, 
484251, 484252, 
485098, 485099, 
485105, 485106 
543038 
484523, 484524, 
543044 
484413, 484414, 
484420, 484421, 
484427, 484428, 
484434, 484435, 
484441, 484442, 
484448, 484449, 
485170, 485171, 
543056 
484144, 484145, 
484151, 484152, 
147 
Nectoml_s squamipes (continued) 
484153, 484154, 484155, 484156, 484157, 484158, 484159, 
484160, 484161, 484162, 484163, 484164, 484165, 484166, 
484167, 484168, 484169, 484170, 484171, 484172, 484173, 
484174, 484175, 484176, 484177, 484178, 484179, 484180, 
484181, 484182, 484183, 484184, 484185, 484186, 484187, 
484188, 484189, 484190, 484191, 484192, 484193, 484194, 
484195, 484196, 484197, 484198, 484199, 484200, 484201, 
484202, 484203, 484204, 484205, 484206, 484207, 484208, 
484209, 484210, 484211, 484212, 484213, 484214, 484215, 
484216, 485058, 485059, 485060, 484061, 485062, 485063, 
4d5064, 4d5U65, 4d5066, 4d5067, 485068, 485069, 485070, 
485071, 485072, 485073, 485074, 485075, 485076, 485077, 
41)5()78, 485079, 485080, 485081, 485082, 485083, 485084, 
485085, 542970, 542971, 542972, 542973, 542974, 542975, 
542976, 54'1.977, 542978, 542979, 542980, 542981, 542982, 
542983, 542984, 542985, 542986, 542987, 542988, 542989, 
542990, 542991, 542992, 542993, 542994, 542995, 542996, 
542997, 542998, 542999, 543000, 543001, 543002, 543003, 
543004 
Ori:_zOml_s cae_ito (8 specimens) 
542922, 542923, 542924, 542925, 542926, 542927, 542928, 
542929 
Or l'.zoml_s fornesi (1 specimen) 
541498 
Ori:_zDml_s ni~riees (157 specimens) 
484043, 484044, 4d4045, 41)4046, 4d4U47, 484048, 484049, 
484050, 484051, 4d4052, 484053, 484U54, 484055, 484056, 
4d4U57, 4d405d, 484U59, 4134060, 484U61, 4J4U62, 484063, 
484064, 484065, 484066, 484067, 484068, 484069, 484070, 
4d4U11, 4d4U72, 484U73, 484074, 484U75, 434076, 484()77, 
484078, 484079, 484080, 484081, 484082, 484083, 484084, 
4d4U85, 4d4Jd6, 4o4Ud7, 484U8d, 4d40d9, 484090, 484091, 
4d4092, 484093, 484094, 484095, 484096, 484097, 484098, 
4d4099, 4d410U, 484101, 484102, 4d41U3, 484104, 484105, 
4d4106, 484107, 484108, 484109 484110, 484111, 485022, 
4o5U23, 4d5U24, 4d5U25, 465()26, 485U27, 485028, 485029, 
485030, 485031, 485032, 485033, 485034, 485035, 485036, 
485037, 4f35U38, 485039, 485040, 4o5U41, 485042, 485043, 
4d5044, 485045, 485046, 485047, 485048, 541499, 541500, 
5415Ul, .J415U2, 541503, 541504, 542930, 542931, 542932, 
542933, 542934, 542935, 542936, 542937, 542938, 542939, 
54-L.940, 54'l.941' 542942, 542943, 542944, 542945, 542946, 
542947, 542948, 542949, 542950, 542951, 542952, 542953, 
J4L.954, 54'1.955' 542':156, 54L.':157, 542958, 54'1.959, 542960, 
542961, 542962, 542963, 542964, 542965, 542966, 542969 
Or;t,zoml_s nitidus (49 specimens) 
4J4U..r:::2, 4d4-0'l.J, 4840..r:::4, 4640£.5, 4d4U26, 4d4U27, 4d4U28, 
484029, 484030, 484031, 484032, 484033, 4d40JJ, 484UJ4, 
Or't,ZOllJl:'._S nitidus (continued) 
484035, 484036, 484037, 484038, 
484U42, 485UU1, 4o5UU:L, 4650U3, 
4d5006, 4850U7, 485008, 485U09, 
4d50.LJ, 4o5U14, 405U15, 4d5J.L6, 
4d5VL.0, 485v21 
Oryzomys ratticeps (3 specimens) 
484112, 485u4Y, 485050 
Oryzomys subf lavus (9 specimens) 
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484039, 484040, 484041, 
485U04, 4d5UU4, 485005, 
485010, 485011, 485U12, 
485v.L 1, 4d)J.18, 4o5Vl9, 
484113, 484.114, 464115, 4d5U51, 485J52, 485J53, 4b5U54, 
485055, 542967 
Oxymycteris judex (10 specimens) 
543J45, 54Jv46, 543U47, 543U4d, 543049, 543050, 543051, 
543052, 543U5 
Oxymycteris roberti (1 specimen) 
543121 
Rhipidomys masticalis (1 sµeciwen) 
543005 
Thomasomys dorsalis (11 specimens) 
4841.17, 4d4l..ic» 4d4i..L9, 4d422V, 4d42L.1, 4d4L.l.2, 4d4"LL.3, 
484224, 484225, 484226 
Zl::,/S.Odon tom i'.,S lasiurus (6d speciTJJens) 
4d4258, 48<+25Y, 484i.6U, 4d4261, 4d426:L, 4d4'L.63, 484264, 
4d4265, 484266, 4d42ol, 484266, 4o4L.6'), 4d4l.70, 484211, 
'+d4l./L., 484213, 404-l.74, 1+d4L.l 5' 464276, <+d4l.17, 464278, 
46427'), 4u4l.8U, 484.i.61' 4d426-!.' 4d4L.8J, 4d<-+2d4, 4841.oj, 
<+d4.i86' 4d4l.d7, 404,1.od, 1+04,1.oY, '+04l.':i0, 4d4l.91, 4d4292, 
464293, 484294. 484295, 484296, 4842.•:d, 4842YJ, 4d4299, 
4o4.:>UO, 4o4.JJ1, -+o4.;UL., 4u43uJ, 1+i34JU4, 4J4305, 464306, 
4o43Ul, 4d43Ju, 4du309, 4843lv, 4d4Jll, 4d4312, 4d4JlJ, 
'+84-3.14, 4dl.J15, 481Jl6, 4d13.Ll, <+dl318 
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Akodon cursor (12 specimens) 
26578, 26)60, 265dl, 26563, 26584, 26623, 26625, 26626, 
L.66.l.7, ,1.66Jv, .l.6632, 26632 
Akodon nigrita (1 specimen) 
l.6628 
Bolomys lasiurus (1 specimen) 
19531 
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Oryzomys intermedius ( 10 specimens) 
18874, 18d75, 93063, 94544, 94545, 94546, 94547, 94548, 
94549, 94550 
Orvzomi:'.s nig,rie_es (120 specimens) 
26599, 26601], L.6601, 26602, 26603, 'l.6604, 26604, 26605, 
26607, 2660d, 26609, 26610, 26611, 26612. 26613, 26614, 
26615, 26616, 26617, 266ld, L.6619, 'l.6620, 26621. 26622, 
26d73, 26874, 93051, 93052, 93053, 93054, 93055, 93056, 
93057, 93v57, '::13058, 93059, 93J61. 93062, <J4554, 94555, 
94556, 94557, 94558, 94559, 9456u, 94561, 94562, 94563, 
94564, 945 65, 94566, 94567, 94)68, 94569, 94570, 94571, 
94572, 94573, 94574, 94575, 94576, 94577, 94578, 94579, 
945..;0, <J4581, 94581' 9458L., 94583, Y45d4, 94585, 94587, 
94586, 94589, 94590, 94591, 94592, 94593, 04594, 94595, 
945':16, 945:)7, 945':18, -:14599, <J4600, ':14601' ':)4607, 94608, 
94609, 94610, 94611, 94612, 94613, 94614, 94615, 94616, 
94602, 94603, 0461)4, 946u 5, 946iJ6, 94617, 9461J, <J4619, 
94620, 94621, 94622, 94623, 94624. 94625, 94626, 94627, 
94628. Y465J, 946:.i4, '146 5 5' ':14650, ':14657, Y465d, 94659 
Ox"l:.111i:_cteris ~uaestor (6 specimens) 
L658d, 265 9U, L6)91, 26592, 26 5 ')3' .::6594 
Thomasom):'.S dorsal is (7 specimens) 
26872. 265':16, 'L.6597' 2659J, 53d71. ;i 3d 7 2' 53873 
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Life history data were gathered on all species 
throughout the course of this study. The following is a 
summary by species for that data and includes descriptions 
of all specimens collected. All specimens were originally 
cataloged under my field numbers (indicated by KBB) since 
there was no official catalog for the park. They were then 
~laced with IBDF in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais. Data 
collected are given in the following order for each 
specimen: total length (Tt), tail length (Tl), hindfoot 
(Hf), ear length (Er) and weight (Wt). For bats these 
measurements also include tragus (Tr) and forearm length 
(Fm). These were recorded in millimeters and grams unless 
otherwise noted. Age and re~roductive condition was also 
recorded whenever possible. Reproductive condition was noted 
by such chardteristics as descended testis, lactation, or 
embryos present. Age was considered as either juvenile or 
adult for most species and individuals were adults unless 
otherwise noted. 
Didelphis marsupialis 
Marsupials 
/ 
Gamba 
Nine individuals (not including pouched young) of this 
species were captured in the park of which one adult male 
(KBB#881 Tt 724mm, Tl 368mm, Hf 61mm, Er 53mm, Wt 1347gm) 
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was sacrificed for a voucher specimen. D. marsupialis was 
captured in the agricultural (3 individuals), rainforest (5) 
and transition (1) zones but never above 2000m in the 
scrub-grass or alpine habitats. Trapping results were about 
the same in the rainforest and agriculture zones (trapping 
successes of .15 captures/100 traps and .17/100 
respectively) but transect data indicated opossum sign 
occurred almost 5 times more commonly in the old agriculture 
zones than in the forest or transition zones (4.7 sign/100 
km of transect, .75/100 and .52/100 respectively) 
demonstrating a positive correlation with habitat. Further, 
an additional 6 individuals were removed from the nearby 
/ 
village of Alto Caparao where they were inhabiting attics (2 
cases) or raiding chicken houses (4 cases). These 
individuals were trapped, marked and released into the park 
in the interests of increasing the life history data base as 
well as fostering an attitude of good will and protective 
cooperation toward the park and its animals among the local 
people. This species of opossum seems to be opportunistic 
and no more adversely affected by human environmental impact 
than its North American relative. From these few 
individuals, no reproductive trends could be reliably 
detected although one sub-adult male, about 3/4 grown was 
captured in August, near the end of the cold-dry season and 
2 females were captured with young still in the pouch, one 
in May (11 young averaging 72 mm head and body length) and 
one in September (10 young averaging 161 mm head and body 
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length). Both females were captured in the low elevation 
rainforest of Vale Verde. Fleming (1973) found the litter 
size ranged between 2 and 9 and averaged 6 for this species 
in Panama. From 2 areas of Columbia mean litter sizes were 
4.5 and 6.5 with an overall range between 1-11 young (Nowak 
and Paradiso 1983) and O'Connell (1979) found a mean litter 
size of 6.7 in northern Venezuela. Davis (1947) found a mean 
litter size of 8.5 from Teresopolis in southeastern Brazil. 
Whenever individuals were trapped they were marked for 
future identification by tattooing a number on the 
lightest-colored part of the ear with a rapidograph pen and 
spray painting an approximately 3-4 inch diameter patch of 
rump fur. Each individual in a trapping area was given a 
different color tor easy identification should it happen to 
be sµotted on transects. In the Inacio-Alexio valley, an 
area of mixed adandoned agriculture and forest, one marked 
animal was recaptured. The previously mentioned sub-adult 
male, in a two week trappin6 period between Jl July 1979 and 
13 Au~ust, was cau~ht on two consecutive nights in the same 
trap and two nights later in a trap 50 m away in the same 
creek bed. O'Connell (1979) reµorted an average distance of 
46.6 m between recaptures for males and 80.7 m for females. 
In the same trapping period and same trapline, two adult 
males and one adult female were also caught. The males were 
both caught the same ni6ht in traps lOOm apart (one in the 
same trap that a few days later caught the sub-adult) but 
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none of the adults were recaptured. The female was caught in 
the same creek bed 500 m from the loci of males. 
Metachirops opossum Cui ca 
Both the genus Phylander as well the genus Metachirops 
are widely applied to both the gray (M. opossum) and the 
black (M. mcilhennyi) four-eyed opossums but Nowak and 
Paradiso (19d3) follow Pine (1973b) and place the species 
nudicaudatus (brown 4-eyed opossum) in Phylander and both 
opossum and mcilhennyi to Metachirops. Two park specimens 
were put up as vouchers, KBB#76 (male) and KBB#89 (female) 
although both were originally cataloged under the genus 
Phylander. Measurements were also taken for 5 other adult 
individuals and follow (in mm and gm): male #76, 
498-262-39-30,300g; female #89, 619-262-39-33,410g; female 
593-258-38-30 male, 61-261-40-31; male, 297-180-34-28; male, 
302-197-33-28; male, 598-260-40-32. 
The grey 4-eyed opossum (named for the white 
superorbital spots) was one of the most ubiquitous of the 
lower elevation complex and was traµped commonly in 
abandoned agriculture and rainforest and more rarely in the 
transition zone. A total of 2Y individuals were captured in 
the µark and an additional 4 w~re re~oved from human 
habitations and chicken houses (these, too, were released in 
the park). Transect si~n of this species was vastly more 
common in the areas of abandoned agriculture (7.6 sign per 
"" 
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lOOkm transect) than· in the forest (.502/100) although 
trappin~ success was not dramatically different between the 
two (excludin~ recaptures, .006 for a~ricuLture and .004 for 
rainforest). Fleming (1972) found the population density of 
this species to be .55 per ha in mature forests and .65 per 
ha in secondary forests in Panama with an avera~e home ran~e 
of .34 ha. 
Live-trapped individuals were marked using the same 
techniques as used on Didelphis. In Caparao this species 
µroved to be easily caµtured and recaµtured even to the 
point of breaking into baited but unset traµs and mana 6 ing 
to becorue caught in Sherman livetraµs - difficul·t as it is 
to ima~ine a 600 mm, 400 gm animal forcin~ itself into a 
lOOmm by 3UOwm space. They seemed to respond e4ually well to 
all baits including peanut butter, table scraps, sardines, 
bananas. and corn nor did they apµear to become trap shy 
with 79% of individuals being recaptured at least once and 
one individual recaptured 8 times. Anot~er individual was 
trapped and removed 5'times (the last 3 times quite 
forcefully) from· the house in which I was livin~. It is also 
of interest to note that on 6 of 8 traµlines on which this 
species occurred~ these opossums showed a clumped µattern of 
captures and recaptures. There w~s usually only one 'grouµ 1 
per traµline with individuals bein~ cau~nt re~eatedly in the· 
same tr~ps. These 6 rouµs alon 6 the tra~lined did not aµµear 
to be associated with either food or water resources. The 
food in the traps could not be considered a "cluwped" 
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resource since the traµs were equidistant and only IOm 
aµart. Multiple capttire traps could not be explained based 
on dLfferent baits (P> .• 43, chi-s~uare = 1·.48, Df=2). All 
buc 4 individuals (not includi~g tbose trapped in hduses) 
were caught within 20 meters of another Metachirops and most 
were taken either se~uentialiy in the sawe traµ and/or 
simultainously in adjacent traps. On 2 occasions a pair of 
adults was captured in Lne same Leap at tne Liwe. Four of 
the capture-grouµs were male/female pairs, 1 was a wale/wale 
µair, 3 were grouµs of J (~ixed sexes), 2 grouµs of 4 and 1 
of 5 individuals (both the latter ~rouµs of wixed sexes). 
One of Lhe groups of 3 dnd 2 of Lile pairs were co{JJµused of 
juveniles less than 230111111 head and body size (Fle~ing 1972). 
In addition, toe adult male/male µair (caught simulLainously 
ill the saine trap) and 2 of the groups of 3 were each 
observed to use common dens. It seems Lhat sowe degree of 
social interaction must have been present in this species. 
The two adult wales cau 0 ht together in Lhe same trap 
(1 was sacrificed - KBB#76) were kept together for 2 weeks 
in the sauJe ca6 e for observation. The cage wds approximately 
lm X .5~ X .5111 and they were fed bananas, sardines and rice 
and beans. Thej snowed no aggressive behavior toward one 
anot.ner .. Each would simply grab a. mout.fJful of food and 
retreat a few inches to eat it.. 'the-j did uot cunlest. nor did 
one aµpear to be overLlj dowinaut over the other since they 
ate and-d~ank peacefully aud sl~pc cu~l~d up to~ethdr. This 
was. not due to an overall peac~ful nature since9- during the 
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2 week period, they did not. reduce th~ir aggressive behavior 
toward me or other things out.side their cage at all ·but 
demonstrated gape-threats~ hisses and attempted to bite at 
every opportunity. There was just no con-specific aggression 
noted .. 
Hunsaker (1977) indicated this species is 
reproductively active year-round but peaked between March 
and August. Fleming (1977) suggested Phylander is 
polyestrous with breeding extending from late January 
through November. Davis (1947) found the breeding season to 
be between August and February. No pouched young were found 
in the 6 Caparao/ adult females (specimens were taken between 
April and October) although 7 sub-adults were caught in late 
July through early August indicating birth near the end of 
the previous rainy season (approximately late February). 
Marmosa cinerea Marmosa 
This species of ashy opossuat was taken once on a 
trapline in abandoned agriculture and once in the forest and 
was found in raptor pellets on 8 occasions (5 in 1979 and 3 
in 1980). It did not ~ppear to be a co•m6n ~pecie~; Two 
specimens were put up (KBB#l3"8, male Tt 354mm, Tl 20Tmm, Hf 
Z4mm, Er Z3mm,. Wt 70gm and KBB#181, male Tt 361mm, Tl Zllmm, 
Hf Z5mar,. Kr Z3111m,. Wt 70gm) in addition to the skulls in the 
raptor collection. 
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Marmosa murina Marmosa 
The murine opossum was the most common mouse opossum in 
the park and. according to the local people wotild sometimes 
even enter houses in ~earch of bananas. Remains of 23 
individuals were taken from raptor pellets (10 from the 
rainy season, 13 from the dry) and 7 were trapped, 5 ·in the 
rainforest and 2 in the transition zone in a riparian area. 
One marked female was recaptured once. T'wice males and 
females were caught in adjacent traps. No females were found 
with young and all individuals appeared t.o be adults. Four 
specimens were put up (KBB#78, 79, 100 and 104) with 
measurements as follows (in mm and gm): male #78, 
276-151-20-22-25; female #79, 297-166-20-20; male#lOO, 
319-191-19-21-20; female#104, 263-152-18-24-30, 
Marmosa species 3 Marmosa 
I ~as unable to identify this small species of murine 
opossum: as I was not allowe-d to remove the specimens to the 
U.S. for comparative work. le does not appear to fit any 
published descriptions icic-luding those of Tate (1933), 
Hershkovitz (1959),.. Cabre:ra (1961), Collins (1973) Pine 
(Ig73a. 1973b,.. 1975,.. 1977. 1979,. 1981),.. Pine and Abravaya 
(19,78),. Handley and Gordon (1979), ·Mares il al.(1981), Pine 
and Handley ( 1984.) ~ Three specimens w·e-re· collect.ed of which 
2 were sacrificed OCBB#L8<;:, male and KBB#l 58, female) and 
oae fema.le was measured arrd released. A fourth individual 
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e·scaped. Tlie measurements were as folTows (in: mar and gm): 
malel13T, 189-1·02-14~18. 15g; female#158, 1~2-100-15-20,15g; 
female, 185-99-16-18, ·zog •. 
The spe.cimens ·were· al'l a very dist:inct.i ve· ashy-rose 
coior with a medium dark eye rLng and dverall quite 
di.fferent. from either cinera or murina. The dorsum was a 
medium pale grey which f~ded into pink on the sides. The 
creamy white fur of the b~lly, throat and feet retained a 
pinkish cast that was almost irridescent, becoming more 
pronounced and strongly pigmented toward the urogenital 
region of both sexes. The overall effect was strikingly like 
that of mother-of-pearl. The male's scrotum was dark black. 
The first two individ~als were caught by hand in a small 
area of: abandoned pasture and lime trees. Traps were 
excensively deployed with a, variety of baits but no 
specimens were c~ptured irr them. Five nests were then 
examined a.nd 2 ad.dit.ional specimen·s we·re hand caught. All 
the nests. were I l1l off· the ground in or near extensive, 
active- t:em·t catepi.ller· web:s, ·in· the: lime trees .. The nests 
were globular, 10-12 cm ~n ·diameter made of woven dry grass 
blade·s 4 mar wide a·n<f ·6-·l'O". mllli long .. One: tree c.o·ntained 2 
n:est:s,. a:LL oth.ers- were-· one· nest per tre.e .. Remains of 6 
in:dividuals af this scp.ecies were:- found. in r.aptor pellets as 
we IL' .. 
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Chiroptera 
Carollia perspicillata Morpego 
Twelve individuals (6 males., 6 f'emales) of this species 
were mistneted in the park of which 2 were put up as 
specimens (KBB#144, male, Tt 84mm, Tl O, Hf 15mm, Er 14mm, 
Tr 7mm, Fa 64mm, Wt <lOgm and KBB#187, male, Tt 85mm, Tl O, 
Hf 14mm:,. Er 14mm,. Tr lmm, Fa 63arm) .. ·Population densities 
appeared to be highest in the transition zone between the 
forest and the hi8her elevation grasslands (.285 
individuals/net), lowest in the abandoned. agriculture zone 
(.080/net) and intermediate in the rainforest habitat 
(~106/net). None were caught in the scrub-grasslands or 
alpine zones. All these bats were adults, no females were 
carrying young~ were lactating or appeared pregnant. Females 
were cau~ht in Aµril, May, September, October and December. 
An additional 10 individuals of this species were caught in 
Oct.ober,. 1978 at the Estacao Ecologia da. Tapacur~ near Sa"'O 
Lourenco da Mata in the Northeastern state of P~rnembuco, 
Br a z i l • None o f t he 3 fem a 1 es f'r om th at s i t e were 1 a ct a t i n g 
although 3 of the· males had. descended testes. 
. Uesl11odus. ro tundus Vampiro 
Tfi£s was::. the most comaron.ly nett.ed' bat in the pa·rk. In 
a·dditi·on,. one: cave ~as continually inhabited by this species 
with'· approxima-te:ly 20--30 indifridua:ls· a.nd was· located near 
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the house W'.here I stayed. The horses I used (the only 
livestock allowed in the park) were bitterr at irreguiar 
interva:Ls. There wouLd be periods of several weeks or 
occassionally months when they were never bitten and then 
r,tteeks wherr at least one of them (and often two or more) were 
fed on every rright with 2-3 fresh wounds per night. The mule 
was very rarely biten and the brown mare noticably more 
often than the white mare or white gelding~ Two foals were 
born durin~ my stay and they were bitten more the first few 
weeks of life then less with age. Other livestock was 
present outside the µark boundaries but still within 3 km of 
the cave .. 
A total of· 35 individuals were netted in the park, of 
which 5 were sacrificed as voucher specimens whose 
measurements followr male #71, 74-0-17-14-6-60; female 
#72, 86-0-17-15-4- 68; male #73, 78-0~17-14-6-64; male 
#150~ 84-0-15-14-7-64r female #151~ 90-0~IB-16-9-63. 
The vast majority (28) of these bats were caught in the 
agricultural zone •. Five were taken in the. forest and 3 in 
the transition zone- As a rou~h estimate of density, there 
were .45 individuals taken per net in the agricultural zone, 
.IO/net in the forest and .42/net in the transition zone. 
Individuals ·we·re net:ted in: t·he months of April', May, July,. 
Au~.ust ,. Seµtember,. ·October and Decemaer in Caparab and males 
we·re' found wi.th des.cended testes only in Ma.y: In Pernembuco 
(t::h.e same site descriaed u·nder Carollia} males had descended 
tecst:es· and females were Lactating in· October~ 
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Lo·ca1· residents that. at one time grazed livestock in 
the scrub-grass and alp~ne zones above 2000 m reported 
vampires did- use ~hose upper zones t.o fdrage in but that 
there were not as ~any bites o~ animal~ as in lower zones. 
The L~cal ranchers aLso·insis~e~ that there was a cave 
harboring a vampire· colony at the base of Crist£i mountain 
alt.hough I.was unable to lo~ate it. This would have been at 
an altitude of at least 2300 m .. 
Glossophaga soricina Mor;;.ego-chupa-f lor 
Twenty~one individuals of thi~ sµecies were netted in 
the park of which 7 specimens were pre·served •. Their 
measurements follow-: wale #B0,:··67-6-13'-21-6-40; male #81, 
58-6-9~19-5-36; male #82, 65-6~9-18-5-36; female #116, 
60-3-10-14-6-38; female #117, 59-3-11-16-4-33; female #145, 
55-3-11-12-4-36; male #147~ 53-3-11-10-4-35, 
In addition· a: roost -of approxima.tely 12-15 individuals 
was kept under regular observa·t·ion for changes in i ls 
numbers or evidence of reµroducti"on-. descended testes were 
noted. _in all 3 males taken in M'ay but not in those taken in 
April,. S'eµt.e1J1ber or December •. Fe.males Lakeh in July (2) and 
December (1) were·not ~actating and had no embryos. No 
juveniles· were ever··noted" in the· roost. A's previously n·oted~ 
·the potJulat.ion- in: the roost was sLigh'tly hi;S_her during the 
wa·rllf,. w:e·t. s·eason (Se•pt::e·wb•er t.hro·uQ.fr. Feb·rua·ry) and lowest 
d"u•riniS the: co·ld:,,. dry seas·on Ota:rch ·t.hrough August) .. In 
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Pernembuco, 1 wale and- 1- femaLe were taken .in October .. The 
m.a·le 's tes.t.es were not descepded and the· female was· not 
'lactating. Tf1ese aata.,. tbou5h far from conclusive, do 
suggest breeding at the begin1n~ of ~he dry·se~son. 
rhis: species w.as: most coarwo.ir in the rainforest. zone ( 18 
ind1viduals captured or .38/nec) and less so· in.the 
agricultural areas ·(5 inaividuals or .08/aet). They were 
never caught in the other zones. 
Histiotus velatus Mor<;ego 
One specimen (KBB#I43, male, Tt 64~m, Tl 50mm, Hf 12mm, 
Er 29war~ Tr 14mm~ Fm 47mm) was found under a roof tile in an 
a·bandoned agricultural area the park in December. Another 
male was netted but released a few days later in Lhe same 
zone. 
PhylLostomus hastatus Morr;.ego 
One iIJd:iv:ici.ua:l ma.le· was neL t.ed. in· Jul'y in t.he forest 
zone and released. 
Sc.u.rrrira l i 1 i um Morr;:.ego-estriado 
Sµeciatecis 0£ t.iris· lia.c ·were t:aken· three time· in net.s in 
the: ac:,~ricultural. z.on& (August:. and December) and once in the 
:forest (August)~ Feaiaie: II 4_9:,. t. i!lken~ in December,, had I 
embryo .. ·_111easu:r.eme11.ts. are as. fo:Llows:.. f ema.le. #L2t3 ,· 
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58·-o·-9-13-5-36 1 male #'129·, 58-0-11.-14-5-371 female # 149, 
68-0-15-i 4.-4--44 
Ste'nodermatinae· 
A single skull of a bat, unidentified to genus or 
species-, from this sub·famil y was recovere.d· from rap tor 
pellets. Another striped-faced phyllostomid bat, probably of 
this sub-family, was noted in a cave in V'ale Verde forest 
carrying a single young (ventrally) in December and on 2 
other occasions solitary individuals of this sub-family were 
seen in the same cave. 
Uroderma bilobatum Morcego-estriado 
One individtial male of this species was netted in the 
forest zone but was too badly damaged by a vampire caught in 
the same: net. t.o salvage .. Neasu.remen ts were· Tt 5 5mm, Tl Omm, 
Hf 9m~~ Er 15mm~ Tr 5m~~ Fm 4.0mm~ Vampires were noted on 
severaI occasions to attack and damage .other bats (as well 
as the. net) i.f they we-re· not removed immediately after 
ca'p ture·. 
V-ampyess:a- pusilla. M'orcego-estriado 
Tfiree in.di'vi·du·a·1s.· of· th.is ·speci:es. were caui$ht in August 
i.a' the for"e-s.t zone=". o·f' whi'ch- o.ne · ( CBBlf T9 5,. male~ Tc 51Iilm ,. Tl 
Olll111,., H·f Tlllmr Er lZ11u1r,,. Tr 4miiz;.. Fa: .JZmm., Wt ( lO·gm) was 
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sacrificed·. The fem.ale caught at the same time was lactaing 
and so was released. 
Vampyrops lineatus Moryego-estriado 
Tb-is w.as t.he third f!IOSt comraonly caught bat in Caparao 
with a total of 9 individuals netted and two more (male and 
female) knocked from a jabucicaba tree in July. A total of 3 
were from the agriculture zone ( .. 01/net), 6 from the forest 
(.12/net) and t from the transition zone (.14/net). Four 
specimens were put up with the following measurements (in 
ww) :male #11'5, 78'-0-12-18-7-48·; wale #127, 61-0-11-18-6-42; 
male #146, 79-0~12-16-6-39; male #148, 69-0-13-14-6-40. 
Six females. were cau5 ht (April, July,. Seµ t ember and 
October) but none were lactatin~ or appeared pre~nant. 
Prima ta 
Callicebus personatus Macaco-guigo 
IndivLduals of this sµecies were noted in the forest of 
Vale Verde although none· were captured~- On October 12, 1980, 
an adult= fem-ale was confisca·ted by the park rangers. She was 
said to have been taken fro~ the park area as a baby several 
year:s yreviously. She was brought ·to we· to return to Che 
V.-a:le Verde forest where a: 'troop often ranged within one-half 
km from •Y house and jusc across the river. The eyening she 
came the 'Mil<i' ti.ti monkeys: could be heard cal 1 ing across the 
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·valley. She was very agitate.d, vocaLi.zi,ng loudly until dark 
and fought the cha:Ln attemping to go toward che sounds. The 
next morning she· had escaped al though she still had a 
leather dog collar around ·he~ waist. 
This: species was noted only in Vale· Verde and that was 
large 1 y due t. o the u nus u a 1 a co us ti cs of the gr an i t e c 1 i ff s 
which formed the narrow valley. Within the valley forest 
proper~ very little could be hea~d above the sounds of the 
waterfalls and cascades and even that.was often muffled by 
the dense ve~etation but from outside and slightly above the 
valley (where my house was situated) a wide variety of bird 
and mammal calls could be cl8arly heard ampliphied by the 
cliffs. C~lls could then be located and the specific area 
where they had been noted could be searched with a trip to 
the valley floor. This technique worked well for this 
species. They tended to stay high in the trees and gave 
group 'choruses' usu·ally in the mornin~s but occasionally 
eveni.n·gs on an approximately weekly cycle from August 14, 
19T9·· through Octob·er 18,.. 1979; and from June .18·,. 1980 through 
October 14,. 1980 .. This period of time encompassed the 
m:Ld-to~end dry season up ta the be~ining of the· rains. An 
isolated chorus· was a:l"'so given on March 13,. 1980. The- calls 
seemed t.o be made by 2 to· 5 or 6 ind'ivi.duals although the 
act:uetl troop si.ze- when encountered in the- forest ranged from 
1-4 .. Orr oae occasion a· 15roup·. of· 8 ·was- note·d. The calls 
con·sistecf of indi"viduaiL,. rather high p.'itched cries. that were 
~.e·neral..Ly µii,Jing_ yips,, h:oo.ts.,, and tr il.ls: .. My impression was 
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that the group moved up and down the valley, perhaps 
according to seasons, as they seemed to show up on the Vale 
Verde transects at about the same time both years, 
particularly at the end of the dry season until the rains 
be~an. The monthly totals of times troops were observed were 
as follows: March (1 troop), June (5), August (5), September 
(7), October (6). 
These monkeys were not noted in either Mata Capivara or 
in Carumbe, the other 2 isolated valleys on the west side of 
the park that retained forests of roughly comparable size to 
Vale Verde. One juvenile (1/2-3/4 grown) was seen in October 
of 1979 accompaning a troop with 3 other individuals. 
Cebus apella Macaco-prego 
Once again, it was only in Vale Verde that these 
monkeys were noted. Other than occasional alarm calls 
directed at me, no vocalizations were noted. This species 
was only noted 6 times on the transects and group size 
varied considerably, from 2 solitary individuals to one each 
of groups of 2, 3, 8 and one of 12-15. My impression was 
that they usually stayed far up the valley. There seemed to 
be no pattern to their rare occurrences on the transects. 
This sµecies, too, had a reintroduction of a captive 
female into Vale Verde on May 17, 1980. 
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Xenarthra' 
Myrmecophaga tridactyla / Tamanandua-bandeira 
Si5n of this endan15ered· species,. in the form of damaged 
ant. and termite nests W.ith identif"iable claw marks or feces, 
was noted 4 times in Caparaif. once in the transition zone, 
once in the scrub-grass and twice in the alpine areas. In 
addition,. in July of 19~a~ I was stoµped by 3 frightened 
campers who insisted they had just seen a big, shambling, 
...> 
waist-hiih. ~ray 'bear' between Terreirao and the Pico in the 
alpine zone, an area where I had previously fbund fliµped 
rocks and disturbed ~rassy ant nests. Althou~h I went in 
immediate pursuit, I was unable to confirm the sighting but 
still I am reasonably sure that they did see a giant 
an teat er •. 
Cabassous tatouay Tatir-rabo-mole 
Burrows; of this; spec~ies were noted twice on transects, 
once each in the agriculture and forest zones and one 
individual was captured in a nearby coffee field and removed 
to th~ park. Burrows of thfs species could be distinguished 
from' Dasypus in that·· Chey were somewhat broader than hi15h 
and from Euphractus by their lart5er size. The· captured 
i.ad·ivid'ual · (auile) wa.s; ·allowed to dig several burrows for 
corrrparis:on to:• those of the other· species be:fore he was 
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marked and released in an ~coton•·area between forest: and 
abandoned agriculture well up· iht.o the park.· 
In aLl .. cases,. any armadi.Llos that· were seen in the µark. 
were run down either on fod~ or horseback ahd caught.~ They 
were t..hen sexed and' ID:arked w,tt.h a 3-4 inch µatch of spray 
µa.i.nt on the rump or tai·l. Each indiv{dua:1 had a uni!.fue 
comDina.tion of col"or ai1d Location of µat.ch so that they 
could t.herea.f·t.er be individually identified without 
recapturing them. It ·was i1.11µor.tan t· lo rJlace the µa int in an 
area of the carapace which would have little friction when 
the ani1JJal burrowed. The basal l'/3 of the. tail or the rump 
just above it to the peak of the hips seemed to work well. 
The rJBint ~enerally last.e~ Z-3~1JJonth~ in the dry season, 
probably somewhat less d~riag· the rainy months. One adult 
female Dasypus was cavtured first in late April, seen on a 
t.rdnsect in early July and then re~caµt.ured in Se~Lember. 
Althau.:;h not visible· from a distance at that time,. her paint 
color could still ae seen in t.b~ cracks. between her scutes~ 
A male- ca.uiS h.t in March wa.s- seen on a: transect in !1ay with 
the- J)B.int st.ill de-t.ecLable- Lhrou&h binoculars. 
Eup-hrac.tus sexcinctus Tatu-pel udo 
The· six-banded arm.ad·i:lla 11tas overall· a.bout. 1 /3 as 
-COllllJl.On as· the nine-banded. In add it ion,. Euµhractus was found 
only in the lower 2 zones and w.a·s far wore com·i.llon in the 
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agricultural' areas. (J.3 s·ign/IOOkm) than in the forests 
( .. 25/lOOkm). No juveniles or lactating females were noted. 
_,. 
Dasypus_novemcinctus Tatu - gal in ha 
Tnis species was f'ound ·in aLl habitats of· the µark 
except the highest alpine zone. In the forest sign (tracks, 
scats, burrows or sightings) was f6und at only 5.3 per 100 
km of transect whi~~ in the other three zones where they 
were noted Lhey were noted at freyuencies of 11.96/lOOkm 
(Agriculture), .52/lOOkm (Transition) and 1.83/lbOkm 
(scrub-grass) .. Remdias of this species were found once in 
regur~itated stom~ch contents beside the tracks of a Maned 
wolf in 't.11e scrub-grdSS z.oue but dS Lhere we:is no way to tell 
where it had origin~lly been consumed (and so µresumbly 
lived) this individual WdS not entered dS daLd. Juveniles 
(accompanied by mother) were noted once each in March (very 
youn15),. April e:rnd· June wnile- sub-adults (dt le,dst l/2 grown 
and not accowµaaied by ~other) were noted in October and 
December. Taos~ c~u~ht in Octa~er were 3 yo~n~ males about 
1/L grawa while thac in Decewber was a solitary fe~ale about 
J/4.g.rowci-... Alt·uoua.ht:.Ci.ese data are· few it would a11p-e<:tr that, 
i11 ·tJri-s area,. 'this- sp·eci e'S· reproduces so · tiJa t L he you1115. are 
fro,~nz; n.~ar the eud of ·th.e' rainy s-ea.son in February or early 
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" Dasypus septemcinctys Ta.t:u-galinha 
This syecies, repres.ented by a singLe litter of three 
females~ was caught.once in an area of abandoned 
agriculture. No burrows were noted on t:ransetts that would 
corre·spond to the small" adult. size (about 1/2 the size of D. 
novemcinctus) of this species. These were caught in April 
unaccomµanied by an adul·t. Although these were about the 
same size and wei~ht as the rrine-banded ju~eniles that were 
seen in April, they were obviously physically wore mature 
and seemed about 1/2 to 3/4 grown .. If they were typical, 
that would µut the young of this sµecies being born nearer 
to the end of the dry or in the early rainy season 
( apf)-r:ox ima tely Sept ewber or Oct ob er). 
Lago1norpha 
Sylvilagus brasiliensis Tapeti 
Sig-n of this species. was found. on tr·ansects in the 
agricult:ural~ forest, transition and·scrub-grass zones of 
Caµarao. Pellets were the most common sign followed by 
occas.-ional sitJ.ht:ings. Sig:n- den.si.t.ies were ·fr·t~hest in the 
scrub-grass (3 •. 66/100 kw)":, 111ode'rate-.J:n.a~:riculture (1.9·6/100 
kw;} an·d tran-sit:ion· (I .. 5/ LOO km) anc:t lowes·t in· t.he forest 
( .75/ltJO kar.) .. Skul"ls we-re· taken trom· rapt·or pe·l"lets 3 times 
and' rabbit.. ht:t.ir also occu·rrect in: Z-I • .:3~··(Ll out. of 97) canid 
scats-- and. ia 8:.,2·(6, of 73} off Ee-lid ones ... However.- these 
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latter incidents of remains in scats were no~ record~~ as 
sign of rabbits on those transects where the scats we~e 
found since those predators aLL regularly crossed back and 
forth between hab.itat zones and. consequently,. it was not 
µossible to determine which ha:bita.t. the. rabbit had a·ctually 
been usin15. 
Sciurus inhgrami 
Rodentia 
/ 
Caxinguele 
This sµecies was seen only 3 times on transects, twice 
in March and once in April. Not surprisingly this squirrel 
was found only in the rainforest zone. It was not detected 
in any·predator scat~ nor were any specimens collected in 
traµs set in trees. 
Gavia a.perea / Pr ea 
This species was noted at a freyuency of 3.32 µer lOOkm 
of· transect in areas of abandoned agriculture not counting 
those that lived 11ear wy house or the guard station. The 
latter were seen almost daily and often hourly but were not 
ac.tualLy on transects· •. Still these· individuals contributed 
informa-tion of interest. .. On forest t·ransects cavies were 
noted'. at a fre·t..Juen:cy of 2· • .78·/IJOkm and one· was seen on a 
scru.l>-grass habLta·t:. · ·transec~ (.9-1/ 1 OOkm) ~·.Three in di vi duals 
were found in raµtor pellets~ al~ taken during the wet 
sea·son ... Juveniles. were noted irr February and Ju.Ly on 
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transects and in· every.month except December and January 
(rainy season) around the houses. On _transects these animals 
were- seen · s,ingly e·xc·e,µ t for Z (presumed females) each of 
which was. accom.pa·nied by a' juvenile a"l though t"hose animals 
that" lived· near the hou·se and s.tation:. seemed to oe in small 
colonies of from 3-4· indivi"duals up to about 10-l"Z. On two 
occasions grison ( Galictis vittata) were seen pursuing 
cavies .. B·oth chases were in- broad da.,yLight~ one being a·t 
near noon and the other at about 4 PM. Neither cavy was 
caught at those ~imes as ~oth reached shelter before the 
grison got to them, one under a large rock, the other in a 
small. burrow. Both cavies were very vocal (squeals and 
w:histles) while being chased •. 
This conspicuous species was not found eit.her near the 
house or on the a 6 ricultural zone tcansec·ts that ran through 
the lower Vale Verde (along Vargem Ale~re and alond the road 
t11at led up into Lh.e Vale Ve·rd·e forest) un:~il February of 
198V .. After chat· they steadi.ly increased in fre4uency. This 
species aµpeared to be disµe·rsing into these areas· of 
seco·ndar y ce~rowth and sucesstully col onizin 0 thew. 
Das.yp-rocta azarea or prymnoloµha 
./ 
Acuti 
a. de·tailed exaarinat:ion,. it was not possi"ble to tell which 
s.µecies "'as pres.en t: or.- perhaps,. tf both· were. Agout is· were· 
Eourui: i::nfrequ.en.t:Ly on:-· t:ra.·nse·cts. iii t:he forest zone (at a 
·"' ·---
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fretJuency of" L. 2/ lOOkm) and tti-e abandoned agricul'ture · 
( .33/ io-okm). In addi'tion,. ·bones of a single-, dried forelimb 
(humerus,. radius,. uln.a,.. carµals,..- me:tacarpa.ls and µhalanges) 
w.ere found i.n an a.rea of abandoned a~riculture which had 
forest wit.bin 50m· .. The skulL and t-he rest of the body could 
not be located. Once a~ain this individual was not counted 
as a transect point since Lhere was doubt as to which 
habitat it had occupied. 
Coendou prehensilis Guan du-a cu 
This .sµecies was found on 2 occasions in the park, once 
remains were found in the forest of Carumbe near the stream 
bank and in once the scat of a cougar (Felis concolor). The 
latter was found in the tr~1sitioa zone and was composed of 
hundreds of spines of this species of prehensile-tailed 
µorcuµiue. The latter incidence was not coun·ted as a 
transect data point however~ once again due to the inability 
to tell w:hich hi:ibite:tt t..he· µorcuµi1H: 11ad Col/le frow .. A third 
individual,. yet another dead one unfortunately, was brought 
to we by one of tn~ Lacal boys. They nad been cutting and 
burnin~ forest. at the· ver :1 ede!,.e of Lh-e· park ( abu·t tin/S the 
Ca:rr.i.m.be fores-t) and. "Lh:is spec·iwen -had bee·n killed:. Both of 
· t.lre: d·ead indiv·iciual's were too dama-.;ed to put up· but their 
s.kul.ls were· cleanedan:d placed-with" tne: odre·r pC:Jrk voucher 
StJeciwe-ns a•t. IBDF·' headqud-rters i11 a·eLo Horfzonte-,. Ninas 
G'erais·. 
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Cricetidae Rato-do-mato 
The ecology of the park species in this family have 
already been discussed in the earlier sections of this 
manuscript. Consequently, the comments included here will be 
confined to those few species for which notes on 
reproduction or other general life history information may 
be available. An overall summary table of reproductive 
information follows: 
Species 
TABLE 28 
SUMMARY OF NUMBERS OF OBSERVATIONS FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE DATA FOR CRICETIDAE 
Month Characteristic* 
t 1 p j 
Akodon cursor 
Oryzomys eliurus 
Oryzomys f lavenscens 
Akodon serrensis 
Nectomys squamipes 
Oxymycteris sp. 
September 
September 
May 
June 
May 
July 
September 
October 
October 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 2 
2 
1 
1 
Characteristic:t=testes descended; l=lactating; p=pregnant1 
j=juvenile 
Botfly larvae (genus and species unknown), were found 
/ in 2 specimens taken in Carumbe forest. One was in the 
single Thaptomys nigrita taken in the park (KBB# 101, 
female) and the other in one of the 2 Blarinomys breviceps 
(KBB# 96, male). These larvae were preserved in alcohol and 
placed with the mice from which they were collected. 
1 
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Carnivora 
Cerdoc yon and/ or Pseu.doai apex. Raposa, Cachorro do ma to 
As- previously- mentioned~. no.n.e of .. these ar1Lwals were 
actually captured (although they were occasionally seen) and 
could no t b e di f'f ere tJ t i a t e d b y L r a ck s o r s ca L s o n L r a 11 s e c t s • 
The following comments can only be taken in a general 'fox' 
cou c·ext a.n d not 1::1. s. s µec ie.s ·specific i mP'Li"ca.t ions, none the 
less, strong trends were observed. Fox si~n were, overall, 
tne wost comwonly ouserved of tue carnivores in all 
habitats. Sign were most comwonly observed in the areds of 
abd11doi1eu aQiculLure (22:. 5 .sign/ lOOkm), were r1::1.rest in Lne 
trd.n·siLion (5.8/100) and ·w-ere of intermediate fre~uencies in 
Lhe otller 3 z-ont::s ofrorest (15.9/100),,. scrub-6 rass 
(16.5/100) and al~ine (17.1/100). 
No puµs w~re noted or other intiicators of breeding 
season .. 
Chrysocyon brachyurus Lobo-guara 
Ti1e- endaa~~red l!t::tned wolf WdS a· rate and ephetJteral 
species in· t.he- park but def ini"Lely present. a-s idetd·ified by 
scats,. trai:.:.ks aiJ'd; cctll·s. Surµri·::>itr·gly,. it was Fouttd in a·ll 
zoU:es exceipt the transi tiorr a:·Ithoug.h si 6 .I1 was most cowuwnly 
1:::::n·couat;~ri::?:d in· fh-e· a:lpine. ·~o.Je' (l.,4(1VOkm) .. Scats were found 
ou:. 3· ·cycc~sion-s·one· of whic:.:.h' cont.a·ined rahhit- fur· iu addition 
tar ju;rub·eba f.t-u.it.: seed:S.t' Oi'Je COlJtafaed ouly pld.fJt tewains 
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and· the La:st cont:ained goat hair •. Th~s scat was found on the 
face of Rolador ~here a small herd of fe~~l goats are 
probably the. most: numerous remaining l'art5e herbivore in the 
park~ In addLtioa~ as previou~ly mentioned~ regurgitat~d 
stowach contents ~h1cfr ihcluded 9~banded armadillo scutes 
were found next to Maned-wolf tracks. The whooping, barking 
cry of this SiJecies was beard on one occasion in late July, 
1979 echoin& from the crest of RoLador. A camµer reported 
seein~ an ind£vid~al between the area of Tres La~oas and 
. ,, 
Cristal mountain in August 198-0. In September of the same 
year an individua.l' cawe down the w.ountain foLlo-wing the main 
(and only) park road. The ·tracks· were first noted near the 
en trance-· l!!la t e a·n d· ilia La Burro and' were back tracked tor a 
distance af 3 km until the tracks were lost above the forest 
of Carumbe •. 
Felts yagouaroundi Gato mour is co 
This was' the· wost common felid i·n the: iiark •. The voucher 
specimen (KBB#190) was no·t captured d·uring· this· study but 
was confis·cat.ed in· 0-ctob.e·r 19·<30 by Ure gu·ards from a farmer 
·orr the east ·side'. of the- park in- ·cn·e· Pedra· R-·oxa valley •. This 
aniaral,. a b.L·ack ph.ase male~ had· been· recently po-ached from 
·t·fre pa.rk. Aao·t.her black. phase:· indi-vLdu·al" was s"een on 3 
diffe-re-nc: occasions cross-ing· t:he .. read· by the 6 .::rte. In all 3 
ca-ses ·it · wa;s, trave··Iin~ii;: fro·m: Mat.a Burro along a. small 
wat.ercou.rse dol'Jrr Lowar·d: the abandoned agr icul tu re' (and, 
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unfortunately, not far beyond· are· occupied· farms) along the 
strea1Il of the Vargem· Alegre (Rio Capara6J. Jagar~undi tracks 
were a.ft.en seea crossing the road near thi.s point. Overall 
t:his. spe·cies. was found in all zones. but sign was most common 
in the' areas of· abandone·d agriculture ( 15. 6/ lOOkm), 
scrub-grass (13.7/lOOkm) and f~rest (12.9/lOOkm) and least 
common in the alpine (8.5/lOOkm) and· transition zones 
(5.0/lOOkm). A set of tracks that were ciearly a juvenile of 
this species were recorded alongside those of an adult in 
May near Cashoiera Bonita in the transition zone. 
Felis concolor 
Scats of this species were found twice in the park, 
once in the transition zone, full of the spines of a 
prehensile-tailed porcup~ne and once near the Rancho dos 
Cabritos in the scrub-grass. The latter contained goat hair. 
Fe·lis: pardal is Jag.uatirica, Gato-do-Ma to 
This en-dan~ered specie-s was fo•und in the park in all 
zoae·s al t:.hough' thos·e ·sign fo.unct in. ·a,ban·doned agriculture 
were i.n a·n. area: of older,.. denser second:ary regrowth or near 
the aia'rgins: of· the fore'S:t... ~i·gn- ·wa-s rarest in these old 
field·s; ( ... 96/ IOOkllf' o·f t:ra.nsect.) £01-Io·we-ct by- transit ion zone 
(I •. OfIOOklll) and fores.t:. (3·~0/100km} .. O'ce'Lot s.ign was most 
cowm·oa i.n: t:he· h:igh elenr:t..ioll zones of scrub-g·rass 
(81 .. Z/IOOklil) and alpine (a:. ... 5/100).., The pug marks of .this 
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species were easily dis:C-inguished as they were almost twice 
as broad (5.5c•) a~ those of-the two smal~er spotted cats 
F.wiedii and F .. tigrinus (3~5cm). - The sea.ts were also larger. 
Ocelots-were Cw.ice seen crossing the park.road at night and 
once in t:he da.y .. All three si·g.htings were in forest habitat. 
In October a female which was obviously heavily lactating 
was seen scavengin~ table scraps that had been used to bait 
--a: sign-station-at Terreirao in the scrub-grass zone. 
A voucher specimen (KBB#191, male) was obtained in 
October 1980 when it was confiscated from a farmer who said 
it was killing chickens and he shot it as it fought.with his 
/ 
dog. His farm is near the park in Carumbe.· Unfortunately, 
the skin had disappea.red (the· farmer said his dog ate it but 
the IS uards bel_i eve-d he soLd it i.Ll egally) but the s kul 1 was 
found. It was a mature individual with fully closed sutures, 
well develoµed sagittal crest and moderately worn teeth. 
However,. the lower left rnola:r was broken ia-nd cracked down 
through the~ root. This injury ·had: happened while the aniwal 
was still alive' since the bone was eroded, swollen and 
necrotic consistant with the tooth being abcessed. 
Felis wi.edii/tigrinus 
, 
Maracaja,. Gato-do-mata 
.These- t11to specie-a-,. as 111ent_ioned earlier.- could not be 
differentia.ted in' ·tracks~ ... scat:s or on ·sight. Consequently-
t.h'er"e W.as·n·o-. ·w:ay- 'f'd'r"to~ estabLish which one or if both were 
present in Ca:para~~ Sign: we-re very common in the higher 
1 BO 
zones of' the park (17 .I/l'O'Okms fo.r Lbe- alpine., 16 .. 5/ IOOkm 
for scrub-grass), ~er~ intermediate in the-f~~est 
(l"IJ .. '2:/l"OVkm} and a~r-icul"turaI areas (g •. 6/lOOkm) and least 
commor.r ·(al thoug,h not rare) in the transit ion z·one 
(3 .. 9~/lOOkar)-.._ An adU.Lt: w:ith' -one·ccki.Lten,-.£0.llowin~ was seen by 
,. 
the park guards in Carumbe fbrest in April. 
'Eira barbara Irara 
Tayra. were fbund in the ar~as of abandoned a~riculture 
(7.5 sign/lOOkm) and rainforest (4.05/lOOkm). However it 
should be noted th~t these i~cidents in agrictilture were all 
margins where those areas bordered on the rainfores~. 
Si~htin~s during the day ~ere the·mosL comMon siBn of these 
an-imals and th"ey often occurr·ed as· pai·rs •. No juveniles or 
~rouµs larger than pairs were noted. 
Galictis vit:t:ata· Fu.rao 
This.str±kia~ly warked sµecie~ wa$ also oft~n seen on 
transects- althoug.h scats a·nd occasional tracks ·were also 
found .. Overall si 0 n· was- amst c·owm·on in t.ne scrub-15rass· and 
ab:andoned a~ricult.u·rer zones (8 .. 8/l'IJ'Vkm and· 5 •. 3/lOOkm 
respect:ively). It· kfas: record·ed· at· a,.- frequen-cy of only 
.. 5/ IOOkm irr the: ·forest. As. pre·viously not·ed,. O(l 2 occasions 
salit·dr.t ~rison .. we·re s·ec:H7 f"Ursu:ing'. cavies· and 3 indi-v·iduals 
were ob:se:rve·d at 11 ·am follow.ing: a:I·ong behind me robbing a 
t.rapline as I se·t if.; .. T'iley pas·sed w-ith·in· 3, Ill and obviously 
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saw ~e, one· sitting up· .on- the· hind.le6S to e;:et a· bett:er Look 
(it:. appeared from this glance to be a female), ~rid then 
awbled· off seemin 0 ly unconcerned. They traveled in more or 
less si ng.1.e· f i.Le, in.ve-s.tiga·t ing st ones and the ·bases of 
grass cl1.u1Ips- as t-hey went. .. :'I"he:y were all the sattre size and 
at least one was making a quiet, but audible, chitpin~ µurr. 
Yet another indiviaual was killed in a hen nouse at. night 
when i.t:. a.t tacked· the boy trying. to run it off .. The body was 
not recovered frow a dog in time to salvageble. 
, 
Nasua nasua Cua ti 
This was another very visible~ widely distributed 
:;µecies in· the· park .. · Coatis'11~undi were f.-:Jund in all zones but 
were tuost fre'"'ucrnt in the forest (16.9 si;;;n/lOOkm) and 
scrub-~rass (13.7/lOOkm). They were intermediate in 
·aba11doaed -a~riculture (7 .. Z/lOvkm-) and lowest in the 
tran·s·i.t.ion (Z •. 1/LOdkw) and aLpine· (2.8/lOOkm) areas. These 
an iwals; w.ere- usually. no te:d:· in tg"roup·s with ouser ved troop 
sizes b·etween 2 a.nd 14' individuals. A sub-adult (1/Z-3/4 
grow..n) wa<s· 110L1:::d w-ith a tr.oop in Au.gust. Th~re was evidi::uce 
suggestina disiJersal of sub-ad.ul ts w'a.y be· occu,rrin~ in tnis 
s.µr:cir=s. at tue-end of ·crre· c.old·. drf' season (July-Aueust) 
whc11 t·hese- an·i111als would· be about yearl i11.,s. .. I encountered 
or r1aa brought to me 4 sub-adu.LL:. (fr-u.t a.l!los t. grown) 
·inu..iv-idua:ls durin6 tlte lasL we·ek of July. ·a.nd 'the first weeks 
of Au~ust. (2 itt 19'79'- aiid 2 inc 19~0) .. Thre-e were cai.Jght 
'· 
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(roped by 2 area·wuleskinners) in broa~ d~ylight with no 
troop in evidence. Two·of these were young males traveling 
to5 ether in th~ scrub-6 rass zone~ B6th· were very dark with 
an unusually high degree of melanism. The other was also a 
youn5 wale captured in an old pasture .. near Vale Verde. The 
fourth, a female. was caught in a live-trap set on the 
fenceline of t1ata Capivara with forest on 011e side and 
pasture on the other. She had 3 infected puncture wounds,( 1 
on the back, ~ in t11e neck) tnat looked Liked bites from an 
animal with abbut 2 inch canines. In September the partial 
skeleton of a sub-adult (judging by suture closings, tooth 
eruption and wear) that had been dead only a few weeks (from 
the condition of t.he -boHe and skin) brought to me a11d in 
October I found another in a similar state. Both of the 
latter cawe from the scrub-grass ~one. The trdpped fewale's 
wounds were treated then sne was marked and released at. 
point of capture .. The wale roped near Vale Verde died and 
was put up (KB3#134 Tt llllmm, Tl 488'm111, Hf 97ii1m, Er 43mm, 
ilt 4.95k~.) .. The sKulls and skelc:tal material were also 
placed ·in the mamwal collection (KB8#1g8 and #189). The two 
wales caught in the ::;crub-g"rdSS were· warked and rel~ased in 
'l'1i:ita Burro where t.he·re. was no re·s-Ldeat troop. One 
(re.cog"i.1-Lzab·le' by the melanistic fur pat.tern) was killed a 
few· weeks later b·y a nearby farwer. · lihether he was poached 
wttbia Lhe ~ark or if h~actud~ly travelled that far 
(includirr6 . cross.i110. the river) is iwpossible Lo say .. The 
other remained in residence in Mato Burro and was sti.11 
,. 
there at the time I left Caparao. 
Procyon· cancri vorous A/ Mao pelado 
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The crab-eating raccoon was found in the lowest 3 zones 
of the park. It was most common in areas of abandoned 
a~riculture (1.9 sign/IOOkm), rarest in the transition zone 
(.26/lOOkm) and intermediate in the forest (.75}100km). Sign 
of this sµecies was never found far from water in any zone 
however. It is interesting to note the way this species was 
always near water even though the streams in Caparao were 
apparently devoid of any aquatic organisms f~r them to feed 
on. The, wate·r of the par·k was very cold and fast moving 
along shelves and sranite boulders. A water sample was taken 
by the 6 overnment from Lhe Vargem Ale~re r~ver just where it 
left the park to test water quality for the town of Alto 
Caparao'and found no al 6 ae and very few micro-organisms. 
From· my own observations I found n.o algae,. fish~ tadpoles, 
a~uatic arthroµods or snails until the stream left the park, 
passed· through the vill"age and into a flood plain about 3 
kais. below- the. park: .. There were many fro~s, snails and 
insects in' the pa:rk: and' s·everal were observed to use 
bromeLiadsr hollows·in t~ees and teM~orary pools for 
breediIIl:J, but for all- t:he quantity of water in these· 
. . . ' 
mountains~ it wa~ oddly sterile to have such ~pµeal for 
crab:-eattn:g. raccoons. 
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Artiodactyla 
Tayassuidae Queixada, Caetetu 
T"he' two species of peccary possibl.e in the area of 
Caparao (Tayassu pecari and T. tafacu) could also not be 
distinguished by tracks, scats or other sign. No peccary was 
captured or seen which would help with identification. Sign 
of these animals was confined to the transition (1.3/lOOkm) 
and scrub-grass (4.5/lOOkm) habitats. Groups appeared to 
h a v e few i n di v i du a 1 s i.n t h em. j u d g in g fr om t h e freq u ency o f 
sign in an area when it was detected. 
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